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AT AUCTION.

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE ONNo.
THURSDAY, Dec. 28, at 10
163 Cumberland street,
lor Suits in Plu
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we shall

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleaned every day at 10 cents per pair
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Pratt’s Astral Oil.
-Ifcs T7®cn

i

in

y w-

nlarger extent than all similar grades of C
bined.
It* ieputation is world-wide, and it will not be
questioned that for Family use ti is the safest Oi is
well as being in all other respects superior to auy oil

a

made for illuminating purposes. The essential
features of the Astbal which have made its reputation— Absolute safety, Perfect Hurtling
Qualitiox, rbiI Freedom from OiMngreeable Odor. Names of pariios having the genuine
for sale furnhhed by us.

at house
sell Par-

h, M. T. Centre Tables. Whatnot,
Easy Chairs, Brussel Carpets Oil Paintings and Kn
graving!!. Lace Curtains, B. W. Chamber Set, Marble Top Pine Chamber Sets, Wire
Spring Bed and
Hair, etc., Mattresses, Dec. Toilet Set, Tapestry an i
Ingrain Carpets, Extension Tables, D. Chairs Sideboard, Fine China and Glassware, Cutlery and Silver
plated Ware, Hat trees, Magee Range, together with
the entire Kitchen Furniture, Refrigerator, etc.
This Furniture is almost new, in perfect order, and
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GROCERIES & FIXTURES
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C.H.MUMM&CO.,
Extra Dry and Dry Verzeuay,

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 27, at 2Va p. m. at store
corner of Pine and Brackett
streets, we shall
sell the ent re stock in said store,
consisting in part
of 100 cases corn, 10 do. Peacues. 10 do.
tomatoes,
25 chests of tea, together with a large stock of
groceries and shelf g ods, meat block and bencb, measures, cheese cutter, &c. This stock is tresh and
first class and will be sold without reserve.
F. O. BAIIiEY & CO.,
Auctioneer**,
<te21•
did

PIPER-HEIDSIECK CHAMPAGNES,

AUCTION.

We W. WHIPPLE & CTO.,
Wholesale and Retail Agents.
sep3sneod4m

JUST RECEIVED

410 FORE

STREET.

Cure Your

sml2w

Corns6

BY USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart k Bunion Solvent,
Entirely harmless; Is

not

a

It removes Coras. Warts.
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each

Portland,

W. II. CHASE, Agent.

20,1882.dec21dlw
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ously injured.
;Gov. Plaisted to Become an Editor.
Lewiston, Dec. 23.—Gov. H. M. Plaisted has

purchased

third interest in the Lewisten
Gazette, and will become connected with that
paper as soon as his executive term expires.
The firm will be Plaisted, Calvert & Waldron'

is the only Iron preparation that
does not color the teeth, and will not
cause

headache

other Iron

or constipation,
preparations will.

Evening, Commencing
Thursday, p. ui.,
AT STORE, NO. 259 RIDDLE ST.
a

largo Importing House,

on

Private sale between sales.

as

burned the hotel, ell, stable, font houses, seven
or eight cows and four or five hogs. Most of
the furniture was saved. The property was

ralgia, hysteria, and kindred complaints, will find it without an equal,

owned by Butterfield Bros. Loss about 87000;
insurance small. The fire was probably caused

by

dtf

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Excl tinge Mi,

Malesrcou!
r.

O.

BAILKY,

W.

0.
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Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchan-

dise every
no.

Saturday, commencing

Consignments solicite

at 10 o’clock a,
oct3dtf

HOLIDAY GOODS!
Fancy Baskets of all kinds, Work
Stands, Rustic Baskets, Dried
Grasses, Pampas Plumes,
Bird Cages, Flower Pots,
Flant
Brackets,
Stands, Trellises, Frame and
Clipper Sleds, HouseGoods,
keeping
Wringers,
dec., at wholesale and, retail,

CANARY BIRDS. SPLENDID SIHGEfiS.
W. C.SAH VEIIA CO.

*

Greene & Co.

VVyer

to the front," with a large
Again
and choice selection of Toilet
Sli’ipers for the

5, 7

HOLIDAY

TRADE !

Also Slippers Bottomed at short notice.
We will say to our readers that
we have a large stock of

RUBBER GOODS
low

the

us

your obedient servants

FOR
for

This week

480 Congress Street*
OPP PREBLE HOUSE:
eodtf
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SOARING

shall offer
special bargains in Seal
Sacques ard Fur Uined

r

we

our

toman Garments, at
reduction.

CHILDREN’S
GARMENTS.

a
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In order to reduce our stoek
before January 1st, we shall
offer several styles Children’s
Cloaks and Dresses at twenty
per cent discount from regular

early inspection

OWEN, MOORE
5

de21

is desir-

193

193

FOGG & DOMAIN,
& 00. HOYT,
dtf

Have in Block

BIRTHDAY

011c

of the

Lines

CARDS,

Photograph Albums, Papetertes,
Lap Cablets, Olive Wood

LURING, SHORT & HARMON.
d2w
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100 Toys fori 75 cts.
We have

a

Large Stock

Dollar Toys,

of

Photograph Albums
Boohs,

&

Holiday

found in the city. Call and see us before
making your purchases. A full line of Blank Books,
Fine Stationery, Block Paper, cheap Ruled Papers,
etc., etc., constantly on hand.

To be

MIDDLE STREET.

193

193
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which will be closed out at 75
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LAUREL HOUSE,
Lakewood, New Jersey.
Quadrupled in size during past jear.
FINEST OF ANY WINTER RESORT.

fc. C, Fleming, of Crawford House. White Kits
dec20

NEW ATTRACTIONS

Watches!

McKENNEY,

Watches!
THE

JEWELER,

very large stock.
old and Silver Watches in all
and Prices.
Styles
J
Has

Hemstitched Handkerchief wiili
colored border,* really worth 25
cents, in our Special bale which
will begin Tuesday, December 12,
will be entitled to one chnucc in
the elegantly dressed,
French,
Musical and Mechanical Figures
in one of our show windows,
worth $SO.MO,
The female plays the tambour
ine and bells, and the male plays
the violin.

J.M. DYER & CO.
51]
dell

Congress

St.
dtt

DRAWING FR0N1 LIFE.

dtde2B

A Mistake.
the lady return the slippers w hich she
took by ‘mistake and get her owpi slippers

WILL
de21

25 cent

a
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MANAGER.d2w

my prices aue always low

street.
C«igrees
w

H. A

MULLER & SUN.
d3f

importing

fuac-

le-

show that no interierence should be
In conclusion the witness said:
permitted.
“There is, however, a class of stock and grain
dealing which should be suppressed by law,
and that is ‘bucket shops,’
This business is
merely betting on quotations as they pass over
the tape on tde indicator.
The inducement
held out by the circulars sent out by such concerns capture as customers people of small
means,
such as clerks and servants. This
bucket shop business leads not infrequently to
acts of dishonesty.
Pooling of railroads
should be prohibited by law: so should the
combinations of coal companies; also the consolidation of telegraph companies, owing to
their prejudicial effects upon public interests,
and as also contrary to public policy in building up monopolies.

cases

to

TELEGRAPHIC NEWS.
Between the Western Union
Telegraph Company and the Associated

Every Purchaser of

dec22

to disasters.
All
houses deal in
tures. There is no need for any legislative
tion to put a stop to Yankee enterprise and

Contract

cents each.

OWEN, MOORE & Co.

Henry Clews Gives His Opinions on Coiners and Speculation Generally.
New York, Dec. 23.—The Senate committee on corners resumed its session here to-day.
Henry Clews, the banker, testified that in his
opinion corners were the resuit of speculations
carried to extremes, and have invariably led

d2w

Regular

purchased late,

ALOFT.

On cross-examination,
gitimate speculation.
Mr. Clews strongly deprecated any interference on the part of the
legislature, and cited

—OF—

C1IST1AS Id NEW TEAR
Coods, Brass Ooods,
Odor
Cases.
Pocket
Bronzes,
and Work
Jewel
Books,
Boxes, Plush and Leather Bags.

on

S'.

CORNERS.

Choicest

CHRISTMAS AND

Hung down

Ninety Feet Added to the Height of the
Washington Monument the Past Year.
Washington, Dec. 23.—The annual report
of Lieut. Col. Thomas L Casey, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., engineer in charge of the
Washington Monument, which was submitted
to Congress to-day, shows that at the close of
the present session (Deo. 1,1882,) the height of

prices.
An
able.

use.

tbe shaft w as 340 feet above tbe level of the
floor of the shaft, showing an increase of
height during the year of 90 feet. He says
that if the marble can be obtained from this
time forward with the same rapidity as during
the past season, the walls and tbe pyramidian
or the roof of the shaft can be completed possibly by July 1, 1884, and certainly by the close
of the workiDg season of 1884. Since the completion of the foundation in 1880, the total load
addod to the then existing structure has been
28,355 tons, and the settlement of the shaft
due to this load has been on an average about
JJ inches for the structure. The total pressure
now borne by the “bed of foundation’.’ is 74,871
tons, or about 92-100 of the total pressure to.
be finally placed upon it. The amount ex
pended on the monument during the past year
was 8177,849.60, leaving a balance.available of
$33,417.37, which will supply and cut the
marble to course 370 and the granite to course
390. An estimate of $250,000 is submitted for
continuing the work of the monument for the
year ending June 30,1884, which it is expected
will complete the shaft and pyramidian and
also the interior staircase and elevator during
the year 1884. The report is accompanied by a
letter from tbe Joint Commission recommending an appropriation by the present Congress
of the amount estimated as necessary to complete tbe monament to its full height of 555
feet.

Cloth Jackets,
Dolmans, Satin and Ot-

All of

or

E, 30 Preble

Circulars.

m mm &

SA-IiBI.

job
private
livery
Scroll Kunners.
FINE
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SACQUES

lowest.

Wishing Merry Christmas and Happy
New Tear to All, we remain
a

9 PREBLE STREET.
d2w

Coupe Rockaway

FUR
SEAL

(All first quality) which were purchased before the rise, and can sell
as

and

del 9

come

of
MISS

C’KOC'IiKR will begin tbe instruction
class iu drawing lrom living models,
Tlio course

a

Monday afternoon, January 7, 18a:).
will consist of 11! lessons.

Persons desiring to join tbe class can apply to
Miss Crocker at ber studio 507l-i Congress s ., between 4.3t> and 6 o’clock p. m
dec22dtf

an

explosion

of

a

lantern in the stable.

POLITICAL ASSESSMENTS.

Broad

AIJC’RS.
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Postal Changes.
Washington, Dec. 24.—The following postmasters have been appointed:
William B. Leighton, Deblois, Washington
county; E. J. Murch, ElliDgwood Conners,
Waldo county; Augustus E. Moore, Ellsworth
Falls, Hancock county; Lewis P. Sprague,
Linneus, Aroostook county; Benjamin L.
Bowe, Milton Plantation,Oxford county; Wm.
Gerrish, Oakfield, Aroostook county; Alpbeus
8. Hilton, South Parsonsfield, York county;
F. L. Ball, South Sebec, Piscataquis county.
Fire in Milford.
Bangor, Dec. 24.—The Whig and Courier
learns that a fire in Milford this morning

BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS

OF—

F. «. BAILEY & CO.,

SLIPPERS.

age, was hit in the back of the head and ren
de red insensible. It is hoped he is not danger-

Ladies and all sufferers from neu-

de6__

TOILET

Fire in Winthrop.
Winthrop, Dec. 24.—The dwelling house of
Samuel Jackson, at East Winthrop, together
with a part of the furniture, was burned this
afternoon. Cause, probably defective chimney. Loss estimated at S2000; quite well sov
ered by insurance. While fighting the flames
Augustus Rowe, a gentleman about 55 years of

Ever seen
Portland,
Will be {Sold at Auction, Day and

way, N. Y.

F O

deed.

—BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS

—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

IlEABIjllARTEllS

ing his house in Lincoln street. He had been
at work recently and was considered in good
health. He was a ship carpenter by trade, and
was 63 years old.
No cause is assigned for the

HOLIDAY GOODS
in

Consigned from

—

AXD

Bangor, Dec. 24.—Samuel F. Laughton
bung himself at noon to-day in a shed adjoin-

enriches the blood and purifies the
system; cures weakness, lack of
energy, etc. Try a bottle.

VALUABLE

MOST

Bunions and Callous
bottle.

'i ry It and you will be convinced like thousand*
who have used it and now testify to its value.
for Hc-hlotterbeck’a Cora and War*
no

be sold at auction on THURSDAY Dec.
o’clock a. m., at the store house
of Lewis, Chase & Whitten, on Portland Pier, Two
Seines and boats, Sails, Cable and other effects belonging to the Sell. .Maggie W. Willard.

WILL
28th, at 11

caustic.

IOTA CURE IS O UARANTREDjaj
Price 45 cent*.
For sale by all Druggintt.

Hoi vent anil take
nov23
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& Son,
Stanley
Importers,
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FURNITURE, AC.,

13 Preble Street,

R.

MAINE.
Suicide.

trifling
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BY mi l.K VPH.

Pressed by Tailor’a
expense, and expressed C.O.D.

Gentlemen

tempeiatnre.

will cure dyspepsia,heartburn, mala-

cleansed

Pi'PMMioeii,

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 25, l A. M.
)
For New England,
Generally fair weather in southern portions;
snow
in
extreme northern portions, westlight
erly winds, higher barometer and no change in

BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS
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Ornamental glass for doors.
Broken lights matelied.
C. II. r 4RLEY,
noY8eoil(5iEsn
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is published every Thursday Morning at S2.D0
year, it paid in advance at 82.00 a year.
Address all communications to
POHTLAND PUBLISHING OO.
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WITH SUPPLEMENT.

XLVII C0NGrRESS--2d Session.

Press.
New York,Dec. 23.—The negotiations which
have been in progress for some months between
the Western Union Telegraph Company and
the Associated Press, represented by the New
York and and Western Associations, have
finally resulted in an agreement satisfactory toall parties. A contract for ten years was executed tc-day.
The telegraph company was
represented bv its officers and the Associated
Press by the joint committee, consisting of
Charles A. Dana, Whitelaw Reid, Charles
Nordhoff, Richard Smith and W. N. Haldeman.

THE PACIFIC BANK.
Comptroller Knox’s Views
Proposed SultB.

Upon the

Washington,

Dec. 23.—Comptroller Knox
says that there is no expectation that criminal
suits will be brought against the directors of
the Pacific Bank. The most that can be done
is to bring civil suits in damages, and it is not
clear whether those will lie.
It had been hoped that this law point would have been settled
in the case of|the Newark Bank, but the directors paid up before the suits were prosecuted to a conclusion.
It is probable that civil
suits will be brought againBt the Pacific directors, as they will be against the Buffalo Bank
just failed. The comptroller scarcely sees what
point is to be gained by attacking Needham.

Railway Collision.
Jamestown, N. Y., Dec. 24.—Through the
fault of the telegraph operator at Watts’ Flats,
two freight trains on the New York, Pennsyl-

vania & Ohio railroad collided near Kennedy,
Saturday night. Both engines and nine cars
T. D. York, conductor, was
were smashed.
killed, but no others injured.

Bill Reported by Mr. Edmunds—A hubstitute for Beck's Resolution.
Washington, Dec 23.—The judiciary’s committee’s bill to prohibit political assessments,
reported by Mr. Edmunds to the Senate this
afternoon, provides:
First, that no person in
the service of the government, whether legislative, executive or judicial, shall, directly or
indirectly, solicit or receive, or be in any manner concerned in
soliciting or receiving, any
assessment, subscription or contribution for
any political purposes from any officer, clerk
or employe of the United States, or from any
person receiving a salary or compensation from
moneys derived from the treasury of the United States; second, that no person shall, in any
room or building occupied in the discharge of
official duties by any officer or employe of the
United States mentioned in the act, solicit or
receive any contribution of money, or any other thing of value, for any political purpose
whatever: third, that no such officer or employe of the United States shall discharge or
promote or degrade or in any manner change
the official rank or compensation of any other
officer or employe, or promise or threaten so to
do, by reason of any vote such officer or employe has given or withheld, or may purpose
to give, or withhold, at any political election,
r for giving or withholding
or neglecting to
make any contribution of money, or other
valuable thing, for any political purpose;
fourth, that no officer or clerk or other person
in the service of the United States, shall give
or hand to any other person in the service of
the
United
to
States, or
any member of either House
of
Congress, any
money or other valuable thing on account of
or to be applied to the promotion of any political object whatever.
Conviction of the violation of any provision of the act is made punishable by a tine not exceeding §5000,or by imprisonment for a term not exceeding three
years, or by such fine and imprisonment both,
in the discretion of the court. The bill in conclusion proposes to repeal sec. G of the act approved Aug. 15,1870, entitled “an act making
appropriations for legislative, executive and
judicial expenses of the government for the
year ending June 30,1877, and for other purposes,” with the proviso, however, that this
repeal shall not affect the prosecution and
punishment of any offences committed against
the said section.

SAD

TRAGEDY.

Cashier of the Pennsylvania Treasury
Shot Dead by a State Senator.
Uniontown, Pa., Dec. 22.—Shortly before
ten o’clock tnis morning the town was thrown
into intense excitement by the report that
Captain A. C. Nutt, cashier of the Pennsylvania State treasury had been shot and killed in
a room in Jenning’s Hotel by N.
L. Dukes, a
well known member of the Fayette county bar
and member-elect of the State Legislature. The
high social and political standing of both men
gave such prominence to the affair that the
hotel was surrounded with excited citiiens.
Capt. Nutt had just returnee from Harrisburg
to Bpend the holidays with his family, and left
home with his nephew Breckenridge, stating
he bad some business at the hotel with Dukes.
On the way there he told him he had received
some infamous letters from Dukes and wanted
to have an understanding with him.
The two men went to the hotel, and Nut
started up to Duke’s room.
Breckenridge followed, but stopped on the stairs to speak to th
hoter proprietor’s son, named Featters. While
conversing, scuffling was heard in the room,
and both ran to the separate combatants, who
were found on the floor
clinched, in a terrible
struggle.
Breckenridge and Featters succeeded in parting them, when Dukes drew a
revolver, saying, "You came in here to whip,
and so I shoot,” at the same time firing.
The ball took effect just below Nutt’s eye,
penetrating his brain sud killing him instantly. Dukes quietly walked down stairs, where
tie was arrested.
As stated the affair has created intense excitement, but what was in the
letter or what was the motive which led to the
murder is still a mystery.

THE ROCHESTER BANK.
Its Defaulting President

Arrested Sat-

terday.
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 23.—Charles E. Upof
the
ton, president
suspended City Bank,was
arrested about 1 o’clock this afternoon, on a
warrant procured by the directors of the bank,
charging him with grand larceny in the first
degree, in embezzling and converting to his

fur ds of the bank to the amount of
$200,000. He was arrested at his residence
and at once taken before the police justice,
where he waived examination and was held to
appear before the next jury, which meets Jan.
1st. Subsequently he was taken before County
Judge W. C. Rowley, and was admitted to
bail in the sum of $20,000.
His wife, H. P.
Warner and Wm. S. Ryder bscame his bonds-

own use

men.
__

Opposition

Washinton, Dec. 23.
Mr. Hawley presented a petition from fourteen towns in Connecticut for the increase of

duty

on Sumatra tobacco.
Mr. Chilicott offered a resolution requesting
the President to order departments to be
closed early during Christmas week so as to
give the clerks the usual half holidays.
Mr. Edmunds objected to the present consideration of the resolution and it went over.
At the close of the morning hour the civil
service bill came up as unfinished business.
Mr. Pendleton in charge of the bill yielded
the floor temporarily to Mr. Plumb to call up
the bill to provide for holding a term of the
United States district court at Wichita,
Kansas, which was passed.
The President laid communication from the
chairman of the Washingotn monument commission transmitting the annual
report of
progress.
Mr. Logan moved that when the Senate adjourn to-day it adjourn until Wednesday next,
but at the suggestion of Mr. Anthony withdrew the motion temporarily.
Mr. Plumb gave notice that he would call up
as early as possible after the holidays the bill
to constitute the bureau of
agriculture a
separate department
The Senate then resumed the consideration
of the civil service bill.
The question being on Pugh's amendment
providing that the present force in the departments except soldiers, &c., shall be subjected
to competitive examination like jiersons outside and to facilitate such examinations shall
be divided into three classes.
Mr. Jones of Florida opposed the amendment.
He tavored the bill as it came from the
committee.
After some debate Pugh’s amendment to
the bill by which it was proposed to subject
the present clerks in the department to same
examination as to their qualification proposed
for new appointees was rejected upon a yea
and nay vote of 23 to 19.

Yeas—Messrs. Barrow, Brown, Butler, Cockrell,
Coke, Qarlaud, George, Gorman, Jackson, Jones ot
Louisiana, Lamar, Pendleton, Pugh, Slater, Vance,
Vest, Voorhees and Williams.
Nays—Me-srs. Aldrich, Alison, Anthony, Bayard,
Blair, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Conger, Chilicott, Davis of Illinois, Edmunds, Frye, Hawley, Hill, Hoar, Logan, Miller of
California, Morrill, Platt, Plumb, Kolllns, Van
Wyck and Windom.
Mr. Allison offered an amentment of which
he gave notice the other day, and explained
that it made the bill mandatory upon the President to act under it and also that it secured
publicity to examinations and their results.
Mr. Butler asked Mr. Allison to consent to
an amendment permitting persons outside the
departments to compete for all vacancies.
Mr. Allison declined to do so.
Mr. Bayard said that the introduction of
this new proposition at the end of a two weeks’
debate on the committee's bill would be the
defeat of civil service reform as recommended
by the commit ee.
Mr Morgan moved to strike out certain portions of Mr. Allison’s amendment so as to
make it conform to the language of the bill as
amended by the Senate! Agreed to.
Mr. Brown moved to strike out a provision
in the amendment that promotions shall be
from lower grades to higher, and that competitive examinations shall be open to all persons
who have served in the department for a year,
and said that his object was to throw these examinations open to all.
Amendment was
agreed to, yeas 30, nays 11.
Mr. Allison’s amendment was then rejected
by a vote of 18 yeas to 25 nays.
Mr. Van Wyck’g amendment pending since
yesterday was agreed to to strike out words as
far as practicable so as to require that appointment of offices among the states and territories
shall be made absolutely on the basis of popula
tion.
On motion of Mr. Morgan, the first section
of the bill was amended so as to piovide that
there shall be three commissioners instead of
five, and that they shall hold no other official
places under the United States.
Mr. Voorheos offered an amendment, of
which he gave notice the other day, providing
that applicants for appointment as commissioners under this act shall be examined by a
board of school teachers to ascertain their competency to prescribe rules for the examination
of ether candidates for office.
After debate Mr. Voorhees’ amendment was

rejected.

Mr. Allison offered an amendment of which
he had given notice, providing that commissioners may designate in each State and territories a suitable number of persons, not less
than three, in the official service of the United
States, to act as examiners of application for
office.
Mr. Brown proposed an amendmeut which
Mr. Allison accepted, requiring that the officers so designated shall reside in the State or
territories in which they are to act as examiners, and Mr. Morgan offered as an additional
section his amendment providing that no advice or recommendation by any Senator or
Representative, of any applicant for an appointment in the civil service shall be considered or received, unless previously asked for
in writing by the examiners.
Mr. Hawley offered as three additional sections his bill to prevent the United States officers and employes from soliciting or receiving
from each other assessments or contiibutions
for political purposes.
In the discussion Mr. Butler asked Mr. Hoar
if he thought Congress had the right to prohibit the giving of money by an employe of
the government for a political purpose.
Mr. Hoar said for corrupt political purpose.
Mr. Butler asked him bow the employes
could know that it was for such a purpose.
Mr. Hoar—To buy a shot-gun to shoot negroes would be such a purpose
Mr. Butler—Or to buy votes and disfranchise
136,000 people, as it is said they have done in
Massachusetts.
Mr. Hoar—What does the Senator mean by
that?
Mr. Butler—I mean that it is stated that
they disfranchised 136,000 men in the State of
Massachusetts. 'I proposed a polite inquiry to
the Senator, and when he injects into his reply
a piece of venom I propose to answer him in
the same manner. He undertook to thrust at
me a very unworthy suggestion, and when he
proposed to discuss his shot-gun policy with
me, I am prepared to meet him.
Mr. Hoar—I made no allusion whatever to
the Senator in any form, shape or manner; I
alluded to one manner of using political contributions, and if any personal application has
been made of that remark—
Mr. Butler—Ahem! Mr. President—
Mr. Hoar interrupted, claiming that he had
the floor, but the presiding officer swarded it to
Mr. Butler, who again said be had asked a
question in politeness and good temper, to
which Mr. Hoar had reolied in an extremely
offensive manner, and that when he (Butler)
made a personal application of the remark, he
intended to say by inuendo what he perhaps
dare not say directly, and that he was afraid of
being held to any personal responsibility, for
he (Butler) had no idea of having any such
personal issue with him.
Hoar—I made no personal allusion whatever
to the Senator from South Carolina.
I alluded
to one form of political crime in this country
without any thought of an individual application to any Senator. I wish to say to Senator
from South Carolina that I never hint or insinuate anything to anybody.
If my public duty
requires me to state any opinion, whether creditable or otherwise, of the character or history
of that Senator or any other I shall do it in
terms, the clearness and distinctness of which
will leave him in no doubt as to my meaning.
(Slight applause in the gallery.)
The President gave warning that if the demonstrations were repeated the galleries would
be closed.
vest—l hope not, Mr. President; this is only
a ripple on the surface' of this debate that we
had this evening.
(Xitragbt**.)- Hew, -Mr.
President, that this storm of war has passed I
to
submit
a
few
feeble remarks on the
propose
legal aspect of the question. (Renewed Ap-

plause.

At the conclusion of Mr. Vest’s remarks Mr
Voorhees suggested that it was now within
half an hour of Sunday morning, and as it was
obvious that the bill could not pass to-night, he
moved to adjourn. At Mr. Pendleton’s suggestion he withdrew his motion temporarily in
order that an understanding might be had as to
the disposition of the bill next week, and at
11.35 the Senate adjourned until Wednesday
with the unanimous agreement that the bill
shall be taken up after the morning business,
to be debated under the ten minntes’ rule and
disposed of on that day.

WASHINGTON.
Ex-Marshal Henry’s Complaint.
Washington, Dec. 23.—In a letter to the
President dated the 3rd inst. ex-aMrshal Henry
complains of deep injustice done him by the
charges of Attorney Brewster and Bliss. He
asked for a rigid investigation, asked no clemency, charity nor favor, hut that simple jusIf his request was
tice be done in his case.
granted he felt sure the investigation would
he
had
been
that
persecuted beyond
prove
measure. The letter was referred by the President to Attorney General Brewster and latter
responds by Baying that charges made were
true and that Marshal Henry merited the punishment he received.

Trinity College.
Habtfobd, Conn., Dec. 23.—It is stated

that the trustees of Trinity College have extended an invitation to
Kev. Dr. Eliphalet
Potter, President of Union College, Schenectady, .N. Y., to become President of Trinity, te
succeed President Pyncbon, who has resigned,
the resignation to take effect at the end of the
college year next summer. President Pynchon
is to remain at the college retaining the iprosbip of moral philosophy.
Great Grandsons of Daniel Boone Shot
in a Quarrel.
Henky Geove, Texas, Dec. 22—A.t Ladonia, Texas, this morning, Wiiiiam Vaughan
shot and mortally wounded two brothers named Boone, great grandsons of Daniel Boone of
Kentucky fame. The difficulty was some little dispute about potatoes. About one hundred men are in pursuit of the murderer.
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HOUSE.
In the absence of the Speaker, the House
was called to order by Mr. Page of
California
as Speaker pro tern.
After the approval of the journal, Mr.
White of Kentucky made a point of order that
the journal could not be approved in the absence of a quorum, but the Speaker pro tern,
held that the point was made too late.
Mr. Peelle of Indianajmoved that the House
adjourn, pending which the Speaker pro tern,
submitted five requests for leave of absence,
but they were objected to amid much noise
and confusion.
The House refused to adjourn—yeas 56, nays
58. The roll call was several times interrupted
by Mr. White of Kentucky with points of
order, which created much merriment, until
the Speaker pro tern, at last flatly refused to
recognize the gentleman. Leaves of absence
were granted, and theHouse at 12.50adjourned
until Wednesday.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Mexico has appointed a commission to negotiate a treaty of commerce with the United
States.
It is rumored that Oscar Wilde has been
swindled by Vanco steerers in New York.
The nomination of George M. Lamson for
U. S. District Attorney for the district of Nebraska, has been withdrawn by the President.
Some forty firms representing business inter
ests of
San Francisco, express themselves
in favor of the retention of the Hawaiian re-

ciprocity treaty.

Rev. D. O’Brion of Charlottetown, P. E. I.,
has been appointed Archbishop of that dio-

cese.

^

its Production in
New
York.
New York, Dec. 23.—Mayor Grace gave a
hearing today to a number of gentlemen who
are opposed to the
production of the Pas-ion
Play in this city. Salma Morse, the author
and proprietor of the play, gave a description
of it. He said every person who would appear
in tne play had been selected with every regard lo their good moral character. All the
attributes of a regular theatrical performance
bad been eliminated. Mr. Morse said that the
piece had been played in San Francisco and
had received the approval of the Archbishop,
Joseph Alemaire.
The Iiev. Dr. Crosby opposed the idea of
bringing out the piece ia au unconsecrated
hall before a promiscuous audience.
He baid
the effect would be pernicious and excite contempt. If it was brought out under the protection of clergymen and in houses dedicated
to public worship, that would be another thing
Then it would be calculated to excite feelings
of piety and devotion. Other speakers in oppo
sition to the play said the more intelligent of
the Jewish race were opposed to its production
that the production of children on the stage
would have a demoralizing effect on children
taken to see the play, and they were also opposed to the proposal to pat a personation of
Christ on the stage. The further hearing was
adjourned until next week, as Mr. Morse desired to be represented by the connsel.
to

AVery Particular Clergyman.
New Haven, Conn., Dec. 23. In the
dining
of the New Haveu House, quite an exciting scene occurred. Mrs. Augusta Foster,
a member of John
McCollougb’s Company'was
shown to a seat at the same table with Key.
F. S. Hyde, an Episcopalian clergyman, formerly of Lockport, N. Y. It appears that Mrs.
Foster left the dining room, having occasion to
go to her room for a pocket book.
On her return her seat had been changed the waiter
saying that Hyde objected to any members of a
dramatic company occupying same table with
him. The occurrence reaching McCullough's
ears he hurried to the dining room and
finding
Mrs. Foster in tears, turned to Hyde and in a
voice loud enough to be beard in eveiy part of
the room said, “If it was not for the cloth you
wear and which you dishonor,
I would give
you a personal chastisement that you would
not forget so long as you live.”A meeting of
parties was arranged subsequently by the proprietor of the hotel, and the reverend gentleman apologized,
claiming that he intended no
insult to Mrs. Foster, he merely objected to
transient guests sitting at his table the waiter
had misunderstood him.
Mrs. Foster is well
spoken of by her associates who are loud in
denunciation of the conduct of the minister
room

Heavy Failure in Philadelphia.
Dec. 23.—James Smyth &
Co., manufacturers ol ginghams and eotton
goods, have been running two large mills in
this city. The announcement yesterday that
their paper had gone to protest, caused quite a

Philadelphia,

stir among textile mannlacturers.
Liabilities
are variously estimated between $400,000 and
$500,000 and it is understood they will make an
assignment to William Arnott. Creditors are
nearly all in Philadelphia, but it is not likely
any on£ will be seriously involved.
A meeting of the creditors will be held Thursday,
when it is probable the sentiment will favor
extension of time.

Gambetta’s Reported Relapse Untrue.
London, Dec. 23.—A dispatch from Paris
says the report that M. Gambetta has had a reHis friends state that he
lapse is unfounded.
remains in bed only by way of precaution, as
he still suffers from a Blight irritation of the
bowels.
O’Brien Charged With Seditious Libel.
Dublin, Dee. 24.—A summons has been
served upon O’Brien, editor of United Ireland,
requiring him to appear Wednesday in the police court, to answer the charge of seditious
libel.
Westgate, the Fraud.
Witnesses in the Phenix Park murder case
have failed to identify Westgate as one of the
assassins.
Prof. Palmer’s Murderer Caught.
London, Dec. 24.—A telegram teceived at
the Admiralty office from Suez says:—Shedede
reports from the desert that he has captured
Ali Showeyer and Salimihu, the former of
whom shot Prof. Palmer. Col. Warren has
gone to Nackl to examine the prisoners. He
thinks Shedide will eventually secure the remainder of the murderers of Prof. Palmer’s
party. Spedide has takeu|possession of all the
water ways, but the rains have supplied the
necessities of the Bedouins and enabled them
to show light from the mountains. The sheiks
of Jerebin have undertaken to assist in capturing all the persons implicated in the murders.
Germany, Austria and Italy.
Vienna, Dec. 23.—The semi-official Fremdenblatt says the statement that Germany and
Austria have shown coolness toward Italy ;s
untrue. At present there is more cordiality
between the two countries than there has been
for some years. In all questions affecting the
interests of Europe there has been a confidential exchange of views to obtain harmonious
action.

Alarm at St. Petersburg.
New York, Dec. 23.—A cable special says:
It is reported from St. Petersburg that much
alarm is felt in consequence of recent developments showing the rapid spread of Nihilism in
tho Russian army.
Death of the President of Columbia.
Panama, Dec. 22.—The President of the United States of Columbia, Senor Zaldua, died at
Baga, the 22nd inst. The Vice President has
assumed the presidency.

Famine, Discontent and Coercion.
London, Dec. 24.—Davitt, in a speech at
Wolverhampton last evening, summed up the
present condition of Ireland as one of famine,

discontent and coercion.
He considered the
prevailing distress to be owing t<> the unjust
system of land laws, rack rent and discouragement of every form of trade revival.
The
remedy consisted in turning a great part of
the grass lands into cultivation, and the introduction of a system of loans to oppressed tenants, in order to enable them to tide over the
eoming winter.
The Spanish Cortes.
Madrid, Dec. 24.—In the Deputies to-day
the ministerial motion declaring against any
change in the Constitution of 1876 was adopted
The Cortes then adby a vote of 221 to 18.
journed to Jan, 8th.
Christmas Music.
The following additional Christmas music,
as sung in the churches yesterday, is reported:
STATE STREET.

Morning•
Christmas Song.
Adam
Nazareth.Gounod
Palm s.Faure

Hallelujah.Hummel
Hymn.-.Music by G. W. Mars ton
G. W. Marston, organist and director.
The programme was repeated at the Second
Parish in the afternoon.
WTLLI8TON CHURCH.

Organ Voluntary...Harvey Murray

Te Deum in E flat.LI vd
Angel voices singing.Barnoy
Christmas Anthem—While the stars are

.Newcomb
gleaming bright.
Harvey Murray, organist and director.
ST.

Hymn.

PAUL’S.
..

Venite ..
Gloria in C .Stanton
Te Deum in Bb.
Lloyd
Benedictus in D. Thomas
Hymn... ...Warren
Gloria.

'....7..?..*.

Tibi..

Hymn..,.Hymnal
Sanctus in Eb.
Eucbaris' ic Hymn.
Gloria in Exceleis...
Nuno DimiUis..

W.

Winthrop Koot, organist

and director.

CHESTXCT STREET.

Organ prelude.

Anthem—Benedic

Aninui Ilea.1. B. .Harsh

Hymn—Congregational.
Arnhem—The angelic song, Gloria in Excelsis.

G. W. tvarreu
Mrs. George O. Gosse, organist and director.
All the music, at the various churches, was

beautifully rendered, especially

State street,
Williston, Free street, First Parish and Congress Square. The churches were generally
festooned with evergreen and Christmas sermons

at

preached:

Accidents.
The many friends of Mr. D. H. Chandler,
the vetevan bandmaster of our city, will be
pained to learn that he met with a severe accident at his home Friday evening, by running
gas fixture, which may result in destroying the sight of his left eye. Medioal aid
was summoned at once, and the best results
are hoped for.
A young man crossing the street near Gor-

against

a

ham's Corner, Saturday, slipped and fell,
striking his chin upon the curbstone, thereby

cutting

ngiy gash.
Mr. Charles H. Holbrook, mate of the
schooner Odell, left his vessel in New York,
an

and came home with a badly sprained ankle.
Mr. John Gibson, residing at No. lloDanforth street, fell on the ice on School street

Friday afternoon, and seriously injured

an

arm.

Mrs. Julia A. Thornley,
fell on Atlantic street one
broke her right arm.

a

of the
Route.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Procession and
KMMA ABBOTT OPERA CO.

Today

if pleasant Portlan d will witness the
greatest sleighing carnival since the war.
The following is the order of procession:
Chief Marshal—John S. Heald.
Aids—Dr. B. B. Foster and R. K. Gatley.
Chandler’s Band in Boat Sleigh.
First Division—E. B Winslow, aid; Mayor and
City Government in hacks, tally-ho coach with
Continental band, pony team, Ac*
Second Division—W. H. Pennell, aid, double team
two, four and six in hand.
Third Division—D. A. Gandy, aid, bake house de-

livery teams.
Fourth Division—Whitman Sawyer, aid;
barges
and s eigh boats, in which children will De taken
over the route of the
procession for ten cents each.

Fifth Division—Milton Higgins, aid; truokmen
sleds, with school children.
Peak's Island Cornet Band iu Barge.
Sixth Division—Frank Stockman, aid; grocers*
teams, with children and families.
Seventh Division—A. L.
Merry, aid; general trade
delivery teams with children.
Eighth Division—John Hamilton, aid; ye olden
and

time sleighs.
Ninth Division—Fred

driving horses.

Bibber,

aid:

trotters and

Westbrook Carnet Band.
Tenth Division—T. L.
Kimball, aid: out of town

lady 7‘J years old,

night

last week and

An employe of the Portland & Ogdensburg
whose name we failed to get, who was at work
on the embankment near the transfer station,
where the company's steam shovel is at work,
had the bank cave in Saturday afternoon,
throwing him on the shovel. He was taken
to his home on Cotton street.

City Hall

should be crowded both this afterand evening as that celebrated
organization, the Emma Abbott Opera Company, will
appear, at the matinee in Adams’ beautiful
opera “A King for a Day,” and at
in
noon

Eleventh Division—Andrew Rich, aid; fantastic

and all kinds of teams not otherwise classified.
Twelfth Division—AshbelCliaplin, aid, Clark's ice
teams drawn by horses and mules: one team will be
drawn by ten mules.
Thirteenth Division—L. D. Wells, aid, citizens of
Falmouth aHd Cumberland, with the Falmouth
brass band.
Fourteenth Division—Capt. Wm. Bacon, aid,
special delegation from Muujoy.
Fifteenth Division—John J. Gilbert, aid, special
delegation from East Deering.

First and second divisions will form

on

Grove

street; third on New High street; fourth on
Portland west of Green; fifth on Portland eastof

Green;

sixth aud seventh divisins

on

Green

street; eighth division on Mechanic street;
ninth and tenth divisions on Parris street,
eleventh division on Alder street; twelfth and
thirteenth divisions on Hanover street, under
the divisioo aids above designated.
The following will be the route of procession, moving promptly at 3 o’clock: Portland

through
down

Weymouth

State

to

Congress

Danforth

street,

to

State,

counterto High

march on State to Deering, Deering
to Congress, to Washington, to Cumberland,
to High, and Portland streets, where the
procession will be dismissed, and several trotting
contests will take piece.

night

Donizetti’s “Lucia.”

The first named opera is
of a nature to please with its
bright, sparkling
music, and its superb oriental costuming. Miss
Abbott’s costumes are something wonderful—
and cannot fail to please. “Lucia” will afford
an opportunity to see
Miss Emma Abbott in
one of her strongest characterizations.
A CARD.

It was erroneously stated that Mrs. Morrison
did not assist at a recent concert given in
Mechanic Falls by the Cecilia Quartette on account of illness.
It is not true. Mrs. Morrison
was not ill, and has snng in concerts nearly
every evening darmg the week. The true
season was because she
has severed her connection with the Cecilia Quartette to fill a
similar position with the Portland Concert
A. B. Morrison.
Company.
NOTES.

teams.

Mrs. J. H. Ellison of the church ot the
Unity, Boston, has been engaged as the regular
second contralto of the Cecilia Quartette of
this city. The quartette is now giviDg some
fine concerts in different parts of the State.
The Portland Concert Company are engaged
to give a concert, January Uth, in the Odd
Fellows’ course at Saccarappa. Mrs. Morrison
liaa left, the Cecilia Quartette and is now a
member of this company.
The "Professor” Friday night at Portland
Theatre.
The matinee and evening performances at
the Lyceum Theatre to-day should draw large
houses.
Mile. Legrand's "Pauline” Saturday night
was an admirable effort and deserved a
large

house.

personal.

Among the arrivals at
Saturday were Prof. F.

the Falmonth House
W. Putnam of Harvard College, and President J. L. Chamberlain
and Professors A. S. Packard, H. L. Chapman
and Stephen J. Young of Bowdoin College. J.
W. Bradbury of Augusta, T. W. Peters of 8t.
John, N. B. and J. Williamson of Belfast.
S. L. Boardman of the Home Farm, Augusta; T. E. Simon ton of the Camden Herald
and W. E. Whitman oi Wintbrop are at the

a

Preble House.
For some time past the entire family of officer Joseph A. Fickett has been dangerously
ill with diphtheria of a malignant form, and

good distance from the team ahead of .him, 60
in case of sudden stops accidents may be

Wednesday his youngest daughter, an interesting child of seven years, died from the dis-

avoided.

ease.

People

the line of procession will
display flags apd bunting.
All drivers of teams are requested to
on

please
keep

Should the weather prove to be stormy the
carnival will be postponed until next Monday
—New Year’8 day.
Mrs. South Carolina Webster.
Mrs. Webster came to the close of a serene
and well spent life, at the house of her son
James Foxwell, within a mile of the village|in

Fryeburg, Tuesday’ Dec. 19.—She belonged to

FOREIGN.

The

CHRISTMAS CARNIVAL.

Formation

the old and well known Cntts family of Saco—
where she was born April 8, 1801—descending
on her father’s side, from Bichard
Cutts, who
owned CuttB’ Island in Kittery, and on her
fr>m Thomas Cutts who owned
Cntts, now Factory Island, Saco. She outlived her husband James WebBter, who was
formerly a merchant in Saco.
One of her relatives while residing at Washing, made the acquaintance of a southern gen.
tleman whose daughter was named South Car-

mother’s,

olina, and thus her name was derived. Her
niece, a native of Fryeburg, now Mrs. C. B
Buggies of Cleveland, O., to whom the name
was transmitted, was teaching in Alabama,
when the rebellion broke out, and although,
firmly upholding her Union sentiments, she
received many compliments for her names
sake. Incidentally however, it may be mentioned that the ‘chivalry’ torgot to pay her for
an elegant and expensive silk
flag which she
had painted for them, although an invalid:
and that on her way home, she traveled in the
same train with New
Orleans Zouaves, who
said, their sole desire was to be let loose in the
who
the
women
at the sta
North;
promised
tioas, who asked them to bring them back the
head or scalp of a Yankee, that their request
should be granted.
Mrs. Webster’s family were sufferer* from
French Spoliation, and hoped in vain for some
reparation for their losses. The papers proving their claims, were entrusted some years
since to Mrs. Senator S. A. Douglas, who was
the daughter of their kinsman James Madison
Cutts of Washington.
New England Smelting Company,
The annual meeting of the N ev England

Smelting Company

was held at the office of
F. F. Hale, in this city Saturday afternoon.
T. Brigham Bishop of Boston, president of the

Mr. Bishop held stock
company, presided.
and proxies to the amount of 154,000 shares,
while Mr. John S. Morris of this city held
stock and proxies to the extent of 257,970
shares. One of the objects of the meeting, as
set forth in the call, was “to hear the annual
reports of the company’s officers,” and, the report of the treasurer not being presented, on
motion of Mr. Morris the meeting was adjourned for three weeks. From a report made

by Thomas B. Frost of Boston, accountant, it
appears that the company, after paying all
claims against it, will have its works and
stock, to about the value of 815,000 left; at
least this is the way that Mr. Bishop puts it.
At the next meeting the report of the treasurer will probably
be presented, and the exact
condition of the company ascertained.
Presentations.
One night last week Mr. Pettigrew’s friends
in Knightville presented him with an elegant
easy chair.
Timmons & Hawes presented their employ
es with fine turkeys Saturday.
The parishioners of Rev. Mr. Bacon, Saccarapna, have presented him with 8100.
The scholars in the Knightville school have
presented their;teacher Mr. John A. Milliken
with an elegant album.
Superintendent Farnham and Chief Operator Lincoln were each presented with a fine

gold

pen and holder by the employes of the
In
Telephone company Saturday morning.
return each employe received a portrait of the
superintendent and chief operator.
Mr. Coleman, the popular head waiter of the
Preble House, after lunch yesterday was pre
sented by Mr. Gibson, the proprietor, and the
boarders, with a new elegant dress-suit and a
number of valuable presents, including 320 in
cash. Mr. Charles Hehr made the presedta
tion speech and Mr. Coleman appropriately

responded._
Firee.
The fire about 11 o’clock Saturday was the
partial burning of the two story house of Mr.

originated in the second story and the
is unknown. The fire burned quite rapidly, and the house, by fire, water and smoke,
The furniture was rewas badly damaged.
moved with apparently slight toss. There was
in
an insurance of 81000 upon the furniture
flames

canse

the agency of Sir. C. A. Sparrow, and we understand that Mr. Mills had an insurance of
82500 upon the house. The loss will be partial.
Saturday right, when Mr. Foss, who is an
engineer on the Maine Central, went home
about 12 o’clock, he saw a bright light shining
from the cellar windows of his house, 168 Danforth street. On going into the cellar he found
the house on fire, the flames having originated
from the gas metre. Mr. J. B. Wilson, who
lives in the upper part of the house,was roused
The damage is
up and the fire extinguished.
about 8100.
X Or O. F.

regular meeting of Ivy Lodge, No. 5,
of R., held Saturday eveuing, the following

On returning from the funeral Friday
Mr. Fickett wa3 also stricken with the disease,
though happily, not in a dangerous form.
c. c. c.
The Children’s Christmas Club
bers 900 members.

D. of R.. Saccsrappa, on last Wednesday evening the following officers were elected for the

ensuing

term:

N. G.—W. W. Cutter.
V. G.—Mrs. A. R. Jones.
Sec.—Mrs. M. A. Hazelton.
Treas.—Mrs. C. B. Woodman.
Christmas and the Post Office.
The carriers at the Post Office had their
hands fall Saturday, and will again to-day.
One hundred sacks, each containing four bushels of gifts, were sent out from the office Sat-

urday, and as many more, probably, will go
to-day. There are now several bushels of
Christmas cards at the office and will be delivered to-day, which were dropped into the office
by parties in town.

num-

Presents for the tree may be taken to the
Bee Miner Club in the Alderman's room on

Tuesday.
Candy-bag committee may collect bags and
bright ornaments for the tree, and deliver to
Mrs. F. H. Colby, Alderman g room, on Tuesday.
Members of club and friends indending to
send refreshments are requested to read directions in Saturday’s papers, and deliver food at
Beception Hall on Wednesday, before 5 p. m.
Committee appointed for cutting cake, etc.,
report to Mrs. Blabon, Beception Hall, on
Thursday, 9 a. m.
Beception Committee, (not receivers nor collectors,) “Fortnightly Club,’’ and table tenders
meet in the large ball on Thursday, promptly
Per Order:
at 9.30 a. m.
Executive Committee.
The fellow, who, by mistake, sent his auburn haired sweetheart instead of a bottle of
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup a bottle of hairdye,
wants to know the best way to commit suicide.
w.

Office of S. SI. Petting ill & Co., No. 10 State
Street, Boeton.
“It gives me great pleasure to say that Adamson’s Botanic Balsam

cured me of

a

severe

cold, to which I have been subject, especially
during the winter months; and I have in many
instances recommended it to my friends, and
all have been benefited by its use.
We think
it has no equal as cough mixture.
U. L. PETTENGILL.”

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Wholesale market.
PORTLAND. DOC. 23.
The market for Sugar is quiet and prices are %c
lower at 9%o for granulated anil 8%o for Extra C.
The stock of sugar on hand in Boston yesterday was
13,206 tons, against 11,952 tons in 1881, and 16,021 tons in 1880. The receipts of poultry hare
Portland

been light and the quality generally very poor,
wbicn sold quick at 28c V> ib for Turkeys and 2bc
t> )b for Chickens at retail. Potatoes are coming

quite freely with no material change in
prices. Flour is quiet, but rates are steady and fully
sustained.
Fresh Beef market.
Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
A Co., Commission Merchants in Cliioago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Hinds. 7%@11
Sides.6%@ 9
Fores. 5%@ 7
Rattle#. 5
SO
2 8
Hounds. 7
Backs. 6 @ 8
Taring........ 9
Bit:
Rnmpe. 8 @12
Rump Loins. 8
@14

forward

Sisea market.
Tbe following quotations of stocks are reealve*
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (members of tho Boston Stook Exchange), corner of Middie and Exchange stree s:
Cen. Pacific .....
NEW YORK STOCKS.
86%
Missouri Paciflo.. 102% iTexas Paclfio. 40%
Wabash preferred 66%
boston stocks.
6
Bnf. Pit.fi W.com
Boston Land.
WaterPower.
St.L. & Frisco 1st
2%
Flint & Pare Mar
Omaha common.. 63%
Denrer fi tt. G... 42%
Sqnetteloommon. 22
Frisco preferred.. 64%
Hartford ftErie 7s 48%
A. T. ft 9. F. 86%
Omaha preferred. 115
Boston ft Maine. .149
Nor. Pac. prefer’d 84%
com
Flint ft Pore Mar46%
Pacific Mail.
quetteprelerredlOS
80
St. Joseph pret
UR. ft Ft. Smith 147
O. ft M.r..
Marquette,Houghton
Ont
Mo. K. ft Texas.. 33%
69%
Summit Branch..
8
Nor. ft West’n prf 47%
Mexican Cent’l 7s 73%
Louis ft Nash. 54
Rich, ft Dan.
—
—

...

—

..

—

—

Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Dec. 23
Laconia Manufacturing Co. 665
York Manufacturing Co.1076
Continental Mills. 85
Maine State 6s. 1889.113%
39c
Twin Lead
Eastern Railroad 6s, 1906.110
Baak Blatemeal.
New York. Dec. 23.—The following is

iy Bank statement ending to-day:
Loans, increase.

the week

$2,630,600

1,292,400
1,491,000

Specie, increase.
Legal tenders, decreat e.

2,436,600
Deposits, inreease.
104,000
Circulation, increase
Reserve, decrease.
807,760
The banks now bold $5,272,176 in excess of tbe

legal requirements._
New York Slock and money market.
York, DeoTTs.—Money closed4S5 per cent
call: last loan at 4.
following are to-day’s closing quotations of
government securities:
United States bonds 3s.
103%
United States bonds 5s, ex.103%
United States bonds 4%s, reg.113
4% s,coup.113
United States bonds 4s, reg. 119%
4s, coup.....120%
Pacifi 6s. ’96.128
Tbe following are the closing quotations of stock:
Chicago ft Alton...134
Chicago ft Alton pref .184
Chicago, Bur. ft Quincy.128
Erie IT... 39%
New

on

The

Enepref.188

Illinois Central .143%
117%
Lake Shore.

Michigan Central.102%
New Jersey Central. 71%
Northwestern.138%
pref.155%

New York Central..1 »%
Rock Island.128%
Union Pacific stock.108%
St. Paul pref.. .1*1%
108%
Milwaukee ft St Paul.
Western Union Tel. 82%

At the

D.
officers were elected for the ensuing term:
N. G-—Hiram C. Jordan.
V. G.—Mrs. .Tosie B Kennard.
R. S.—Mrs. Lizzie B. Spaulding.
F. S.—James M. Mason.
Treas.—Mrs. Marah E. Brown.
Trustees—Addison Frye,Charles F. Roberts,
Mrs. Julia E. Davis, Mrs. Esther E. Higgins,
Mrs. Eliza E. Frye.
At a regular meeting of the Naomi Lodge,

now

ISo*toii Produce .narkri.
Dec. 23.—The following were|to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
BOSTON,

Butter—Western and Northern creameries at 30
for choice and 28i.(i3Sc for fair and good,New
ork and Vermont dairies at 28@32c for ehoiee
and 23 ®27o for fair and good; Western dairy paokfair and
ed at 2n*28o for choice and 18@24o for
good; Western ladle packed at 25®27c for choice
market
firm for
fair
and
for
good;
and 17®24c p p

f40o

choloe,10®12c for fair
0tCheese at 12Vi@lSViefor
for oommon; market firm.
and good 0@:9optb

Eggs-Eastern at 33®34c. New York and Vermont 31@32c, We tern 29® 30c P doz.
Potatoes steady; Early Rose and Prolific* at 95c®
1 OO P bush. Peerless and Brooks 86®90o, Chenau3 00@3 25 p bbl.
goes 75®80o; sweet potatoes
Harau flnrket.

(By Telegraph.)

HAVANA. Dec. 23.—The Sugar market remain
unchanged; Molasses sugar 80 to 89 deg at 6<s8Vi
in
reals gold per arrobe; Centrifugal 92 to 96 deg.
boxes and hhds at 8@8 Vi reals.
Matanxa*
and
warehouses
at
Havana
in
Stocks
hhdt: re
23,150 boxes, 33,200 bags and 21.700
II175 hhds;export*
ceipts for the week 275 bngB and
80i boxes, 3725 bags and 2585 hhda, ofwblchS,Uulted statee.
200 hags and all the hhds were to
loading at Havaiia
Freights in fair demand;
twd
of
hhd
Bugar
for United States p
on the north coast (outorid*
renoy; loading t ports
hhd Sugar 3 oo®3 26 P
'd
ports! for Unit
hhd Molasses 2

50g3 fi_

S'atesjp

oh United States 00 day* *Old
Fx^^ge°iteady;short
sight at 9Vi@10 pttnu

at

8V4@d%

prem:

We do not read anonymoiie letters and eomnraiieations. The name and address of the writ are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for nblieatlon but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserTe communications that are not used.

COST. WEEK.
ALL FANCY BOXES
—OF—

The columns of the Tress this morning

reception given

to Professor Packard

by the Maine Historical Society Saturday evening. To the tributes rendered to the worth of the scholar
and gentleman whose active life has bepn
pissed in the service of Bowdoin College we
cm add nothing.
They are so eompreben'
sive,

so

that
need

appreciative,

and so

happily phrased,

for addition is left and no
for correction can be found. The
words of Professor Packard’s pupils in college and his associates in the Historical Society will be eagerly read by the sons of
Bowdoin scattered all over the Union.
no

Herr

room

Most,

Socialist,

the

has

come

to

this country to agitate.
He is thus described: “The lately imprisoned editor of
the Freiheit is a little below the medium

height, with a good' head, broad forehead,
long mustache, closely trimmed beard and
haircut short. He is fair, with expressive
light blue eyes.” Most achieved notoriety
chiefly through bis prosecution in England.
He was the conductor of a journal called
the Freiheit, published in London, and devoted to the propagation of Socialistic doctrines. The paper was of small account;
but it was unwisely taken notice of by the
representatives of the Russian government
for publishing an article applauding the as
sassination of the Czar, and its editor was
punished under the laws of England for inciting murder.
a

Washington Territory, which seeks admission as a State, makes a good showing.

population
125,000, with a

The

of the

Territory

is now over

smaller death rate than that

of any other State

Respectfully invite the attention of the public

Territory. The soil is
exceedingly fertile, often producing over
or

100 bushels of wheat and 50 bushels of oats

barley to the aere, while the hop crop is
only excepted by that of New York, Wisconsin and California, and in yield pei
Its timber is the finest
acre is unequalled.
in the world, much of which is especially
adapted to shipbuilding. Two great transcontinental lines of railway will soon connect the Territory with the great sea-ports
and centres of population on tho North At-

anil Slationer.

NEW YEAR CALLING CAROS.
de25

513 CONGRESS ST.

Pending the organization of a new regime in Bgypt, that country is practically
a British province.
The Khedive is watched

by

a

English officials, who, in
watched by a small command of

number of

turn are

English soldiers—and for the present London holders of Egyptian bonds sleep very
well. Quite likely, however, it is true, as
the military government maintains:
that
public order was never better secured, the
never

peasantry

suffered

less from those

them, and, at the same time, the taxes
which play so great a pert in this African
drama, were never more easily collected.

over

Meanwhile the powers in interest are very
slow about coming to a final settlement of
their difficulties.
An Iowa

correspondent of

the New York

Tribune says that the foremost question in
Iowa at the present time is the cheapening
of railroad transportation. In the West,

where, owing

THE

A BRAVE LADY.
She EBdureH the Pain

painful inflammatory action therein for two long
years; the other eye finally becoming sympathetically affected, her general health seriou ly suffering, indeed she was a mere wreck, a walking skeleton.
In this terrible strait she consulted Dr.
David Kennedy, of Rondout, N. Y., who told her at
once that the injured eye must he removed.
She
but fi'inly said.
“All right, Doctor, but
quietly
don’t give me cluoroform. Let my husband sit by

my side during ihe operation, and I will neither*
cry out or stir." The work \va3 done, and the poor
kept her word. Talk of soldierly courage!
This showed greater pluck than it takes to face a
hund ed guns. To restore her general health and
give tone and strength to the systwni, Dr. Kennedy
then gave the “Favorite Remedy,” whirli cleansed
the blood and imparted new life to the long suffering woman. She rapidly gained health and strength,
and is novr well.
The “Favorite Remedy” is a
priceless ble*sing to t* omen. No family should be
without it. Your druggist has it.
If not send to
Dr. Dav d Kennedy, Rondout, New York.
dec25
MW&F&wnrm.
woman

THE WORST

Cured

im

explanation

oi

11118

England by
extensively

discovery

that

millettT little,
516

ARTIST

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Fine Portraits

Rev.

At more’s

Pudding.

AXV

eod^f

CHRISTMAS.
One of the best and most acceptable'presents that
can be given any one is

A Nice Christmas Dinner!

THE UNITED "STATES HOTEL,
is

acknowledged by all to be the best Hotel in
Universe where large dinners are served for

now

the
a

Ail should present their
pries.
friends it dinner at this House.

small

WILL H.

MCDONALD, Proprietor

&d«23(12t

A

pluefi wallet, containing a live dollar bil

anti some smaller change. The finder will
confer a favor and be rewarded by leavir g it at
de23d3t
64 DEERiHG ST.£J

Amos It. Millett & Co

I

SEASON

BAILEY &

581 & 583

Lowell,

Botanic

and sell

hoping thereby

Allen &

Company,

Swedish

Pepsin

Pills
Cures Con-

tlAB**

stipation.

F. W. A. Bergbngren

M. D.,

SILK

SILK

Sj

B ■

ety.
The
best variety of
Velvet
Frames to be found in Portland,
Call and sec us.

|3 9 A
1j
9«

I

LATEST

IMPORTED
BRACES.

WE BAVE A FEW OF

<S^>

f\|3 Ef A TT
UlmEiA I
GII^AETGG

—H—

ONE TO FIVE DOLLARS.
These we will sell at
duction,

a

great

re-

ELEGANT

BtV OK
THE
Id
|
POUT Kit!-German Song
■
Canaries, 89.50 and 83: St.
Andreasberg Canaries, bell and flute notes, 84,85:
Campanini Canaries, trained whistlers, long trill
and water bubble notes, 8" And 810. A great variety of talking Parrots, Cardinals, Goldflncbes,
Bullfinches, Linnets, Sc. Birds safe by express.
Price list tree. Holden’s New Book on Birds, 198
pp., SO illustrations, all about food, care, diseases,
Sc., stamps, CL L. Iloldcn, 9 Borvdoiu
0ct23dSw2o
Square, Bouton, Mai

KIPHC f
Dll U9

deoO

give

547 CONGRESS ST.
dtiUde«2G

with

Extra

HAMMOND SCARNEY have removed
de2dlm
street.

BRACES.

aug24

In

HANSON,

GENTLEMEN’S

Music Efery Evening by the Rink Bund.
Sessions Daily, from 2 to 4.30 p. m., and Tuesday,
and Saturday Evenings from 7.45 to 10.15

Thursday

—

&

The Elevator will cary patron** to the Rink
*
Floor every Evcumg from 1.JO to ^.30.
Mr. Geo. H. Whitney,
for the Portland Roller
tendance at ail sessi* ns.

SCARFS.

IMPORTED

—

PLAIN and

l

j grand Cemr^Hotel.

next

BANKERS AND STOCK BROKKRS,
No. li Wail Street, flew York,
who will send free full information .howiag how
large protits may be realized on investment, ot

$10

FRENCH

UNDERWEAR.

JEWELRY.

iV'. H.J80ULE, Woodford’s.
Jxf

571

feblSeodly

Portland Safe

Deposit Co.,

Chartered in 1873 by the Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
•( SAFES in it* FIRE and

*

BERGLAB

LANCASTER

BUILDING,

deel3

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan.
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby!
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.

Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson
gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

P.

Morrill,

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address

CHRISTMAS GOODS
-IN

Medium and Low

Novelties

£LSa’Z>

USEFUL

ARTICLES,

Suitable for Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys aud Girls.
We offer [all our
goods at Very Low prices, so if possible to close them all out this
week.

BUTLER,
MIDDLE!
ST.
OPEN EVERY EVENING.

eod2w

•

—

dec22

The latest and richest styles and qualities in Fine Neckwear Silk Mufflers and
Wristers, Silk Suspenders, Silk Handkerchiefs, Silk Mittens and Oioves and
Mittens of all kinds.
We hare just returned from New York
and hare selected the Richest and Latest
Styles, and hare bought them at prices
that will enable us to sell them as low as
they were selling last week at wholesale.
We Inrite all to call and see for themselres.

,lt

And Medicated Cotton
Instant Belief for Toothache.
A few applications of
Medicated Cotton, wet 1b
Obtunder, placed In an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerffc and gf?f
permanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated Col
ton and Instrument, all complete, for S& ctti
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers lu Patea?
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
O. P. M ACALASTEK, D. D. S., Lynn, Mat*

TUESDAY, DEC. I9tii, CHILDRENS SOLID CO LD

A. B.
ilec2U

TOYS.

For parlies wlio wish lo send
souvenirs to distant friends,
we have an
elegant assortment of Fine Satin Trimmed
Cards, put up in boxes suitable
for mailing. Price, wrapper
and stamped $1.50.

year.

OPENING O

<247

AND

WHOLESALE PRICES. OWEN, MOORE & CO.

—

Priced

Congress Street,

FINE CARDS FOR NAILING.

HOLIDAY GOODS
AT

lessons:—Gen"
de23dtd

Au-

WILLIAM SWEAT, See’y and Trea*.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
marSO
eodly

—

Tuesday Evening,

Christmas Dandies

PROOF

VAULTS.

Abner

—

Manufacturer of Pure Candies, at
wnolesale and retail. Molasses
Candy a specialty. I have a
large stock of Toys for Christ,
mas.
Please call and examine.
George Hudson’s is the place to
buy your

$1,000.

to

IN

FANCY DANCING

GEORGE HUDSON

JACKETS. JOHN A. DODGE & CO.,

ENGLISH

dec7-dtf

Class

Tickets for the course of twelve
tlemen $5.00; Ladies $3.00.

Parties willing to make money in Stocks should
oommonicai with the old established firm of

GENTLEMEN’S

Manager and Instructor
Skating Co. will be in at*

Giltoert’s

STOCKSPECULATION

BREAKFAST

Storer Brothers’ building, Middle Street.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

18 NEW
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 r v cent, allowed on ail daily balances. Members
of S. T. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
1 glide. Private wire to Chicago.
n. y. city
Branches,

IMPORTED

milk

Removal.

SHAW,
to(No.;3Q3 Commerial

HAND PAINTED

FINE

good Jersey Milk every

included.
Address

Roller Hog Rink.

BANKING HOUSE

|

“jersey milkT
supplied
FAMILIES
morning, Sundays
urnished when desired.

Italy,

Geneva aud I^ake Lnuuu in Switzerland,
Cologne in Germany.
With superb Illustrations. Admission 60 cts. Reserved Seats 75 cts. Secure seats in ad
vance at Stookbridge’s.
de21
dlw

Co.,
NEW YORK.

ROBES.

dlw

I

The HU. Gothard nml its Surroundings in

—

Clews
Henry STREET,

IMPORTED

SATIN TRIMMED

The only Jewelry Store in the
City having a perfect Clock Department and employing a prac-

LORING, SHORT I HARMON. IlcKENNEY THE
JEWELES,
declO

-VISIT TOU imlMir iasde in England,
St* Drain in France,

Bonds

-OP

inS
tical Clock maker.
Every Clock is warranted to
perfect satisfaction.

“EUROPEAN MOSAICS.”

eodtt

NECKWEAR.

MW&F&w

!

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 27,

Exchange Sts.

194 Middle Street.
oet8

~H—

!Jl

ranging

ihTsToII lectures.

jy!4xxi.'f

SAMUEL

Dec. 28.

Admission 50c. Music bv Chandler. March at
8,30.dec22dlw»

and Railroad

Towu

Sixth Grand Assembly at
Mechanics’ Hall,
THURSDAY EVENING

Stock Exchange.

STYLE
CANES.

plaster Is fa-

Jt

WEST’S GROUPS

choice line of

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

ELEGANT
HEADED

-iP

druggists, every.
where at 25 cents. O VV VkiWO
Hop Plaster Co., Sole Manufacturers.
Mailed on receipt of price.
(S)
CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEY, Gen Agts, Boston.

Exchange Street,® Portland.

We Offer For Sale

HANDKERCHIEFS.

i
C "f" (■ 93
I Ci D

stimulates the
parts. Sold by

Our^popular

DoTight or carried on margin.
Dally telegraphio quotation, from New fork

I mous for its quick
and hearty action in

B

Pla.il] lps tfc 33aon.
prices 10, 25. 3x5. Private Boxes $2.

f-

Railway

STYLE

SILK

I curing Rheumatism
Sciatica, Kidney Disease, Lame Back, Side or Hips,
Heart
and Llv >r Troubles,
Sharp Pains, Pleurisy,
Stiff Muscles, Sore Chest, Cramps, and all pains or
aches In every part. It soothes, strengthens and

BAILEY & NOYES

left over from last year,
from

This

Drama in 3 acts entitled

eodtf

-AND

me.

<^> —h—

MRS. JERRY COHAN.

Thrilling

New Scenery and Stage eftects*
matinee Clui-min-, at 9 o’clock.
Onr popular matinee Wednesday and Sat. at 2.30

MUNICIPAL

r'A lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured

largest

tho DRAMATIC

Special

BARRETT,

Cor. Middle &

MUFFLERS.

UMBRELLAS.

consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blood Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Mass.

SWEDISH REMEDIES/'
For Sale hy all Drnggl*»ta. ood&wly

of

THE MOLLY MAGUIRES.

may6eodt

Proprietor.

Lynn, Mass.

Photograph
Albums, Scrap
Books, Wallets, Writing Desks
and Dressing Cases in great vari-

in their

Woodbury & Moulton

ELEGANT

FINE

I

House

MR. AND

--

Securities.

digestive organa.

pamphlets and circulars—Sent Free.

in P’ortiand.
stock of Christmas
Cards we have ever shown.

tiny oilier
'» he

«QNDAY?BEC. 25.
Engagement extraordinary
6s

Mort.

inoh7

yillKTllkF.il}'. City,

ilirtlTITEIiS,

together

aul6

LYCEUM THEATRE?& Sterling.Proprietors.

Mortimer

BONDS.

a

SWEDISH REMEDIES.

to induce all book

Sbakesperian massiveness.
Admission as usual. Sale of Seats will commence
dec2odlw
Wednesday morning, Dec 27th.

a

186 Middle St., PorUand, Me.

t.
When taken
according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
of
Thousands
in the first and second stages.
testimonials of its wonderful cures. Write for

buyers to give us a call.
These pr ces are exactly as we
represent, and will convince you
upon examination that we sell
tlie»c goods at a less price than

light, vivacious, frivolous
Delightful comedy, making no pretensions to

_eo<12iu

--

features of THE PROFESSOR
a

U S. Called Bonds cashed.

Mass.

Lungs.

strengthens

nti<e stock of Books
at prices ranging from twen<yfive to fifty < e»- cent discount from
publishe s’ reta I prices.
We
make
this lineral offer,

The

Are that it is

-.7s
7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
6s
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

all disj|Cure3
eases of the

tive Tonic

our

York

Decade.

First

RODERICK ROSE, Jamestown, Dakota.
For further information, apply to the Company,
Jamestown, Dakota, or

octlO

COMES WITH THE FAMOUS

Company from the
Madison Square Theatre, the celebrated “Hazel
Kirke” Theatre, where it was played 161 consecutive
times. The success of this play of THE PROFFSSOR,
Which is Original, unique, and remarkably
Amusing, is one oftbe events of the theatrical
New

Chicago,

k Balsam

Blood Purifier. It purifies the blood

Contrary to the usual custom of
inaugurating a cheap Book Sale
In January, we have decided to
commence on nOltDAf, DEC. IS,

THE PROFESSOR.,
THE PROFESSOR

Return of the favorites

Lung

I

a cnarm on tne

Presenting Mr. Gillett’s Famous Comedy,

charge.

Portland, Maine.
Hon JOHN D. BENTON, Vice President
National Bank, Fargo, Dakota.
W. W. DUDLEY, Jamestown, Dakota.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Jamestown, Dakota.

SQUARE

THEATRE
COMPANY

OFFICERS.
P. WELLS, President.
RODERICK ROSE. Vice Prest. and Atty.
GEO. O. THOMPSON, Secretary.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Treasurer.
DIRECTORS.
Hon. E. P. WELLS. President Ja nes River NaLonc al Bank,
Jamestown, Dakota.
Hon. SAMUEL MERRILL, President Iowa Trust
and Loan Company, Des Moines, Iowa.
Hon. L, D. M. SWEAT, Ex-Membtr of Congress,

SWAN &

Swedish

Compound!
An Altera-

AOYES,

TBE

ill A BISON

-FOB SALE BY-

SWEDISH REMEDIES!

system
and acts like

Friday and Satnrday, Dec. 29 and 30,

6s
Cincinnati,
Cook County.7s
Evansville Ind.,.7s

Congress Street,

SILVER

the

FRANK CURTIS.Proprietor and Manager.

of

Swedish _

__1882.

PORTLAND TIIEAIRE.

#100,000

--

dtf

~H~

Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, worse at
night; seem9 as if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swatne’a
Ointment is superior to any article in the mzr'r
8old by druggists, or send 60 eta. in 3-ct Star
Soxe0.9X.26. Address: Du. SwxWE* Son, Fhi!;,

Swiss,
Neufchatel.

Square,

by all Druggists; price $1, six bottles for $5.
au23
MW&F&wlw

del8dljy29

ITCHING PILES

Gorgozolan
Roquefort,

Sold

Lost.
BLUE

one

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO

McLELLAN, POSHER & CO.

DANCING FROM 3 to C.

—

York to investors free of

aud
dec21d2w

Afternoon

Tickets admitting gentleman w ith ladies. 50 cts.
Parties holding tickets for Thursday Evenings will
be admitted without extra charge. Kespmfnlly,
dc23dtd
m. B. GILBKBf.

JAmESTOWN, DAKOTA.

by draft on New

both

MATINEeT"

GILBERT’S

E.

All orders, srnnll or large will be treated with careful attention and
be delivered PROMPTLY in any part of the city.

PREPARED BY

Exchange Street.

OF

have the

Evening.

Christmas Afternoon.

Portland Water Co.,
Cincinnati,.6s

Cleanses, enriches and strengthens the blood, stimulates the action of toe stomach aud bowels, and
thereby enables the system to resist and overcome
the attacks of all Scrofulous tHseases, Eruptions of
the Skin, Rheumatism, Catarrh, General debility,
and all disorders resulting from poor or corrupted
blood and a low state of the system.

[■■■■

dec6

Wilds’

the many constantly coming to our notice, which prove the perfect adaptation of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla to the
cure of all diseases arising from impure or
impov
rished blood, and a weakened vitality.

—mm —

GIFT

we

goods will

Z. P. Wilds, well-known city

The above instance is but

Fine Assortment of

dell

usual and

eu

CHANDLER,

Evening.

L. D. n. SWEAT, Esq.

Messrs J. C. Ayer a Co., Gentlemen:
Last winter I was troubled with a most uncomfortable itching humor, affecting more especially
my limbs, whicu itched so intolerably at night, and
burned so intensely, that I could scarcely bear any
a
was a’so a sufferer from
clothing over them,
severe catarrh and catarrhal cough; my eppetite
was poor, and my system a good deal run down.
Knowing the value of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by
observation of many other cases, and from personal
use in former years, I began taking it for the abovenamed disorders.
My appe ite improved almost
from the first dose. After a short time the fever
and itcbiugs were allayed, and all signs of irritation
of the skin disappeared.
My catarrh and cou. h
were also cured by the same means, and my general
health grcatl improved, until it is now excellent.
I feel a hundred per cent, stronger, and I attribute
these Jesuits to the use of the Sarsaparilla,
which 1 recommend with all confidence as the best
blood medicine ever devised.
( took it in small
doses three times a day, and used, in all less than
two -ottles
I place these fa^ts at your service,
hoping their publica ion may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds/*

ART STORE.

Temple St., Portland, Me.

On the

as

-

a

Adminnoo 15

Aftemoon*and
Elevator
will
run

The

DAKOTA

CAPITAL

19.

to

MUSIC BY

Faarms.—The value of the lands will in all cases be
three times the amount loaned.—The Loans will be
secured bv Bondi, and Farm mortgage*, bearAnd in addition to
ing Eight per Cent interest.
th s securiiy the Company will give their own
Guaranty of the payment of the Principal and Interest of all such Loaus by them negotiated.
Interest colle ted by tho Company and forwarded

“78 E 54th St., New York, May 16, 1882.

«

37

26

(Edam,),

in l\ew V «»rk, and brother of the
late eminent Judge Wilds, of the Massachusetts Supreme Court, writes as follows:

PURSES and LEATHER GOODS

—

Cabinet Frames and Art
Novelties »t *nj store, and by so
doing SATE MONEY
My stock of Cabinet Frames and
Art goods in general, are the largest and finest selected assortment ever shown in Portland.
Fine Gold Gilt Frames made to
order.
Old stand of Stubbs Bros.,

English Crown,
Young America,
Pine Apple,

AYER’S SARSAPARILLA

Get your Pictures and Frames

terials,

Our stock of tine Clieese is as complete
following kinds to select from.

EXPERIENCE.

—

ART GOODS

CHEESE

In tho Forenoon there will be

From 2 to 4.30, an<l 7.45 to 10.15.
Admission
25 cents. Use of Skates each session, 10 cts.

Incorporated under the Laws of Dakota, for the
Loans on I na pro red
purpose of Negotiating

Pudding.

Street.

AFTERNOON and EVENING

LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY

Mince Meat and English Plum
Richardson & Robbins’ Plum

Middle

JTHREE SESSIONS.
From IO

Loans Guaranteed.
OF

^

JUVENILE feE.'SION,

DENSLOW,

THE NORTH

Rink,

the

A.t

8 PER CENT.

I

5 lb. Kegs.

Day.

CHRISTMAS,

York.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Father

The Rev.

BOOKS

Photograph Albums, I&c.g&r.

The school census of
the aston
g fa t th at
and more boys than girls
total number of children

to all a

put up by
dard and reliable dealers,
a»e just what they claim to be and
I
| need no guarantee from us.
(goods

stanand

are

ft

cents. Admission 25 cent*.
Children’s reserved seats 25, 35 and 50 cents.
Tick-ts and Librettos nowon sale at Stockbridge’s
Ma in Store
Half fare on M.C. R. R. and 0. T. It. R. to matinee
and evening; P. & It. It. to matinee only. declOdtd

(member N. I. Slock Exchauge.)
D. A EASTON,
H. If. II Fit I N,
S. II. NICHOLS.
dec 15-eodtinyO
P. 0. Box t 589.

Preserves.

for

GRAND GALA BAY!
New

1st

IlapliaelSTucks English Cards,

The James brothers were one horse brig
ands, after all, in the light diffused by the
capture of a Mexican town by a band of robThe robbers carried
bers a few days ago.
off the mayor, the judge, and the entire
magistracy, and demand ransom. There is
nothing mean or small about a Mexican band
of free companions.

all, and

E. IV

M£3

misHionary

A

Algernon

a

PORTLAND,

Full Line just opened of

Stubbs

King

J. H. Kosewald.
.ygq Conductor,
Stage and Chorus Director, Augustus Hall.
seats 60, 76 cents and
Prices—Reserved
I Evening
•SI. according to location.
Matinee Prices—Reserved soata 35, 60 and 75o

ST.

WALL AND BROAD

Adolph Adams’ brilliant

31 ATI IV EE —At 2.30
Oriental >pera Comique

eodtf

and sold.

Orders by mail attended to and carefully packed and delivered at Depots FREE OF CHARGE,

specialty,
OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Druggist

AT

3*3 12xchange Street.

Grand Tragic Opera

Lucia (li Lammermoor.

H. m. PA ¥80A & CO.

—

Dutch

RHEUMATIC SUFFERERS, buy of

the secret.

A Mebrys Cbristma to

Shaker Apple Sauce.
Sweet Cider jellies.
Boiled Cider.
Campbell’s Jelleys and Jams in
Wine Jellies of ail kinds.

English Dairy,

CHRISTMAS CARDS

beverage
Templar” champagne, and consumed as a temperance drink,
contains alchoholic equivalent to 25 per cent
of proof spirit, which is considerably in excess of the intoxicating qualities of real
champagne. A chemical analysis revealed

good morning.

Tumblers.

44

Golden Gate

Fancy Mild
Sage,
“
Plain,

sold as “Good

The Word Jdoes not believe that Jay
Gould takes any stock in the rumor that he
i* going to make a tour of the world.

jams
Jellies
in Glass Jars.
Cans.

-

Street

Congress

a

Nebraska reveals
there seven thousin Nebraska. The
in the State is 165,511; girls, 79,116; boys, 86,395. Of these,
115,000 are enrolled in the public schools.

44

We shall keep our store open every evening this
week to give every one an extra opportunity to exam"
ine our Holiday Hoods.
We shall offer special Bargains every day.
We offer Tuesday morning, Ebony, Satin and
Plush Wall Pockets, Paper Backs, Brush Cases, Plush
Slipper Cases at less than half price.
Lundborg’s Perfumery at wholesale prices.

PERRY DAVIS’S PAIN KILLER.

Some astonishment has been created in
the

**

^

—

June Elm, Congress & Federal Sts.,

Curious complications arise under the
anti-Chinese law. The most recent case
is that of a Chinese laundryman at Pitts
bnrg, Pa., who applied to the treasury department for permission to go to China, get
married and briug his wife to this country.
Secretary Folger decides that he cannot do
it, but that if he were already married the
law would net prevent his going to China
and bringing back his wife.

Little.

——— ———

SpecialDiscounts.

—

E V ENlftla—Donizetti’s

Deposits received, with interest, subject to check at
sight.
m ■in< Imngfitnnrd n 1(1 fur mintr^r-TrnrnTinInvestment, Bond and Unlisted Securities bought

John Moira' Scotch Jams.
K. T. Cowdrey’s Fruit Preserves (in jars.)
u
u
«
Curtice Bros’. Fruits

GIFT

Get your X'mas Cards, Artist Ma-

iugiuue au

&

by

good

unexpected famine.

Millett

by

WF&M&wly

time in Portland:

(mills Building.)

^

Fruit Jellies, Jams and

RHEUMATISM OF LONG STANDING

gos-

The news from various parts of the west
and south of Ireland, that the people are
stareing, is in the nature of a painful surprise. No notice has been served upon the
world
that
the Irish
crops were bad,
or that any distress
beyond the usuai
limits of poverty was anticipated. When
Parliment meets agaiu after the holidays,
the discussion of Irish affairs can be profita-

eodtf

|37 Exchange SU^*|

Perry Davis’s Pain Killer

aud sold.

Malaga Grapes, Florida and Valencia Oranges, Lemons, Fancy
Nodliead and Northern Spy Apples, Fancy Layer Raisins in small boxes, Loose Raisins by box or pound, Figs, French Prunes, Crystaltzed
French Fruits, Persian Dates, Preserved Citron, Orange and Lemon
Peel, Irica, Princess and Jordan Almonds, Eng. Walnuts, Shellback
Walnuts, Pecans. Filberts and Castanas.

de22

JUVENILES.

any

ed “recess” and give a longer time at noon,
thus enabling the children to go to their
homes and take a warm meal. It is Claimed

the Democratic—lion.”

BANK STOCKS,

Honey,
Frye’s Fancy Chocolate DropsT""

Anguatua Hall,
AND—

WILLIAM CASTLE.

ManSuitable for tbo investment of Trust Funds.
ufacturing Stocks and Kailway Securities bought

FRUITS AND NUTS.

New Clover

ABBOTT,

Alonzo ato,idnrd,|
John O.lbrrt,
ut
Victor Beaumont,
Win. Biod.rich,

Grand (.'horns and the Emma Abbott Or:
chestra
of 10 Instrumentalists increased to 1C pieces.
Nprcinl Nceuery nud Elegout loalumc*.
The following Operas will be given for the first

—

™—-——*-=—™

Cor. EXCHANGE & FEDERAL STS.

RHEUMATISM IN THE MUSCLES
Cured by
PERRY DAVIS’S PAIN KILLER.

Cured

Two New York cities, Troy and Rochester, are trying an experi ment in the direction of school reform. They have abolish-

thorns in the hoof of

Prices.

AND

BANKERS

TO-DAY IS

RHEUMATISM IN THE KNEES
Cured by
PERRY DAVIS’S PAIN KILLER.

Co.,

hand

on

and
with

Valentine F.ibt-ini

Lizzie Arannudais,
Julie Itmrsaid,
VI uric Hindlr,
rin.n Weber,
Win. Con. ell,
(I. Harvey,

AND STOCK BROKERS,

PERRY DAVIS’S PAIN KILLER,

_

uusuu

ISM

H. m. PAYSOA &

nov24

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

RHEUMATISM IN THE BACK

bill.

sticking

Possible

Rheumatism NlcLELLAN, MOSHER k GO.,

economical motor, and
Mr. Stedman expects electricity to fill the

The Baltimore American says: “Senator
Cockrell of Missouri, in his allusions to
Senator Edmunds, whom he called ‘the
Pope of the Senate,’ got his hagiography
slightly mixed. St. Jerome never was pope
—he was the Latin father par excellence,
who took the thorn out of the lion’s paw.
The usual occupation of the St. Jerome of

Lowest

I SMS^i It Sk d Iff Ski!

“

an

school-room.

Surgical

Y., had the misfortune to entirely lose the sight of
one of her eyes, through an accident, and endured

cheap process of obtaining aluminum, just reported to have been discovered in England.
Cheap and abundant aluminum is necessary,
because that metal, though as strong as
iroD, is only one-third as heavy. The other

geuerally thought that three hours is too
long to confine the younger pupils in a

the

At

(From
Courier.)
Schoonmaker, of Creek Locks, Ulster Co. N.

Mrs.

E. C. Steadman writes to the New York
.Tribune that “the year 1882 has provided
two of the three factors required for the
solution of the problem of aeriel navigation,” one being a method of storing force,
in the Faure accumulator, and the other a

results. Reform that leads to betterment in
any shape is worth seeking, but it will be

Severe

dll

•

the

ed between Chicago and New York.

wsj

a

MISS EMMA

ble rates.

decl4

—

Operation Without Taking Chloroform.

not much over half these rates are demand-

the Senate is

of

The most popular, largest, most expensive
most successful lyric combination In America,
the following celebrated artists:

Sterling aud Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

City & County Bonds

W« oiler to the public a list of such goods as are required at fhi8
HOLIDAY SEASON, l ime and space forbid enumeration of all the
“good things,” but our stock is complete and buyers can rely on finding auy article of REAL MERIT coming within onr line of business.

IN NEW ENGLAND.

dtjan22

members of Washington L. O. L. No. 15, are
hereby notified to attend a special meeting on
Tuesday, Dec. 26, at seven o’clock. By otd^r of M.
W. Master. Invite your friends.
de25dit*

pooling arrangements, 30
cents a hundred is charged for the transportation of grain for less than 400 miles,
while the highest rate the pool lines east of
Chicago charge for the transportation to the
seaboard, or 900 miles, is 15 cents,
there is a demand for legislation regulating
railway charges, especially on freight. Sixtyfive to seventy-five dollars per car load for
live stock is demanded between local points
east of the Missouri and Chicago, though

that the recess is spent in unprofitable
sip, and productive of evil rather than

FRUITS, SOTS'& FAXCY SUNDRIES.

THE

to

factor required is

—

NOTICE.

NOTICE.

Portland tine Ogdeaaburg
City of Portland.
and other first-class bonds and stocks.

FOUND

BE

TO

IN

dec25

Androticoggin

Groceries,

STANDARD & FANCY GROCERIES

accordance with the pr visions of the Revised
Statutes of the State of Maine, chapter 48, section 18. 19 and 20. and Statutes amendatory thereof and additional thereto, we the undersigned,
whose rest ence« are stated opposite our respective
signatures, hereby associate ourselves together by
these written Aiticlesof Agreement for the purpose
of organizing a corporation for the purpose of manufacturing glass and glass ware, useful and ornament,a], and for permanent interior and exterior
decorations and other purposes, which said cort oration shall be located at Portland in the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine, and shall have its
office at said Portland.
The first mee ing shall be held in accordance with
section 18 of said chapter 48 at the office of Clarence H*lein said Portland on Monday the eighth day
oi January A. i»., 1883. at two o’clock, p. m.
Dated at Portland, this twentieth day of December A. D., 1882.
Residences.
Names.
R. C. FLOWER,
Boston, Mass.
W. J. ORANGE,
C. H. MOSHER,
A. A. RFEVE.
A. E. SCOTT,
Lexington, Mass.

Annual Meeting of the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company will beheld at the Company’s Office at Portland, Me., on the 2‘2nd day of January, 1883 at 3 o’t lock p m. for the purpose of
e'ecling four directors in the place of those whcse
term oi office expires.
By order of Directors.
NICHOLAS DE GROOT,
Portland, Me., Dec. 22,1882.
Acting Sec'v

?«.
t>*».
tin.
tt*.

...

and Kennebec

—

dtf

Portland, Dec. 20,1882.
1, A. A. REEVE, one of the above signers, hereby
notice
that
first
the
meetiug of the above asso- |
give
ciates will be held at the time and place specified in
the above agn ement of association, which is hereby
made a part of this notice.
A. A. REEVE,
de25dlt
December 21st, 1882.

ABBOTT

Offer for Sale

Have constantly

Articles of Association.

and

lantic coast, and its business and industrial
prosperity is assured.

OF

—

TIIE EMMA

Street,

Maine Ceiirnl
Portland and Kennebec

Largest and Best Stock

NEW DESIGNS

Christmas Afternoon &Even’g

BANKERS,
middle

HALL,

CITY

J. B. Brown & Sons,
318

Christmas

to the

WILLIAM S. LOWELL,
Engraver

FIST OF

W. L. WUson <fe Co.

STATIONERY.

Professor Packard.
contain a full account of the

AMOS L. MILLETT &C0.S.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

!

FINANCAL

MISCELLANEOUS

ONE

AT

DECEMBER 25.

MONDAY MORNING,

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

rKESS,

THE

U61

Call early and arold the crowd.

RI3VGS,
Only ffl.OO.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.
Congress.Street^

MeKenney die Jeweler,

5G7
^

U»t>

Congress

at.

dcue2s

TTTJF]

MQRXIXG,

MONDAY
*

pteess.

CITY AND

SIAISIE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

DECEMBER 25.

VICINITY.

Proceedings

[For Other Local Matter seb First Page.]

"“.new advertisements

of

Meeting

to-day

the

Winter

in Portland.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Iir. Wilson.
C. Day & Co.

REPORT OF

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Portland Theatre—The Professor.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Annual Meeting—Union Mutual L. Ins. Co.
ArticleB of Association.
Stationery—Wm. S. Lowell.
Notice—Washington L O. L.

THE

LIBRARIAN

AND

PRESENTATION OF PAPERS.

The Celebration of Prof. Packard’s

Large stock of .Masks aDd Flags for the
Carnival at Ohas. Day, Jr., & Co.’s.
There are bright buds of April and blossoms
But they’re not half bo sweet as the breath
of the maid

84th

A

COMPLETE

That with SOZODONT brushes her teeth every
day
Till like pearls through her beautiful lips

Birthday.

EEPOET OF THE

EVE-

NING’S PEOCEEDINGS.

they’re displayed.
O SOZODONT! what au euchantmont is thine
That gives teeth like- the sun, and gives lips

dec25MWF&w

red as wine.

A scientific chemical compound that gives
health and strength is Brown’s lion Bitters.
dec25
MWF&w
Dr. Wilson will be absent
until January 9tb, 18S3.

from Portland

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old
MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
Nurse.

Saturdday the Maine Historical Society
held its winter meeting in this city, and in the
evening took proper observance of the eightyfourth birthday of the veteran Secretary, Prof.
AlpheuB S. Packard, of Brunswick. The
meeting was held in the Seciety’s rooms in
City Building. Back of the President’s desk
was placed a fine large photograph of Prof.
Packard, from the painting by Vinton, in the
college collection, surrounded by the couplet
from

Dryden,

“Yet
Your

unimpaired

with labors, or with time,
seems to a new’ youth to climb,"

age but
and nurses in the United
and underneath, from Lonfellow’s “Morituri
Sirtes, and has been used for forty years with Salutamus” the stanza,
“Honor and reverence and the good repute
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
That fallow faithful service as its fruit,
their children. It relieves the child lroin pain
Be uuto him whom, living, we salute.”
cures dysentery and diarrhcea, griping in the
During the reading of Prof. Putnam’s paper
bowels and wind colic. By giving health to
in the afternoon Prof. Packard entered the hall
tfie child it rests the mother.
Price Twenty- I
and, having been received with great enthusifive Cents a bottle.
Deck MWS&wly
asm. waajsscaciod to & seat on the President’s
Go to Mrs. 8. J. Clough's, 561 Congress
right. The signs of great age are absent from"
street, and get one of those 25-ceDt Handkerhis figure and face. Tall, upright, with an eye
chiefs and take a chance in the lovely sofa
still keen, hand firm, and pleasing smile, only
del9dtf
pillow.
the snowy hair betokens that he has passed hi8
Bronchitis, Astbma, Catarrh, and all pul- three score years and ten.
monary complaints, transient or chronic, perAfternoon Meeting1.
manently and promptly cured by Kuraknff the
At the opening of the afternoon meeting the
oct27FM&W3m
great Pine Remedy.
Secretary and Librarian, Mr. H. W. Bryant,
Kcrakoff, the Pine great remedy and lnng
presented his annual report, as follows:
heaier, instantly relieves and actually cures
librarian's report.
coughs, colds, astbma, consumption, as no
Edward P. Banks—Collection of 17 books and
other can.
oct27FM&W3m
253 pamphlet8.
Hon. J. H. Drummond—Bound volumes of MaHarper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
sonic reports.
is a welcome visitor to the
female

physicians

publication

parlor

circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress,
corner Oak street.

S. H. Colesworthy—14 volumes of early writings
of Universalist clergymen.
P. C. Manning—Minutes of the Bowdoinham Baptist Association.
R. C. Ingraham—Catalogue of New Bedford li-

librarian, and always devoted to its interests,
who has by the favor of a kind Providence
reached in almost unabated vigor, his four
score and four years, sixty-four of which have
been given, without interruption, to the noble
occupation of teacher in the oldest and most
distinguished college in our State
The great Roman orator, after filling the
highest positions at the Bar, in the forum and
in the councils of the nation, and enjoying a
life-long experience in these exalted stations
took occasion to leave on record, in one of the
most carefully considered
productions of his

pen his estimate of the services of the teacher.
“It is certain,he says,“there cannot be a more
important or a more honorable occupation
than to train the rising generation,and instruct
them in the duties to which they may be hereafter called.”
The most illustrious philosophers
whose
names have come down to us from antiquity
spent much of their time in instructing the
young in reasoning, knowledge and virtue.
8ocrates, Plato and Aristotle were teachers.
Nearly live centuries before the Christian era
Socrates had his pupils who attended daily upon his instruction and he deemed it the most
solid reward to form a virtuous character and
make his pupils his affectionate friends. Plato,
one of his disciples, attained to such excellence
that it was said of him by Cicero that were
Jupiter to converse in the language of men he
would express himself in
Plato’s
phrase.
Aristotle, Plato’s most illustreous pupil, who
ruled the intellectual world for centuries, was
a teacher for many years in
the Lyceum and
Alexander, the Great, owed his education to
him.
Our respected and revered associate has made
his life a grand success in devoting it to this
uoblecalling. Dr.Packard has been so long iden
tilled with Bowdoin College that his history is
largely that of th« college itself. He entered it
as a student in 1812, was graduated in 1816,
elected tutor in 1819, a professor in 1825, and
has continued uninterruptedly a member of the
faculty of instruction to the present time. The
first class was graduated in 1806, only six years
prior to his entry, and of nineteen hundred
and ninety four graduates from this institution, whose names are upon the catalogue,
(not including our 1250 medical students, many
ol whom have done honor to the state) to
which are to be added those who did not complete their college course, all save 112, making
more than 1900 young men, have* gone forth
from those classic halis, after sharing bis instruction. How many have been aided and
strengthened in their preparation for the great
battle of life by bis teaching, counsels and ex-

ample.
1

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Saturday.—Joseph rinith. Intoxication. Fined
$6 and costs.
Omer Gallagher. Intoxicaion-2d offence. Sixty

days

in

county jail.

S B. Noyes—Catalogue of Brooklyn public library and other books
1)..C. P. llsley—Poem on Centennials of Portland,
and other works.
Hon. J. A. Peters—Jordan family momorial.
F. C. Pierce—History of Grafton, Mass.
J. N. McClintock—Cleavelaud’s mineralogy.
W. R. Smith—Scenes in a vestry.
J. D. Scull, Oxford, England—Evelyns in Ameri-

of the instinctive

aware

delicacy that

-all imiwi

but our respected friend must permit me to say, as one
of the number, in behalf of the rest as well as
of myself, that we always found in him the
taithful teacher, the kind friend, the Christian gentleman, who pointed out the path of
duty and showed us how to walk therein, and
that on leaving our Alma Mater we carried
with us and have ever cherished for him sentiments of affection andregard.Teacher of teachers, long may he be spared, by his words and
his life to instruct and to guide, realizing that
the work he has begun is going forward, that
his influence will continue to extend in an increasing circle after all who have listened to
his voice shall have passed away.
I will no longer delay you, as it is to qthers
It is
you will have the pleasure of listening.
enough to have deserved the encomium of our
own illustrious poet.

brary.

Municipal Court.

am

“Honor and reverence and good repute
That foll iw faithful service as Its fruit
Be unto him whom living we salute.”

At the conclusion of Mr. Bradbury’s remarks
James P. Baxter, Esq., read a poem of much
excellence, written by him for the occasion.
Mr. Baxter’s poem is as follows:

ca.

Brief Jottings.
AS TODAY IS A HOLIDAY

HO

PAPER

WILL

DE ISSUED FROM THIS OFFICE TOMORROW.

A “Merry Christmas” to all.
Deaths last week 9.
Value of exports last week
cluding 302,351 feet of lumber.

$840,970..'ll,

ir-

Bark Lotbair left Saturday for St. John, N.
B., loaded with flour, the first cargo received
via Grand Trunk from the West and shipped
by water to the provinces for many years.
Bosworth Post will probably install the new
officers in the new G. A. B. hall, January 5th.
Larry Post of Windham will visit Bosworth
Post Friday next.
No proposals to build a fire-boat have been
received by the committee on fire department
and the proposals to furnish tog-boats fitted
with pumps and hose, are too high. The com

mittee, with Chief Cloyes, will inspect the
Worcester fire-boats Tuesday, and the water
works of Boston, Worcester and Providence.
The annual meeting of the Citizens Belief
will take place Friday.
The City of Bichmond sailed last Saturday

night

10 o’clock.
The inmates of the work-house and Greely
Hospital will receive a Christmas dinner toat

day.

George T. Little—Descendants of George Little,
Prince Society—Champlain’s voyages, Vol. 3.
Alfred Poore—Genealogy of John Poore.
A. S. Packard—History of Bowdoin College.

Dr. N T. J'rue Metcalfe on short hand, 170G.
G. E. LLtlefleld—Vetronile’s Indian Bible stories.
Dr. W. B. Lapham—History of v» oodstuck.
Miss C. L. Alien—Allen s Psaims and Hymns.
Hon. Samuel A. Green and Rear Admiral PrebleRegular books and pamphlets.
1 he

following contributions to the cabinet

weak

are

quarantine

in

at

the

Deering

mercury 36° at noon.
The Second Parish will have their Christmas tree this evening.
There will be a grand Christmas entertainment at the First Free Baptist church, corner
of Casco and Cumberland streets, this evening
at 7.30. Admission free.
The Bolling Mills Co., it is reported, will reduce the wages of their employes from 7 to 10
per cent., the reduction to take effect the first
of January.
Messrs. D. W. Clark & Co. have a large
crew of men at work cutting ice at Long Crek.
The ice harvested is from 14 to 10 inches
thick and is being conveyed to Portland.
The Folio for January has .been received by
both Stockbridge and Chandler.
There will be a Christmas entertainment for
the West Congregational Sabbath School this
The churoh has been elegantly festooned with evergreen and presents a flue apThere will be a Christmas tree,
pearance.
ilnging, a dialogue and the production of “The

evening.

True and False Santa Claus” from St. Nicholas.
G. W. Johnson, from Pittsburg, |Pa ., will
lecture befors the Orange Brotherhood of Portland on Tuesday evening.
Christmas eve

was

a

superb mooalight

nigbt.
The Portland Cadets will visit New Orleans
daring Mardi-Gras week and take part in tbe

military competition.
The subject of Ubv. Henry Blanchard a
Tuesday evening lecture will be “The Gathering of the Books of the Old Testament.”
Officers Massure aud
Sparrow arrested
“Finger” Smith, Saturday night for breaking
into Gray’s shop in tho McGliuchy block, corof Fore and India streets.
The second dance in the Fraternity

ner

conrs

wili

be given at City nail, tomorrow evening.
There will, of course, he a brilliant party in
attendance.
The last of

series of lectures to young men
delivered by Rt. Rev. Bishop
Healy, at the Cathedral of tho Immaculate
and others,

a

was

Conception yesterday morning.
Attention is called to the Rink as one of the
pleasantest places in the city to pass Christmas
afternoon and evening. Chandler wili furnish
music at both sessions. There will be a juvenile session in the forenoon.
Hoc. W". W. Thomas, Jr., will lecture in the
Mechanics’ coarse next Friday evening, on
the “Founding, Rise and Progress of Port250th annia recognition of tho city’s

land,”

versary.

_

Larceny.
"Warren and Hus.
about 50
sey arrested a woman named Carroll,
Her first thiev
years of age, for shoplifting.
ing was done at Owen, Moore & Co.'s, where
she stole twenty-four different articles; from

Saturday evening officers

W. E. Plummer’s, where
a
lady’s uudervest, a pair of children’s drawers; and was in the act of slipping
of 6tockings under her shawl when disa

there she
she stole

went

to

pair

covered by

a

clerk.

City Government.
A special meeting of the board of mayor and
aldermen was l^Id at noon Saturday.
the hosAn insane person was committed to
of Drs. Weeks
pital at Augusta upon testimony
aodGerrisb.
Orders were passed authorizing the city
of the Clapp
treasury to pay over the iuterest
and aufund to the Widows’ Wood Society
to
enforce
payment
treasury
thorizing the city
assessments.
upon outstanding sewer
...

Was it Infanticide.
The Express say a gentleman connected with
the street department found lying upon the

sidewalk Friday, on Cumberland slreet, near
I
Myrtle, the body of a male child just born.
had not lain there long for it was not frozen.

voices overreach
love for thee is

canteen of Geu. Peleg Wadsworth.
Charles L. Bryant—Small silver medal
Judge S. Freeman.
J. C. B ultra, of New York—Collection of

worn

The first his youthful steps to guard and guide.
but

was

yesterday

we

To

than

here
leaves of hay;

had grown within the woods so dear
lost youth, when all the future lay

his

hud, fair

hinting of

Experience

field in

as a

Philip

H. Brown—Autograph letter of Alexander
Hamilton.
George W. Boyd, of New York—Money belts used
[or carrying Confederate currency.
S. O. Wardweli—Cane from elm tree planted by
Chaplain Jonathan Frye, 1725.
Bev. Amasa Loring—Sermon of Nathan Church,
if Bridgton.
E. H. Jlaveis—Framed portrait of W. H. Harrison.
C. W. Cllet, St. Louis—Cast of pipe used by the
nound builders.
J. Marshal Brown—Stone axe from Clapboard Is-

so dry and sere,
must reap with many a tear.

and.
Dr. G. P. Bradley—Box of papers of Dr. Alexan-

Eeq.-273 flint and stone implements

We greet thee from our hearts: yet, well we know
Not as the Master skilled in speech would greet
His well loved Mentor, were he here, but new,
To look upon thy face, and voice each beat
Of our full hearts; for on our lips no heat
Hath any coal from Song’s high altar shed,
Nor through our veins the inspiring ichor sped.

But, gentle Teacher, though we may
inspired song;

Judah Dana to Rev. Mr. Allen.
PROF. PUTNAM’S PAPER.
Prof. F. W. Putnam of Cambridge, Mass.,
lelivered au interesting address on the Shell
Seaps of Maine, displaying the specimens of
indent implements taken from the heaps, of
which almost identical specimens have been
:ouud in the shell heaps of Europe. The
shell heaps on the Maine coast were commenced, in his opinion, mauy centuries ago, but
they continued to be added to dowu to historic
times. The Indians of the interior of Maine
went probably to the coast for the same purpose that the Indians of the Columbia river
sow go to the Pacific coasi—to dry shellfish
[or winter use—and during the many ceuturie3
iccupied in forming the shell heaps, the various implements found aDd exhibited were lost,
rue layers of earth found in the shell heaps
show that they were abandoned for some time,
when the Indians for some cause failed to visit
:he coast. When the Indians obtained iron they
naturally continued to use the same form for
their implements that they had adopted while
making them of bone. Prof. Putnam exhibited an iron spear head, an iron hatchet of the
seventeenth century pattern, and a pipe of the
tame date,
all found in the shell heaps of
Maine.
At the conclusion of the address the thanks

of the society were returned to Prof. Putnam,
on motion of Gen. John Marshall Brown of
Portland, who spoke of the researches of ProfChadbourne in the same field.
A grammatical sketch of the ancient Abnaki language was submitted by the Rev.'M. CThe lecturer gave proofs
O’Brion of JJangor.
of the varied scholarship and research of the
revet end gentleman, and at the close the
thanks of the society were extended to him, on
motion of Jndge Williamson of Belfast. Pres,
ident Bradbury then read a list of valuable documents that had been received from Hon.E.K.
O'Brion of Thomaston, including commission! of Gen. Henry Knox, his son, Lieut.
Knox, officers’ returns to G-n. Knox, and an
additional deed from Samuel Waldo of Boston
to. Samuel W. Dowse of Ireland, conveying

4,100 acres land. Mr. O’Brion is a member of
the “Cincinnati,” and his grandfather, CaptJohn George, served eight years under Km x.
It is reported of his grandmother, Mre.George,
that she rode by Banker Hill just after \he
close of the battle, and was thrown from her
horse, and assisted to remonnt by a British offiThis lady lived and passed her last days
cer.
These documents were forin Thomaston.
merly in the library of the late Col. Henry B.

Humphrey.
The Hor. William Goold of Windham was
introduced and read an interesting paper on
the Chute family, which will bq published in
the Press later.
EUWELL’S PAPER.
E. H. Elwell, Esq., editor of the Portland
Transcript, was tbeu introduced, and read a
very interesting paper on "0.ur Poet Governor,” the late Gov. Lincoln. He pronounced
Gov. Lincoln the ablest man of the three first
governors, and posseesed of genins. He was
born in Worcester, Mass., 1788, admitted to
the bar in 1811, removed to Fryeburg in 1812,
and there wrote his poem of “The Village,”
which not only described the beautiful scenery
about Fryebnrg, but was remarkable for its advanced sentiments on questions of a moral nature, especially anti-slavery, which be advoHe took strong
cated sixty-four years ago.
state grounds in the northwestern boundary
at the layaddress
the
and
delivered
question,
ing of the corner stone of the capitol at AuMB.

gusta.
The thanks of the society were returned
Mr. Elwell for his able and interesting paper, and the society adjourned after John T.
Hull of Deeiing presented a paper oh the records of York and Cumberland counties at Alfred. His paper was referred to a committee
consisting of James P. Baxter, Esq., non.
to

BRADBURY’S REMARKS.
Members of the Historical Society:
Wo have assembled this evening to testify
our regard and tender our congratulations to a
revered associate, the oldest living member of
our society, for many years Us secretary and
MR.

these the goddess sternly looked and cried,
‘•Ah! wretched ones, who held the charmed keys
To human hearts, where joy and grief may bide
On

To you were godlike opportunities,
For ye had lifted, had ye willed, with

ease

From many men bent low with grief and care
The burdens which they found o’er hard to hear.
ye would not lift a feather’s weight,
confirm your rule, shut.out the light
Which would have glorified their drear estate;

“And, yet,

But to

Ye bore yourselves as gods in their poor sight,
Taking their reverence as a thing but Blight,
Yet feasting on it with a secret joy,
As on a thing whose sweetness could not cloy.”

Hardly had passed

from view the stately train,
When came of folk a busy, buzzing crew;—
The merchants of the world—princes of gain—
Who even from tyrants oft a tribute drew;—

flags

Their

many waters

on

proudly flew,

And their rich caravans strange lands had crost,
Or scourged by tropic heat or arctic frost.
cried the dreamer, “These all men must hold
“Nay,” Athena cried,
‘•They might have been, had not the glare of gold
Then

As benefactors.”

Blinded their
So

sight

and turned them

tk&U&erfights of men,

quite aside,
pride

in their blind

Tffey trampled under feet, and held it right
To

measure

virtue

even

by

rule of

might.”

Now, hardly had she finished, when appeared
Another throng—All who might teach mankind
Through any art o'* craft:—teachers revered—
Of every school wherein the immortal mind

Might
To

be led forth from crooked

paths

and

blind,

broader fields of thought, where clear and

bright
Truth could shine forth with unobstructed light.
Then cried
Who

Athena, “Lo! the world’s great souls

through

self

abnegation

ever

strove

where the quenchless coals
Of truth burn bright beneath the eye of Jove;
They toiled 13 break the bonds which ignorance
To reach the altars

wove

souls, that they like us might be
Supreme designed, forever free.”

Bound human
As the

And

the names of these did she impress
Above all others on the tablets bright,
Which in the treasure house of changelessness
Should be laid up before the Immortals’ sight,
So Jong as stars shoald sitig on paths of light,—
so

Ending her task just as a line of gray
Along the horizon marked the coming day.
The dreamer

saw

the heavens

begin to glow,

the wakeniDg birds be^in to trill;
And felt the cool breath *of the morniDg blow
From the blue bay beneath,—serene and still,
He saw the empty streets begin to till
With men who lived to taste the bliss which lay
Within the sweet clasp of another day.
And heard

grandeur—kings of g’orious

The

gods

The

memory of

in

man

strain—

shall not retain.

as

tune,

’Twas said of Socrates, and still is said
Of that great teacher, more revered than when
The streets of Athens bar e-foot he would tread,
"He taught the greatest souls—of xridest ken—
A Xenophon and Platof but of men
He led none wisdom ward more truly great,
Than thou hast led through Learning's golden gate.

bring

A'e fain would cheer thee with eucli words

spring

done.

life and dissonantly throng
On our rude lips: so, as we halt along.
An antique story we to thee will tell
Of one who in great Athens once might dwell.

To verbal

Upon

golden Summer’s afternoon.

a

When birds trilled in the

hedges,

and the hoes

Hummed to the drowsy flowers one changeless
A.
of aspect grave, like one who sees,
Or strives to see, things men call mysteries;

toward the Agora with troubled^face,
As he would solve a riddle hard to trace.
Walked

Into the

Agora,

Wandered

like

moody wight
distraught, what time the crowd
tlie Pnyx, to catch, if so they

this
one

Thronged toward
might,

drops of wisdom from the surcharged cloud
Of eloquence, which soon would burst aloud
From the impassioned lips of Pericles.
Pride of a day, he swayed with Jovean ease,
Some

He heard tlie plaudits of the throng, and saw
Their idol stalk along with helmed head,
As was his wont in time of peace or war;
Yet went not with them; bu in silence fed
Upon liis thoughts, until his feet were led

grand Stoa of

Basileius

frowned,
With statues of immortal heroes crowned.

Where the

He passed the Eleutlierius, where the art
Of that bright age had limned for all to see
Such things as s:ir within the human heart
Heroic chords, yet cried he bitterly,
These, who so grandly wrought, were hut like me.

Yet,

now,

Like

that

they
man

gods in all men’s eyes,
in the Pnyx who thunders lies.
are as

temple of Apollo past he by;—
rhe Tholus;—Aphrodites’s temple fair—
And drew the altar of the gods anigh,
Where heroes glorious beyond compare
Hie

in

marble seemed to breathe the common air.
eager gaze,
one in sore amaze,

On these he fixed awhile his
Muttering bis thoughts like

men once walked like me the sluggish
Earth,
Felt, thought, loved, liated, laughed and wept like

“These

me,
now as the gods above the dearth
Of dread oblivion,whilst I, seemiDg free,
Go with the human flock which stupidly

reign

Yet

Trots to the shambles of forgetfulness,
Without a luring bait or smooth caress.

I, too, will climb the height
Where Fame’s high house forever brightly beam*,
And stand amidst the great ones, though I blight
“It shall not be!

The

hopes of lesser

men.

No

more

of dreams!

struggling with what only seems!
way to Fame's high seat,
'Through weal and woe; through triumph and de-

No

more

of

For I will

carve a

feat/’
oft his troubled

he strode

look,
So, casting
Like one who hath awaked from some strange spell
while
the
Toward
past him flowed
Acropolis,
The reflux tide of men with mighty swell
Into the market place,—and, when night fell,

Crouching

a

planned the

He

creeping shade within,
course to-morrow should begin.

statue’s

Virgin’s chamber, Artemis
From her white crescent shed a chilling light;
And one by one the listening ear would miss
A wonted sound, until the waning night
Lapsed into such deep silence that a flight
Of heavenly wings had not seemed straDge to hear,
Nor sight of ghostly face awakened fear,
About the

When, suddenly before the musing wight
intervening things dissolved in air;
And beamed in splendor to his dazzled sight
The statue of Athena passing fair,
A stylus blaziDg like a star she bare,

All

And

on a

The

names

tablet

was

about to write

which Fame had bruited left and right.

wondrous vision of the kings
swayed the world, in rich array,—
Purple and scarlet; gems and golden rings;
They glittered past him in a pageant gay
Glorious to look upon with eyes of clay.
“Surely these mighty ones must at the head
Of great Athena's list he placed,” he said

Then

came a

Who

once

had

But, looking on them with sad, searching eyes,
shook her head and murmured; “Ah! not these,
Whom the gods set o’er men, that they through

She

wise

And godlike^acts, might lift them through degrees
Of growth to nobler living; for to please
Their baser selves, they scorned the common weal
And crushed men with oppressions’ cruel heel.”

So passed Earth’s rulers; and each august name
I She wrote far down upon the eternal page;
Eeq.
When lo! another splendid vision came
Evening Meeting.
In warlike guise, great heroes, who the gage
the
hall
was well
By 7.30 in the evening
Oft at Death’s feet had cast in noble rage,—
filled by the friends and admirers of Prof.
All who through strife Fame had exalted high,
Packard, who had assembled to do him honor, Swept, even like the gods, triumphant by.
and a little later lie entered accornfauieu by
“Ah! cried the dreamer, “Here my lot I cast
Hon. J. W. Bradbury and E. H. Elwell, Esq.,
With these triumphant ones, whose deeds of might
and was enthusiastically received. All present
Dazzled the world:” but, as they proudly past
gladly noted his vigorous walk, erect carriage He saw the wise Athena sadly write
and wonderful freedom from decrepitude.
Their names.low down the page in lines of light,
The meeting was called to order by Hon. J.
And, writing, said, “Great opportunities
To serve llieir fellows the gods gave to these.”
W. Bradbury, President of the Society, who
follows:

And these went by—when suddenly appeared
Another band of folk in motley guise;—
Priests of all faiths which human hopes had reared,
Witn minds in fixed moulds cast—of men most wise
In self conceit, who seemed.with owlish eyes
Ever to see best In obcsurity
Things which forsooth in dreams might only be.

ends the tale, O faithful Teacher! thou
Who art of these august ones! and, though Fame
May twine no transient laurel for thy brow,Still, heaven’s eternal page shall bear thy name
In changeless characters beyond the flame
Of Time’s devouring torch; for thou art one
Whose work the world must say hath been well

William Goold and Edward H. Elwell,

spoke as

They forged more fatal fetters for their kind.
Than ever cunning smiths for kings designed.''

So

To thee tlie tribute of

A

bliss

not

with eyes closed to human brotherhood

But

The statues of Fame’s idols are no more.
Athens hath perished; but men still hold dear
Great Plato’s patient teacher—liim who bore
The name of Socrates. And they shall hear
With reverence his name, when men once near

May,

the sheafs

scon

swords.

Sadly Athena looke$on them and said,
“Surely these might have sought the peoples’good
Seeing the r walks near wisdoms’ highway led
Where Justice ever in the vista stood;

passed him, how his face was all aglow,
And, ever after, with the humble throng
Of teachers walked he wisely, hating wrong:—
Counting all sacrifice of self hut gain.
Of men thereby might some small good attain.

they

In b ade and
Not

more

Another

Who

crowned him

With leaves he cherished

passed the proud host by—and then there came
throng, in garb of somberer hue;
Great orators and others who might frame
The nations’ lawB, and others still, who knew
The art of politics, and what best drew
The popular applause—Men who with words
Had ruled the State even more than kings with
So

Then he arose, and to his house must go
With downcast eyes; but, they remembered lODg

by

engraved

portraits
S. A. Bussell—Silver medal of M. C. M. A., 1820.

ler Kamsay.
J. P. Baxter,
rom Missouri.

great;

iu the way which led to Fame’s fair gate,
Thou wert the first to set life feet untried;

For,

Since

Allen, o{ Pittsiield, Maas., Las present
id to the society the original manuscri pt copy
>f the ballad ‘‘The Piggewacket Fighte,”
written by Kev. William Allen, D. D a forner president of Bowdoin College.
Accompanying the manuscript is a lettei from Judge

grounds.
A petition for the change of the post office
name of Saccarappa is in circulation.
Cloudy skies and snow yesterday with the

our
our

Gore—Hall’s map of Portland, 1837.
Capt. George E. rown—Original pay roll of Co.
war
of
the rebellion.
EJ,
Gorge M. brock—Copper coins.
Mrs. Hubbard, of tiiram Cocked hat and wooden

ber to have ever seen.
Number of arrests last week 42, drunkenness 30.
The Falmouth Hotel dining hall has beeu
elegantly decorated with colored festoons,

for Boston, in tow of the Storm King
The Bridgton News speaks highly of the
heavy, handsome teams of horses owned by C.
& B. F. Kennard of this city.
The Ocean St. Bailroad Co. have put a stove
in one of their cars.
The cattle imported by tho Prassian last

may

days’ brief space,

It

L833.
C. M

sketch of the biography of Alexander
lam.say. Jtf. D., lias been furnished by Dr. G.
?. Bradley.

Saturday

Though hardly
A

have been received:
Capt. J. J. Humphrey—Log book of brig Trio,

The Pine street church fair netted 8130.
The streets were thronged with shoppers
Saturday night, more so than we can remem-

Christmas emblems and mottoes.
The Ella sailed from New York

GREETING TO THE MENTOR,
bail Sage revered! all liail! We, poor of speech,
Greet thee, O Mentor of our laureate!

I

the rights of weaker men to guard,
And, by preserving peace, promote their weal,
But the god9’ purposes they proudly marred
And. fostering strife, bound nations to the wheel
Of wasting war, with chains more strong than steel,
That they might feast upon that joy unknown
To men whern noisy Fame forgets to own.”
’Twas theirs

After the poem had been read Gen. J. L.
Chamberlain was introduced by the President,
and, despite a severe cold, from which he was
evidently suffering, spoke as follows:
GEN. CHAMBERLAIN’S REMARKS;
We have gathered here tonight as for a coronation. Wo come to mingle our tributes with
the honors which life has laid upon the head
of this chosen man, the scholar of 80 years,
since the laws of the land have declared him
such,the citizen who has completed sfour majorities, the teacher of three generations, the
senior member of this society by nearly a
score of years, and for more than half a century an efficient member of it,—and still a man
amojg ns, erect and firm, his eye not dim nor
his natural force abated.
We have come to mingle cur thankfulness
with his; to congratulate him on the long life
which from ancient times has been held a
meed of honor, and a career singularly happy
in the continued ability of useful service, a
blessing which even Moses, the man who had
talked with God, dared not vouchsafe to fourscore years; to congratulate ourselves, that he
has so long stood before us, bearing with him
the treasures of the departed years, and that
he stands with ns still ready to step with us
into the new year, and lead onward and upward as ever. We come to recognize how graciously on yester eve God sat upOD his brow
that many-wreathed, rare crown, wrought by
the golden circuit of the sun, and to renew our
pledges of loyal love to one we acknowledge as
teacher and master still.
I almost fear that our(venerated friend dreads
the ordeal of this evening.
There are some
fates befalling this mortal lot, from whicb he
might well have deemed himself exempt.
Never having aspired to what is called the
•‘public service” he might reasonably hope to
escape biography by vivisection. It is reserved
for the political candidate to see his history
spread out before him, with an amplification of
fact and inference, and an imputation of motive, not calculated for the sanctification nor
edification of any but the genius of journalism,
and it is sometimes among the deaths the soldier has to die, to have occasionally thrust in
his face his obituary of humiliating brevity.
My service must be no task. And yet I approach it with some misgiving. Mere congratulation would seem to you too little: simple justice would seem to him too much.
Far distant be the day when any one standing here shall be able without restraint, to porAnd may
tray this character and service.
this presence which inspires, long check our

eulogies.

The thoughts of many here, perhaps, go
with our friend over wider years than mine.
must have known him
years before my little star woke hitherward
But none here, or alas,
from the unknown.
elsewhere now, on earth, have been longer associated with him in the work of life.
He was early called (into that circle of men
who made Bowdoin College a power from the
very beginning; so that she seemed'to have
sprung, Athena-like, full-panoplied from thf
brain of Jove; armor and shield; betokening
not simply strength and skill, but courage,
prudence, perseverence, “presage of victory”;
men who not duly were themselves distinguished for what is excellent in character and
achievement, but also, through this and something more than this, a certain unselfish loyalty and heroic devotion, gave the College from
the outset a singular and unexampled prestige.
What those men were, and what they did, and
what they sent forth, the world knows and
honors.
The fountains were few, but they were high
up on Helicon.
In science, philosophy, ^language, literature,
eloquence, poetry, how readily can you supply
the names that stand doubly stelligerent, dead
but immortal, on Bowdoin’s page!
They were great men, and they made the

You, Mr. President,

College great.
And their greatness was not limited to ability
and learning, worthy as these were; it filled a
larger, the moral mould; it shown out of the
man himself; it was greatness
in motive, pur-

pose, character.
The mfiuenceof great men, I think, has not
been duly rocognized. The prevailing notionof evolution, heredity, and natural selection,
have turned our thoughts aside from what a
scientific observation ought to have made clear
the large extent to which the world’s advance
has been due to its rare and choice souls; those
who from their lofty and lonely heights, survey with wider vision the horizon of nature and
of truth and communicate to man the secrets of
the universe; those who placing the centre of
their thought outside of self, have enlarged the
consciousness of humauworth by their high example of the possibilities of human virtue; and
with the spirit of self-renunciation, almost divinely beautiful, have uplifted life and broadened brotherhood, by showing the use of sacrifice ; und the good of doing for men by even
dying for them.
There are those who teach us that great men
are but the creatures of the society within
which they live and move; or, that were these
men never born, society would evolve some
other exponents, some other leaders, to carry
it forward to its .goals; but the truth only is
that society furnishes the material, the conditions, the occasion and the stimulns, which
summon the master spirit to his work.
The need of society calls such spirits; they anThe
swer from far off depths aud heights.
universal consciousness of men has felt this;
and ancient myth and legend do not derive
from evolution and circumstance the birth of
heroes, but they ascribe even a divine origin
to the leaders and saviors of meu.
Mow here in this little college there were
great men. I call them so with well grounded

reasons—great in word and work, great in hu"

mount where

minty and self-sacrifice, large-hearted, noble*
minded; they were not the creatures, but the

As

education.

Daily and close contact with men
thought and generous impulse, loyal

of large
to truth
and faithful to trusts, patient, humble, constant and sincere, must shed sunshine and all
sweet nourishments into the
youthful spirit.
The great and good example cannot fail to inform and inspire the generous
germs of noble
endeavor.
It is claimed to be one
advantage of small
colleges over great ones, that in them the
young men are brought more into contact with
men of mature mind and
experience of life.
If at the same time they have
kept the
youtnful heart alive in them, we can readily
see how great an educating influence
they can
exert over the forming mind.
Such have been, especially in the earlier
years, the advantages of Bowdoin. Such have
been the characteristics of the traditional and
distinctive Bowdoin Faculties. Such certainly
were the men of whom our venerated friend
was early thought worthy to be made the compeer. I make no hesitation in saying it was,
as it still is, an honor to be called into
that

PROF. PACKARD'S REPLY.
Mr. President—I could not be more surprised
than when I saw in the press, of the July
meeting of the society notice of the action of
society which has brought us together this
evening. I would express my most grateful
acknowledgment for the compliment and
honor thus done me.
When the late eminent
Dr. Guthrie, one of the brilliant ornaments cf
the Scotch church of Edinburg, on retiring
from the pulpit in consequence of ill health,
receiving a testimonial from the churches of
Scotland, he wrote a frieud, “I suppose some
may think that this baB blown me up. lint no,
it has caused mo humilation.1' In myself, so
far from elation by this notice of the society
and the circumstances which hare attended it.
I have felt deep humiliation. I cannot attribute all this to what I hare done (that falls so
far short of any promise or expectation which
such opportunities as I have had would have
justified,) but to the fact that through a Divine
blessing, ray quiet, uniform manner of life and
a
firm constitution, almost exempt
from
sickness or infirmity of any sort have brought
to
what
is
considered
advanced
mq
years. Not
to deeds, but to years I owe this distinction.
Human lives, considered in their earthly
relations, may be regarded in two aspects, that
of anticipation—looking ahead—and that of
retrospection—looking back. The child is ever
hoping to roach his teens. The lloman boy
anticipated with desire when at 15 or 1G he
Bhould throw down the ptietexta and before
the praetor, with public ceremonials, surrounded by family and friends, assume the toga
viritis. Nouo of us can forget the important
era in our lives when we cast our first ballot,
and so asserted our claim to citizenship and of
rights of a freeman of the Republic and a voice
in the nation, and then we look forward to the
year when we can represent town or district or
state in the legislatures or in Congress, so far
always looking forward—ever incliffed to increase our score of years.
We now entes on
a period not so definitely marked when we are
less disposed to overcast our
years. You
remember
that in
the revolution
there
was a region above New York on the
Hudson,
called the Neutral ground, The traveler was
required to answer whether he was from up or
dowD. Much depended on the reply, and there
was often
doubt whether a true answer was

Faculty.

faculty Woods, Cleaveland, Packard, Smyth
Upham! do those names need to be set in any
other light than that they themselves have

shed?
At about the same time came in two others,
older in college standing, if not in years, than
I; worthy guides to lead the neophyte to that
august presence; men who have since then, if
they had not indeed already then,vindicated the
judgment that had called them to this honored
station, -Egbert Smyth and Carroll Everett.
Were they not also of the fore-ordained?
I see them now, in that little study of Prof.
Cleaveland’s, which our friend, Mr. Chandler,
with filial reverence, has kept in its quaint old
fathiOL. There sat the old faculty, each in
his accustomed place. Cleaveland by his long
desk, with his back to the room, recorder and
regulator, class-lists and pencil in hand, waiting the hour, and minute, and second when
business ought to begio; Upham, on his right
and rear, a late comer, and loving a
shady
corner, his eyes often screened, unseen, but
seeing all; at the round table in the center,
Woods, aud Smyth, ana Packard, the three
angles of a triangle, not unlikely to resolve
themselves into two right angles at short notice; not thinking of self, but of duty, taking
the front simply and naturally, without fear;
champions, defenders of the faith, both by nature and by grace.
Further off, near the door,
we, the younger, silent, unspurred squires,
awed lookers on.
All of those we looked up to were famous
men; each of them had written a book; each
of them had his own clear, if not sharp char
acteristica, his well-settled and well-rounded individuality, and the strength of Btrongconvictions.
I see I have been drawn to words that savor
somewhat of military suggestion.
That cast
of phrase was inevitable, irresistible.
Anything else would have missed something of
truth. They were born soldiers, those men,
and would have been corps commanders in the
field, ©thers have portrayed these characters
in other lines; pardon me for viewing them as
they struck my youthful imagination, not
changed by mature experience.
If for the sake of illustrating by the familiar example, I may compare them with strong
characters in our history, I should say the
President was the McClellan of my field of
visions,—cultured, chivalrous, master of strategy, skillful in organization; of wonderful fascination, so that the sight or name of him
would rouse enthusiasm; not liking the tactics of the straight delivered blow that hurts,
and the ruthless, onward charge that follows
sharp; working with brain rather than brute
force; by masterly disposition, deiicate and
swift flank movements; rather relying on the
moral effect of movement that overawes the
mind, than on the ordeal of battle to the bloody
and bitter end.
Smyth, the Phil Sheridan, seeing one thing
at a time, the point straight ahead, and making for it with a physical force that seems to
transcend even the moral, and with a defiance
of the rules of war and a recklessness of the
laws of probabilities, which astonish the enemy into surrender before they can come to
their senses.
Packard—he can scarcely pardon me—the
Stonewall Jackson, (not of history, let me
comfort him by the saving clause, but only of
my airy vision); what he would have been had
he taken the field in a great cause.
First,
praying earnestly to know the right, and when
he saw it, or believed he did, in. once in, and
once for all; no after questionings, no misgivings, no half-disarming concessions of ill-timed
candor, no futile acknowledgments pf possible
failings in his friends, or virtue in his foes;
faithful, watchful, tireless, and, in the decis.
ive moment, sharp as a two-edged swoid of
flame.
Upham; to whom can I compare him? Commandant of the corps of observation; general
officer of outposts; skirting the enemy’s rear,
destroying the enemy “in detail;” doing unheard of things on the skirmish line, and appearing suddenly, to the astonishment of friend
and foe alike, in times and places least expect-

given.

So in the circuit of our years we enter on
what, in regard to age, may be termed a
neutral ground—a zone of uncertainty—we are
not quite sure of definite results.
Napoleon I
was informed
that among the ladies of his
court there was a difference as to which should
precede in a court ceremonial. That was a
question of rank, and might require search of
state or family record—in England a study of
Burke’s Herald or the Heraldric Journal,
perhaps the exploration of the one hundred or
more folios of the Record commission. The
emperor thought he would settle the difficulty,
and ordered that the oldest should precede. It
did not settle the case at all. There was at
once great hesitation—deference and
holding
back. No one was willing to assume the
and
honor
of
the
oldest
dignity
being
lady in
the court circle. Some years ago a witness
was placed on the stand in the court in this
city. The counsel, for reasons best known to
himself, was urgent to ascertain tbe age of the
witness, but his skill could not extort a definite
reply. Judge Mellen suggests, that it might
answer, if she should be put down as if “no

particular age.”
In due time, however, in spite of dissimulation and any contrivance of ours, age gives

decided indications that it is near at hand.
The eye becomes less prompt and definite. We
repair to the oculist shyly, not that we are
growing old, but by incaution we have abused
the organ. For a time gray hairs are here and
there upon ns, and we know it not; but we at
length, to our chagrin perhaps, detect the intrusion. We are consoled by what Herbert
Spencer has recently affirmed, that, as one
effect of the buny, restlessness and worrimeut
of American life, gray hairs with us appear
ten years earlier than on European heads.
He
is a man of wide observation, a philosopher;
and, though we reject some of his philosophy,
we will take that as true science.
It might be
a

a

fancy picture;

of viewi Where wise measures of government
were vital to the well-being of the college, and
especially where principles held sacred were at
stake, with men so earnest and so able, there
were sure to be field days of no common order.
But the flag of chivalry was in the front;
“Gentlemen of the English Guard, we have
the honor to offer you tbe first fire,” said the
French marsbal, hat in band, and with profound salutation. Nothing less here; one may
be sure that. The question is opened. Then
begins that marvellous sword-play: That 8aladln-scimetar, soft seeming as a thing of air,
that drew so keenly throagh the finest woven
web of argument, that only the two ends of it
floating apart and away, told that it had been
cut asunder. Then the massive two-handed
blade of Cajur de Lion,—the honest uplifted
arms reckless however much they might expose
to side assault, but where the front blow fell,
no mace of steel could hold together, nor mortal man need another stroke. Yet if it was a
school of arms, it was a school of honor. No
no

underminings, no back-bilings.

Differ as those men might in premise and argument, in the conclusion they stood together
Seen perhaps in a Faculty meeting by an outsider, through Professor Cleaveland’s gimlethole and prism in the window shutter, those
seven men might exhibit all the colors of the
spectrum; but out under the open sky they
were the clear and solid beam.
I think tbe life of a professor in Bowdoin is
a very pleasant one.
It is honorable: it is useful : and what does not by any means always
follow from these considerations,—it is a happy
life, or should be so. Removed from turmoil,
and undue solicitude, the professors are free to
be men among men, in all noble work. They
are appreciated; they are sustained; their work
tells; its fruits ripen under their eyeB. Their
larger reward is in the hearts and lives of
grateful pupils the whole world over. I trust
our dear friend has found it so.
He has spent
here already sixty-three of his consecutive
for
more
we hope he
and
here
many
years;
may be spared, with heart as fresh as ever,—
more honored, more dear, more
useful still, as
theyeaisof life grow full. He has known, I
of
the
believe, every graduate
college; few are
living who have not been his pupils. Up
through stages of honor he has passed; teacher
of the humanities, advanced now, by fitting
climax, to tbe divinities. In'early and middle
life our Cicero and our Quinctillian. Faithfully fulfilling now his latest a%d highest office,—
religious teacher, college pastor, professor of
the evidences of that Christianity of which his
own life is no uncertain evidence, and of which
in his deepest consciousness he bears a surer
witness still.
He has seen at least four sets of colleagues
sit beside him; the present ones no less than
the former rise up to call him blessed, and so
doing receive blessing in return.
How faithful a servant of this society he has
been, who ot you does not gladly testify? Nay
does not this spontaneous and grateful service
itself bear witness? Well may he be honored
here: he has known history: he has kept history: he has made history: and in a large,
though he would call it a humble sense, he
will live in history.
It is not because he has lived long that we
honor him; but let me recall that utterance,
for is there not in this too a witness and reward
of right living? Is there not m the life that
scarcely knows of sickness, and resists decay,
some pure invigoiating principle? Some sweet
embalment of the living body, that hints how
it may be immortal?
But we honor him for what he has done, and
for what he is; and will ever be.
Those who have known him longest and best
have seen a change coming over him; not of
age, but of ripening and enrichment in tone
and look.
He seems to stand on heights,
where he catches, and sheds, a larger light. In
the ohapel service his prayers of late seem
sometimes almost to draw us up to the very
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this matter.

potential history. Yet in truth it is something
more
than fancy. There were stirring questions up in those days,—questions of interior
discipline,—questions, too, of the general policy of the college, and even of its fundamental
character in a religious or denominational point

treacheries,

pood thinp to cret

gratefully acknowledging his discernment in

ed.
Cleaveland, the Grant of the campaign; silent, intent, dogged; minding his own business
and making other people mind theirs; keeping
out of a tight until it is time to go in; tenacious
of his purpose without being over-concerned
about the cest; lavish of his means, but sure of

only as

dare

_

seemed so indifferent to the efforts
of the tutors in their behalf.

our

congratulation then introduced the honored
guest of the society, Prof. Packard, who was
received with applause.

The ablest men in the State and in the old
mother State of Massachusetts
have not
thought it beneath their dignity to serve on
the boards of trust and oversight, and to give
earnest and thorough attention to all the interests of the college.
To have passed favorably
their scrutiny cannot be held as less than election to office of high trust and honor. To be a
member of that Faculty certainly affords the
means and
stimulus to the best personal
growth, and to a useful and fruitful life. All
tbis our friend has found it and has made it.
It is now twenty-seven years since scarcely
more than bov, I was brought into that
great
companionship, as a member of that grand old

I make this

mortal but the bidden

eyes follow this venerated form, we
cannot content ourselves with the common figure of one descending into the vale of years:
our thought is
rather of one ascending the
heights of life; lifted more and more into the
sun-lit glow
We are in the vale, where shadows fall more
quickly and stay longer.
It is he who mounts, above the shadow,overshone by a light we cannot see, his head whitening with the foregleam.
From that high station he can look afar; he
can survey the past; all the fields he wrought
in; all that toiled and loved with him.
But not to look back alone.
Forward,
whither his steps'tend,his gaze most rests. He
sees into the coming years; into the promised
fields. There he will meet the great and loved
ones gone before him, but, if any utterance is
permitted enfranchised spirits, he will receive
also the greeting of the after generations as
they shall come, helped thitherward by his
deeds and his example. More blest than Moses; for he shall enter in to the “fair distant
lands” which the earth has in store for man,
by the power of all he has done to help forward all good works and lives.
Well has it been said for human consolation
that "He who lives for others lives again in
others.”
And we will cherish him henceforth in love
and awe the more, now that his yearB have
reached that consummate number, which in
the celestial symbolism the mystic twelve and
the hallowed seven, have blended to fulfill.
Whatever that may portend, whether some
lottier consecreation, or some rare, transfigured
earthly form, we pray that our eyes may long,
lovingly behold.
The President in apt words of welcome and

creators of Bowdoin’s early renown. Their
character, their teachings, their example, were
an
inspiration to the young men who gathered
around them. No donbt their habit of resisting all other calls, and standing fast at their
appointed posts, gave them an added strength,
both of character and of influence.
I think it not so
strange a thing that so many
men of shining mark
graduated at this college
its
first
half
durmg
century. It was not by
chance. Rare spirits were quickened by such
intercourse to know themselves, and they
grew amidst such nutriment, to their own true
measure;—not to be like their masters, but to
be masters of themselves.
I do not wonder that the
graduates of those
early days cling to the college as it was. Those
fountains of influence seem to nourish the very
roots of their being still.
“Influence is not government,” said’ Washington, when some one advised the effort to
win
the
strong men of the country to
supply by good will the lack of a
vigorous executive in carrying forward the
resolutions of a loosely organized Congress.
He uttered a lesson dearly learned in war. Influence is not government; but influence is

his ends.
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approach.

We often admire the almond
tree flourishing over heads and forms too
young for such flowering, still brilliant in their
beauty, and active and graceful in movement
as ever.
We honor them who have allowed
nature her own way, not interfering by any
art or contrivance.
Years roll on and we cannot stay their course.
Herbert Spencer questioned the wisdom of the New York constitution which judged it unfitting for its Chancellor, even though he were a Kent, to hold office
Our own State
beyond his sixtieth year.
draws the “death-line” ot the Supreme Bench
at 70. 1 will not affirm it, but that zone of
uncertainty may reach even to that borderline; the reticence and reserve on the troublesome question of age may even there manifest
itself. But, ordinarily, we become less sensitive—are more fraDk and explicit —even, it
may be, take some pride in our years. I received a letter a few years ago from a friend,
who subjoined to his signature “at the age of
85.” He held no reserve.
But we, however, do not welcome the advent
of age. This is not unnatural.
When we
reach this “snowy summit of our years,” we
know that we shall then descend the farther
hillside of lile; our sun is westerning, our
shadows lengthen, an4 we can look not far
down where the shades of evening are gathering. Poetry from Homer down deepens the
impression of infirmity, decay, decrepitude
we attach to old age.
Holy Scripture teashes
us; “The days of our years are threescore years
aud ten; and if by reason of strength they be
fourscore, yet is their strength labor and sorrow,” and so the Preacher in Ecclesiastes reminds us of the days when "the keepers of
the house shall tremble, and the strong men
shall bow themselves, and those that look out
ol the windows shall be darkened, and they
shall be afraid of that which is high, and fears
shall be in the way, and the almond tree shall
flourish, and the grasshopners shall be a burden, and desires shall fail.”
You recall the seven ages of human life as
characterized by Shakespeare. The sixth age
“shifts.into the lean and slippered pantaloon,
on
nose
and
with
spectacles
pouch
cn
childishness
side, and the seventh
aud mere oblivion, sans teeth, sans eyes,
sans taste, sans everything,” not always veriThe transition from age
fied in experience.
to age is not violent and sudden.
Years roll
on, but we hear no rumble; time has wings,
but we hear no whirr. “Our days are swifter
than a weaver’s shuttle,” but they are noiseless.
In ordinary health age steals upon us
The celebrated Dr.
sandal, velvet-footed.
Chalmers of Scotland, when beyond sixty,
said he often felt like a boy. A relative of
mine at eighty-four told me that when in his
chair be felt as young as at twenty-five. My
father left unfinished a letter to Mr. Stephen
ljOiigittiiow
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in thought as any written in earlier life, written a few days before his death, at the age of
eighty-seven. On my eightieth birthday it
have callers. I acwas hinted that 1 might
cordingly donned my best array, and as I stood
to receive, I will say frankly that 1 felt as if
I was acting a farce and my friends were
pleased to join in carrying out an illusion and
I just spoke of a period of anticia pretence!
pation. The aged hate come to a period of
retrospection—looking back.
There are compensations for those in advanced years. They have the privilege of thinking that former times were better than the
present. From the hill tops of life how vivid
and near seem the scenes of early days. They
cherish reminiscences. To refer to myself. It
is pleasant to me to review my connection
I cherish ihe memory of
with this society.
and its membership
most of its founders
and
what
can I say of the reministhroughout,
cences, very pleasant to me, of the seventy
classes of the college that have passed under
my eyes.
The world has little to auimate hope or kinIf believers, their
dle desire for the aged.
best hopes—best for younyf as*well as old—are
of
The
event
the
evening may assure
beyond,
be cast upon
us that whatever of shadow may
them, advanced years have their sunny aspects

also.

I may have seemed to speak with unbecoming levity of what is a most serious subject. I
need not say that I feel most deeply the solemnity of treading the outermost verge of the
seen. But a step, which must be very near for
me, and the vast, immeasurable unseen is just
beyond, and my first and greatest duty, as I
hope I have realized in some measure for many
years, is to be girded for that.
Let me add a word to the society which has
thus distinguished me, that whenever I enter
this hall I recognize on these shelves the
I felt a pang when
friends of raauy years.
they were removed from the college, but I concare of them has
the
the
that
gratulate
society
of the enterprise, and
come into the custody
skill, and tastes of younger years.
At the close of Prof. Packard's remark
which were enthusiastically received the fol-

lowing gentlemen spoke.
HON. GEO. F. TALBOT.

Hon. Geo. F. Talbot followed in pleasant
reminiscences of college days, with reference
to the Bowdoin faculty, and Prof. Packard In
particular, concluding with the assurance of
the ultimate gratitude of those boys, who then

on

which Dr. Packard gave me in my Freshman
year, on the occasion of some mischief done in
the college, I believe they had a beneficial influence upon me daring my whole college
course, and if so why not through life?

the part

HON. WH. GOOLD.

Hon. Wm, Goold said: I doubted the expediency of mingling my congratulations with
those of the gentlemen who have had the privilege of study under the instruction of our distinguished guest: but when I considered that
the idea of bis celebration, and tho movement
to carry it out, originated with myself, I
thought that perhaps some remarks might be
expected from me.
I have lotted down some reminiscences of an
excursion of our society which may call up
pleasant memories in the mind of our guest,
and perhaps of some others present.
My first acquaintance with our honored
guest was made under very favorable circumstances. At the annua) meeting in 1870 the
society decided to make an excursion to York
county, commencing at old York, the ancient
shire town and metropolis, when York county
included the whole territory of Maine. Several of the prominent historical men of Massachusetts were invited to join in the field work.
Those who accepted and attended, as far as I
now recollect, were Mr. Charles Deane, the
secretary of the Massachusetts Historical Society, and Mr. Chas. W. Tuttle, whom we all remember with pleasure.
They were both natives of York county.
Mr. John H. Sheppard
of Boston, also a native of Maine, and Mr.
Frederick Kidder of Melrose.
Of the Maine
society, were several who have now passed
Hon.
then
away.
Judge Bourne,
president,
who was a joy in himself in any company,
President Woods, Dr. Ballard and Col. Benson, all of Brunswick, Mr. Bernard C. Bally
of Bath, and Mr. John A. Poor of Portland.
These of our society are now no more; what
an
array of geuial gentlemen of historical
taste and talent!
Of the living members, and
senior of them all in membership and in years,
but Judge Bourne, was our guest of this evening. It was there that I met him for the first
time.
liie tirst gathering of the party was at York,
and nobly did her citizens acquit themselves.
The first day
was
devoted to
the usual August celebration of the landing of
the Popbam colony in 1607.
The second day
was spent in looking over the old
towD, and
the objects and places of historical interest,
which are numerous.
The third day we were
taken in carriages to Kittery. I first heard
our present gnest speak in
an admirable brief
address, returning the thanks of the party to'
Mr. Brown, who owned and occupied the
Sparliawk house, built in 174::, by the son-inlaw of Sir YVm. Pepperell, for his polite attention daring a visit to that elegant relic of the
old-time mansions of the state.
At the meeting in the evening Professor
Packard represented the Historical Society in
an address to the
people thanking them for
their generous hospitality. At the collation at
the residence of Rev. Daniel AostiD, I think
President Woods spoke for the guests present
Since then Mr. Austin lias passed away. Mrs.
Austin, I think, was an English lady, and had
inherited the splendid furnishings of an English mansion, including a large..quantity of
silver table ware. The table for our entertainment was set out entirely with silver and antique porcelain. Mr. Austin occnpied an ancient house on the shore of Piscataqna.
He
and his wife had tried to make it as attractive
as possible, and had
succeeded.
No wonder
that they took pleasure in showing it. Y’onder
two pannels with landscapes were (hen a part
of the garnishiugs of that house.
They originally ornamented the residence of Governor
Hntchioson in Boston, which was sacked by a
mob daring the stamp act Roubles in 1765. On
learning their history from Mr. Austin Professor Packard took great interest in examining them. It was probably this interview that
prompted their owner to present them to our
society. The party were in the evening taken
across the river to Portsmouth in a navy yard
steamer, tendered by the commandant, when
we became the guests of the New
Hampshire
Historical Society, and were entertained at a
breakfast next morning.
Those who slept at
the Rockingham House I am sure will not forget it. The three days occupied in that excursion will ever remain a bright spot
in my
memory. The crowning work of Professor
Packard’s life is his History of Bowdoin College. His reminiscences of its founders and
the first board of its
government, include
nearly every prominent man of the then district of Maine. Those notes could not be'furnished by aDy other living person. He Jis venerable not only for his age, but also for his
works, for his genial manners, and his uniform
kindness of heart.
At the request of her father, Mrs. Abba
Goold YVoolson sent from her home the following sonnet:
SONNET.

GEN. J. P. GILLEY.

May

his years still increasing render pleasant
and honorable the college he loves, and may
hope be realized that my son now entering the
High School, may be the third of the name
to be examined by him and tbos bring three
generations under his instruction.
SAMUEL HARRIS.
I have always had a grateful remembrance
of Dr. Packard for his kindness to me when in
college and greatly enjoyed my intimacy with
him in late years when we were colleagues in
the faculty of the college.
Please give him my hearty congratulations
EDWARD M. FIELD.

Iu a poem delivered in 1877 before the Bowdeiu Alumni of this city I made allusion to
the venerable professor in the followiog manner:

There lingers yet
Of those old

E.

than four score years apd who has been
useful iu all may be congratulated bv hi*
friends.
He has bad the rare privilege of the
.vast growth
in this country of learning,1
•cience and history, poetry, philosophy, religion, wealth, civilization and national power.
more

A. 8.
PACKARD, JR.
It hag been said that "a prophetjis not without honor save in big own country,” bat the
proposed action of the Society composed as it
is of so many of
his friends and acquaintance*
in the State,is good proof that he is appreciated
at his owu worth aud has an unusual hold on
the respect aud affection of bis own community. Whatever may be said by his friends in the
way of congratulation at the good health and
vigorous old age of my father, will, I may be
pardoned for saying it, equally express the
gratitude and pride felt by his children in hi*
serene and happy old
age.

WM. GAMMELL.

The exalted character of Dr. Packard and
the eminent services which for so many year*
he has performed for the interests of learning
and religion command my admiration and
were it practicable, it would afford me very
great pleasure in behalf of the Rhode Island
Historical Society to anite with you in doing
him honor on the eighty-f mrth anniversary of
his birth.
THOMAS C.

JAMES MCKEEN, Esq.
I very much regret my inability to go to
Maine for this occasion. We all hope that
many more birth days are to intervene before
he shall finally attain the snowy snminit of hi*
years.
J03EPH PACKARD, D. D.
I regret that in consequence of the season o
the year and the distance it will be out of my
power to accept yeur invitation. The 23d ol
December will be also my 70th birthdav so that
I have to be careful of my heelth. It would
give me great pleaeure to meet the Historical
Society on so joyful an occasion. 1 beg that
they will accept my thanks for the honor thu*
conferred on my dear and only surviving
brother.
AMOS A. LAWRENCE.

How few men are permitted to enjoy so long
a life!
How few to live so virtnoas a one ana
so asefal as he has.
I regret that it will not
be in my power to be present at the meeting
and to see onr dear friend once more.
CHARLES WELLS HAYES.

My acquaintance with Professor Packard,

formed through an association in the work of
the Historical Society, has been one of the
great pleasures of my life, and will be a pleasant memory as long as memory lasts. I
beg to
add my most cordial congratulations to those
of his friends who may be present on the
commemoration of his 84th birthday.
S. AUSTIN ALLIEONE.

I send my kind wishes to you all.
ANSON TITUS, JR.
I regret that I cannot be present. I know
the pleasure which will be in all the company.
With greetings to all.

II.

Dr. Pepper, President of Colby University,
commented briefly upon the mutual work of
the two colleges, and in the name of Colby
congratulated Bowdoin upon her having so
honored a teacher as Prof. Packard, as well as
in the record of the college back of him. The
frosts of age are on his nead, but only these; in
his heart is summer. Dr. Pepper touchiDgly
referred to the fact of the little children running to meet the Professor, “to share the good
man’s smile.’’
PROF. CHAPMAN.

Prof. Chapman, an associate of Prof. Packard in Bowdoip, in a few remarks described
the pleasant relations existing between them,
and testified to the value of Prof. Packard's
services, concluding with a fine sonnet written
by him for the occasion.
Hon. Joseph Williamson,of Belfast, followed
in congratulatory remarks of much interest:

PAUL A. CHAD BOl'RNE, LLD.
As a stndeut I wondered at Dr. Packard’s
learning, as his colleague in Bowdoin college I
learned to honor him for his gentle firmness
and Christian conrtesy, and in all my personal
intercoorse I have found him a most valued
friend. I congratulate him on the happy occasion, and 1 congratulate the society on having
such a member to honor.
EGBERT C.

CHAS. H. BELL.

It is fitting that

some special mark of the
general appreciation of his services and his

character should be tendered him. As one interested in the field of historic research in
which Dr. Packard has dene so mnch to distinguish himself and to benefit his State and
the community, I desire to offer him my sincere congratulations on the past and my be*t
wishes for the future.
MARSHALL P. WILDER.

Nothing

would give me greater pleasure
than to take Dr. Packard by tbe hand once
more and exchange congratulations with him,
that both of ns still live, and with the same
number of years upon onr heads
Another circumstance which would add interest to this cele'i ration is the fact that my
beloved pastor is the nephew of yonr venerable guest. But at my time of life I am reminded that discretion is better than valor,
and that I must husband my strength so as to
make it go as far as possible, and therefore
must say I cannot come.

I wish to add

a single leaf to the laarel which
the brow of our revered associate.
Such an old age as his, reached in the enjoyment of health, and in undiminished vigor
of mind, would secure him honor and respect,
were that his only claim.
But this is not all.
We have the whole of his faithful and conspicuous c treer to look back upon with pride, and
to remember how justly belongs to him the
triple wreath of the professor, the scholar and
the historian.
One of the greatest Latin poets (has given a
striking picture of the evils which usually attend a protracted life, including loss of relatives, failure of memory, decay of intellect
and physical infirmity. But excepting the
first, we have none of these to regret for our
honored friend. He is still active, and responsive to enjoyment: “his aye is notdimmed, nor
his natural force abated.” We rejoice that his
days have been thus long in the land, and that
what Victor Hugo so expressively calls “the
youth of old age” has been vouchsafed him.
To our Society the present occasion has an
appropriate interest. Professor Packard is its
oldest member. He is the last survivor of
those who watched over its infancy, and be has
been permitted to see the feeble institution of
sixty years ago expand, largely by his personal
efforts, to prosperity and usefulness. His work
has been thoroughly done, and now
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CULLEN SAWTELLE.

{’lease present

JOHN S. SEWALL.

Of all my teachers in college it was he
whose daily instructions and still more whoee
daily life have left the most endaring influence upon my heart
and life.
I would not
willingly miss the opnortnnity of being personally present, to add my testimony to that of
others, but my engagements at Bangor at that
time are such as to confine me at borne. Please
convey to him my moet earnest congratulations.
JOHN HODODON.
you in vi)iinv UUs
able to undertake so
a
clement season.
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I .-A,-in La vin 11

BROWN.

may

an

JOHN

TAFrAN.

E. GODFREY.

This is not only Dr. Packard’s 84th birthday,
but it is the ,r>4th year of his membership to
tbe society. All who were members at that
time have long since joined
“the innumerable caravan"

As it

munity.
warren

Nothing surely could be more fitting than
the honor thus paid to one who for a period
almost unparalleldd in modern times has served
as he has the profession of letters and history,

in tbe days of Chancer, so it is now,
For though we slepe or wake
Ay tle'th the tyine it wil no man alyde
was

That one so worthy, so honored, so beloved, is
still with us in the full enjoyment of life is a
matter for sincere congratulation.
Israel Washburn.
I shall not be able to attend the meeting in
honor of Dr. Packard and I am sorry enough
that it so happens. Bat I shall consider myself there and I hope tbe good Doctor will be
so kind as to think be
receives my hand and
with It my best wishes.
You may remember
that an enforced absence in the southwest kept
me from the LoDgfellow
meeting last FebruBut what grieved me most of all then,
ary.
afflicts me now: I could not as I cannot, pay,
by my personal presence the tnbate of respect
and honor due to one of the rarest and sweetest
gentlemen of the age.

and at the same time so adorned the character
of a Christian gentleman.
PRENTISS.

half a century since I entered Bowdoin, and there saw Dr. Packard for the first
time, and I can truly say that during all these
fifty years he has bean growing in my esteem
and affection. I count his faithful friendship
among the blessiugs of my life. Such a career
as Professor Packard’s is as beautiful as it is
rare, and I think of him as one of the best educational institutions of my native State.
now

K. SEW ALL.

I find myself unable to meet with our society
in honor of our venerable associate and my
affectionately remembered teacher.
Mav the Lord honor and bless him henceforward as in the past, and in full measure as he
has been a blessing to his day and generation.

JOHN

J. CARBUTHERS.

I siueerely regret that circumstances prevent
for the present my attendance at any evening
meeting, and that I must therefore forego the
pleasure of meeting my honored friend, Dr.
Packard, to whom, I beg you to present my
sincere and gratefnl congratulations.

JOSIAH CROSBY.

I was the youngest member of my class’ and
I never shall forget the kind words of advice

this in-

it be said of him in the lanold dramatist:
Age sits with decent grace upon his visage
And worthily becomes his silver locks;
He wears the marks ot many jears well spent
Of virtue, truth well tried, and wise experience.
Most heartily we congratulate him on tbe
abundant possession of that
“Which should accompany old age
As honor, love, obedience, troops of friends.-

guage of

I trust that the life of Dr. Packard may yet
be preserved many years as a benediction to
the college with which he has so long been
identified, to the Maine Historical Society, to
the church of Christ and to the whole Com-

RUFUS

UU1 luVI-

CHARLES P. ILSLEY.

Faithfully

Prof. Packard, were read as follows:

L.

at

Well may we congratulate Dr. Packard upon the
happy results of hts long and arduous
labors under the direction of onr Alma Mater,
and especially that be is permitted to meet the
representatives of three generations trained for
the battle of life daring his connection with
Bowdoin.

on this occasion.
Mr. Edward Gould gave interesting reminiscences of his acquaintance with Prof. Packard,
prior to the latter’s connection with Bowdoin,
Congratulatory letters from former pupils of

GEO.

Civs

long journey

present

It is

Packard,

much in the days of my yontb, and of whom
I am so forcibly reminded at this present by
tbe tonchiDg words of onr dear departed Longfellow.
“Honor and reverence and the good repute
That follows faithful scrviee as its
fruit,
Be unto him whom living we salute."

General John Marshall Brown being called
upon declined by reason of the lateness of the
hour to make any extended remarks, and
would only express his great pleasure at being

p.

Professor

so

ing tribute for us, in his presence, “to dwell upon a life so distinguished.
so rich in praise, so
crowued with honor, and which now in its
close shines with the serene and tender light of
the setting sun of a long summer’s day.”

BENJAMIN

to

most cordial congratulations upon the occasion
to one, whom 1 had known so well and loved

formed, he remains an example to the young to
seek for eminence by untiring industry, and of
duty never left unperformed. And it is a pleas-

GEN. J. M.

E. DKCOSTA.

I Improve the occassion to express though
very imperfectly, my sense of the high degree
in which Dr. Packard merits the proposed
recognition, both in his connection with the
Maine Historical Society and the world of letters and learning at large.

“-good old age, released from care,
Journeying, in tong serenity, away
In such a bright late quiet,"
has everything which renders it venerable and
beautiful.
“Quid conscientia bene acta vita,
multorum que oene factotum recordatis, jucundissima est,” as Cicero remarks in De Sencctute,
is his. Affectionately remembered by the unmerous alumni of the college whose name is so
inseparably connected with his own, and held in
estimation as a constant and unwearied coadjuIsrwiitiW

SMYTH.

So protracted and faithful a service as Dr.
Fackard’s has few parallels.
I recall but one
instance in this country, that of Dr Nott,
of
Union
for
president
College
sixty-two years.
Another instance has been suggested from the
annals of Oxford, where Dr. Russell presided
over
Magdalen College daring the period of
sixty-three years. But permit me to remind
your honored gnest that the eminent Magdalen
teacher did not put off his robes cf office nntii
his one hundredth year.
JOHN APPLETON.
My engagements render it impossible for m*
to be present, and 1 regret it the more that I
cannot join with the friends and associates of
Dr. Packard, in tendering to my early instructor and ever friend, congratulations on his vigorous health, on his youthful old
age, for time
seems hardly to have reached
him, and on an
honorable and useful life without spot or
blemish.

HON. JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.

j.

AMORY.

I regret extremely that it will not be in my
power to be in Portland on the 25lL inst., I
write in the congratulation of the society to
Professor Packard and pay homage to hi*
many claims to oar veneration and esteem.

I.

And when, at length, in that far altitude.
Earth’s echoes reach tliee from remembered days,
In one full chorus shall ascend the praise
Of glad hearts, conscious that whate’er of good
And brave endeavor blest their eager youth,
Whate’er of steady vision cleared their gaze,
Came from thy guidance, when, through doubtful ways,
Thy voice was wisdom, and thy counsel truth,
And sweet as words all broken on the gale
From lips of friends, in final parting sent,
While we sail out forever from their shore.
So sweet to thee in that embowered vale
Where thou shalt dwell iu endless calm content
Will float these echoes from the friends of yore.
REV. PR. PEPPER.

ill it*

E. BEARDSLEY.

long known of Dr. Packard as •
distinguished classical scholar, filling an important position in the faculty of Bowdoin
College. A man whose life covers a period of

A. S. P.

For valor’s quick reward; but fairer shine
The laurels growing hi that upper air,
Where none may wander free and none may tear
One leaf for guerdon, till the gods design.
Not every soul shall hear their call divine:
They beckon wbom they will to enter there.
Through death’s dread portal, from the life below
But he alone Is crowned with joy at last
Who lived for others, seeking no renown.
Long may thy laurels ripen ere thou go,
W ise teacher of the generations past,
To pluck from them thine own appointed crown!

tor

dear;

I have

The hero’s brows in haughty triumph wear
Full, rustliug bays, which mortal fingers t vine

already

precious souvenir
to love and memory

a

days

The poli-hed Packard, genial as of yore,
His lias with Christian courtesy ruuulng o’er,
A golden link between the dreamy past
And the wild hurry round the present cast;
A radiant gloaming in the western skies,
That pales in holier brightness as it dies;
Although for him nought lingo s to combat
His aspirations all of heaven beget,
Serus—term in calum redeat.

[
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ROBERT H. GARDINER.

M. KING.

If it were not that Historical Societies are
known to be always accurate in the matter of
dates, the figures of your invitation would certainlv create a suspicion of inaccuracy in the
minds of those who remember the erect form
and vivacity of your honored guest.
The influence of Professor Packard’s person
al character abides with me still.
May God
still continue his life and usefulness, ard when
he shall see fit to call his faithful servant
home may it be prematurely at one hundred
years of age.
J. B. SEWALL.

I venerated Professor Packard as nay instructor in college, but I only learned to know
his true worth—the genuine simplicity of his
‘spirit, the generosity of his feelings and judgments. his geniality in social converse and his
readiness to sacrifice himself and bear burdens
for others, when afterwards I became his successor and colleague in office.
D.

HUMPHREYS 8TORER.

Although prevented from attending your
meeting, I cannot refrain from expressing my
gratification at the contemplated action of
your society.
In 1818, Professor Packard commenced his
The
duties as an officer of Bowdoin College.
freshman class, of which I was a member, was

I shall
receive his instruction.
his patience, his sympathy, his
kindness. He was alweys faithful and just.
During my entire college life he possessed
my respect aud esteem, and now, at the expiration of sixty years since my graduation he is
never recalled without awakening my
gratitude and affection.
Please offer him my heartfelt prayers for his
Continued health and happiness.
the first to
never

ADMIRAL

GEORGE HENRY PREBLE.

At other and a previous engagement for the
Christmas holidays will prevent my being
present,but I shall join yAu,however,heart and
soul in your affectionate remembrance of our
venerable friend, and I wish to add my personal congratulations to yours in his having
arrived at such a serene and sweet old age.

J. W. CHICKERING.

Though a young man in comparison, being
just ten years the junior of Dr. Packard, I
have known some of his kindred intimately
more

than half

that my engagements
are so pressine as not to allow me to be present on Dec. 23d to participate in the tribute to
Professor Pa kard.
MCLELLAN.

ISAAC

I have always held a great affection for
Indeed I have maintainProfessor Packard.
ed occasional correspondence with him aud
with my old college friend, Professor Long'ellow, ever since I left Alma Mater. I have very
pleasant recollections of Portland, where I always stop for a few days in passing from Boston to Brunswick, besides it is my birthplace.
I enclose some verses suggested by the occasion of your celebration:
Lines

on receiving an invitation from tho Maine
Historical 8 ciety.to attend the 84ih anniversary
of the birth of Rev. A. S. Packard, Professor at
Bowdoin College, and members of the Society.

brigh

recollections rise

en

with white blooms the

scenes

of

The vanished past is present to our eyes,
As Time’s Jong scroll’s unroll’d.
How few. alas, remain
Of those who with us for fame’s chaplet
Parted forever, ne’er to meet again,
In the'scholastic grove.

old;

strove,

So, year succeeded year,
hopes were, ad elate, and life was new
While each young heart was fresh, each eye
clear.
Each t riendship firm and true.
When

by

Then dear
woodlands wide
To roam, where pine groves w ave there
screen,
Or muse bv Androscoggin’s flowing tide,
So lovely, so texeue!

was

sylvan

Ah,

there as oft we met
In the old halls thy teachings kind to share,
Thy ge tie accents we may ue’* r forget.
Words soft as voice of prayer.
On thy beloved head
Time hath ong set his shining; silver crow n,
Wqite blossoms on thy locks hath softly shed,
Locks that so pure flow down.
And when life fades away
And th u art passing to eternal rest
May thy last h< urs be bright a6 parting
Slow sinking in the wast.

day,

We greet thee, tender friend.
Kind benedictions on thy head bestow,

And may all blessings thy pure way attend
That life hath here botow!
AMOS PERRY.

I regret that my engagements here will prevent my participating in the pleasure of the
occasion. It gives me pleasure to know that
the nestor of American professors is duly remembered and honored.
JOHN H.

B.

LATROBE.

I am directed in behalf of our society to reto yonr note of invitation and express the
regret of the Maryland Historical Society at
its inability to be present on the 23d inst., and
unite intendering to Professor Packard its con.
gratulations with those of his friends.

ply

R. A. BROCK.

Nothing could afford me more delight than
the privilege of witnessing the greeting, and
congratulations of this occasion but duty a
plea which my venerable brother whose faithfulness you essay to honor must admit, claims
I beg to offer him howme here at my post.
ever my reverential salutation and sincere congratulations upon the rich privilege which
Providence has vouchsafed him of the ability
of so much usefulness and pleasure to his fellowmen. All hail monarch of benevolence and
apostle of light.
s,

F.

DIKE.

It would give me the greatest pleasure to be
with you and unite with the brethren and
friends in testifying our mutual esteem and
high regards for our associate brother.
The ancestors of Dr. Packard and my own
once lived neighbors in the same rural town
of the Old Colony,and for the last forty years
and more we have lived not far away neighbors. May the friendship hitherto subsisting
be continued, and the life of our beloved associate among us be lengthened out as long as
the Heavenly Father shall see fit.
JAMES N. ARNOLD.

I like the spirit of your celebration and it apThe expears to me to be a .iust thing to do.
ample is worth repeating in other historical
societies. Convey my best wishes to all of
you members and to Professor Packard in
particular,and say to all that there is no one
in Rhode Island who sympathizes more deeply
in all such gatherings than I.
HASKINS, JR.
Convey my respects and cordial greetings to
my Grandfather’s old friend, the venerable and
distinguished Dr. Packard. I trust that he
may long be spared in health and happiness to
the Institutions aDd the Community that he
has served with Buch faithfulness and honor.
DAVID

G.

LEWIS R. PACKARD.

As one of bis cjusins I am proud of his loDg,
useful and honorable life, and of all the affection and respect which it has inspired as I have
beard from many sources.
Buch a life is Burely the best service a man
1 beg to be alcan render to his generation.
lowed to add my sincere prayers for the long
continuance of nis happy and honored old age.
JOHN WARD

DEAN.

I have a high appreciation of the services Dr,
Packard has rendered to your society as an officer of long standing, and I also honor him for
all he has done for the cause of liberal education in my native State. Though he and I
were not born in the same town, yet he spent
his youth in Wiscaseet, where I was born and
where bis father, the Rev. Dr. Hezekiah Packard, was the minister at the time of my birth.
RBNVCT

W

T

—

remember my poor services more than
forty years ago in one of the first of my many
official acts under the great seal of the State of
Maine. His services will not cease when our
devout classical wish, Sero in Coelom redeats,
shall have been fulfilled.
cause to

C. WISTHEOP.

It is out of my power to accept your kind invitation, but I desire to be included among the
friends of Professor Packard, and so write in
offering him greetings and congratulations.
GEORGE T.

PACKARD.

I regret that my engagements will not permit me to be present when one is honored
whom I have known not only as a faithful
teacher, but as an affectionate kinsman.
SAMUEL J. HUMPHREY.

My remembrance of the honored Professor
will always be connected with my College
life rather than with the Historical Society. It
is now nearly forty years since I first met him
*a an instructor.
Nearly all the graduates of
the College now living have been under his
immediate instruction and influence, and for
his faithful service and Christian example they
bear him unmeasured homage.
Sertit in coelnm redert.
a. r. lewis.

It would be a special pleasure to meet and
take by the hand one whose long life has been
so filled up with usefulness to the world and
honor to himself.
The retrospect of such a life, lengthened out
to such an unusual space cannot but be full of
interest both to himself and all associated with
him in his long and creditable career.
JOHN M.

CURRIER.

The name of Dr. Packard has been familia
to me for many years, and it would afford mr
much pleasure to greet the venerable Doctoon the occasion of the celebration of his birthe
day- In behalf of the Rutland County Histor-r
ical Society I extend to him my warmest con-

gratulations.

h.

KLBRIDGE H. GOSS.

These stopping off places In the
whirligig
of life for greetings and congratulations to lifelong and faithful servants iu good works, are
excellent and pleasant way marks,
enjoyable
by all who are privileged to participate in
them.
WILLIAM

HARDEN.

As one much interested iu the work which
has been undertaken, and is
being so successfully carried on by the historical societies of
ihiB country, that of Maine being prominent
among the sisterhood it would give me great
pleasure to he present on the happy occasion,
when you propose to do honor to one who has
long and faithfully labored in our common
cause.

It would be

GARDINER,

D.

D.

gratification to join in the reclong a life so worthily spefit, and
this occasion would have a special iuterest to
an Alumnus of the
college of forty years a*?o,
when Professor Packard was in the prime of
iife and in the fulness of his useful
activity.
Piease present to him my congratulations on
this occasion, and say that I am prevented
from offering them iu person nos
only by distance but by duties as a professor, for which I
was trained in the
college with which he has
been so long connected.

ognition of

a

so

FREDERICK

SAUNDERS. ESQ.
I regret that business occupations will prevent my acceptance of your kiud invitation.
I beg leave, however, to offer my felicitations
on this celebration
of the 84tli birthday ol
Professor Packard.

forbear to expiess my cordial interest in the
object of the meeting. It is eminently fit that
our society, of which he has been
a
member
fifty-four years, and which he has so faithfully
should
take
the lead in tendering him
served,
this tribute of public respect, doe alike to his
blameless life and his services to the cause of
education to more than one generation. It is
more than five and
forty years since my coflege class, now sadly thiuned byTimeaud
Death, was travelling under his tuition a certain number of parasangs in so
many days
journey, and even then ho was sometimes
styled, with the customary irreverence of youth
towards all who are placed in authority over
them, old Kai-Gar. For, truly he had then already been engaged for three or four lustrums
as an instructor in the
college which was toeujoy his life-long services, and where he has antraded the heartfelt esteem and
respectful regard of so many of his pupils.
You see I speak from the standpoint of a
passably long acquaintance, and I can testify
that in the opinion of not a few of the
youngsters of my time he has been
growing younger
and more genial all these years; and while we
know nothing could induce him to adopt the
boast of the old Roman, to the best of whose
works he introduced so many of us, we feel
that he has a clear right now to say (and we
will say it for him and in his name):-‘-Nee me
vixisse poenitet; quoniamita vixiutnon frustrame natum exislimem." And we earnestly
hope that years more of serene enjoyment of his
still vigorous old age may be his before he shall
be permitted to finish the sentence with el ex vita
ista discedo, tanquam ex hospitio, non
tanquam
ex domo, and we all take the more
pleasure in
this meeting to bear witness 10 the esteem in
which we bold him, because it may with truth
be said of him as was said of Poo- ponius Atticus. Ille est omni liberali
disciplina polilissimus
homo minime ambitiosus minime In rogando
molestus. Not to trespass un-dtfly on your time
permit me to add only that it is not the language of exaggerated compliments to apply to
him the description given of another ancient
Vlr antiqua fide, et insigne anime
worthy.
probitate, exemplum religionis documentum
coeteris hominibus virtutisprobitatis prudentiac.
HENRY

p. torsey.

I have a profound respect for Professor Packard as a Christian gentleman and as the Nestor
of New England educators, and I beg him to
accept my personal congratulations and assurances of my earnest prayers that in God’s
kind providence there may be many like opportunities of expressing the respect and affection of his numerous friends.

JR.

PHILLIPS,
The celebration is one most eminently
proper to be held and I heartily wish
long life and
prosperity to its learned object.
There is perhaps no name better known
throughout the length and breadth of our land
than that of Alpheus Spring Packard, whose
labors have always met with their full appreciation among those qualified to judge.
tv. P.

Horsford’a Acid Phosphate, Mental and
Boldly Exhaustion, etc.
Dr. G. IvAISER, Indianapolis, Ind., says:
“I have prescribed it lor dyspepsia, impotency
and mental and bodily exhaustion; and in all
cases

it has given

FRYE.

My Dear Professor:
I greet and congratulate you with all my

known of that blessed old age so
portrayed in Cicero’s De Se'nec-

ever seen or

beautifully
tute.

G.

F. MAGOON.

There must be many to whom as to
myself
a pleasant opportunity is afforded
which has
been long desired.
Professor Packard’s old
pupils can express themselves freely about
him as they could not when under tutelage as
they would not directly to himself.
A good deal of truth will be freely told and
he must be prepared to hear it as men seldom
do hear truth abont themselves while living.
I make my contribution then to what shall be
said as to the measure of honor he deserves by
bearing testimony that besides direct personal
obligations to him as a college instructor, I am
forever in debt to him as I have been Bince I
entered Bowdoin forty-five years ago, for an
example of cultivated as well as natural manliness, of elegant genUtmanliness without display and especially of amenity, courtesy, consideration for others and constant kindness of
bearing and speech which I have never seen
surpassed. No alumuus of Bowdoin called to
similar services, in measure ever so humble or
ever so notable, but has performed them better
for bis influence and example.
May the day when yon meet and greet and
honor him be an eminent! y happy one to himself. May the day when the tribute paid to
him in respect aud love by all who have
known him shall be touched with the inevitable sadness of a sense of loss to earth, where so
much excellence is precious, be, by a kind

Croup, Diphtheria and Whooping Cough get
prompt relief and rapid cure by the use of
Kurahoff, the wonderful Pine remedy.
De man what neber made a sacrifice neber
raised a good crap.— Arkansaw Traveller.
The very best iron preparation, and the one
having the largest sale, is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Whiskey and tobacco
to carry

Suggestion

to the Stock Exchange—Easiest
method to clear stocks: Let the water out of
them, and let them settle.—Puck

by Edward

was

H.

Avoid cheap goods. The Hop Plaster ewes
pains and aches where other plasters simply
relieve, 25 cts. at all drug stores.
Mean men aro the best at guessing conundrums. This comes from the fact that they
hate to give anything up.—N. O. Picayune.

Kurakoff, the lung healer, and great Pine

remedy

contains neither opiates
Free samples to actual sufferers.
man & Alden, Portland, Me.

Elwell, Esq.,

First Parish church.
SONG.
EDWARD

H.

ELWELL.

our

youth

waav/.-*u» mm

leads

on.
ituse tne song,dear

Of Auld Lai g

S>ne,

friends.

For him we take tiie loving cup
Of Auld Lang Syne.

Thougli

o’er his head four score and four
Have rolled the years gone bv,
m him has never fled,
He gives old age the lie.

His youih fr«

Cno.—For him, etc.
We have grown old while he grows
In toil tor other’s needs.
No snow of age can queuch the fire
That burns in all his deeds.

young,

Cno.—For him, etc.
Then here’s our hands, our hearts
And gie’s a hand o’ thine,

withal,

And bles-ings on thy head we call,
For Auld Lang Syne.
Cho.—For thee we raise the song, old friend,
Of Auld Lang Syne,
For thee we take the loving cup
Of Auld Lang Syne.

Prof. Packard was then presented with a
portfolio containing the congratulatory letters
to him, as a souvenir of the occasion.
At the close of the public exercises a
reception was given by Prof. Packard.
There was upon the table a magnificent bouquet which had been sent to Prof. Packard by
Mrs. J. B. Brown.
In connection with Prof. Packard’s birthday
it may be proper to state that President Jackson, with characteristic generosity, tendered
Prof. Packard and family the use of the directors’ car of tha Maine Central, and they, together w ith other members of the association*
the city by special train and
brought
returned after the evening meeting. Prof.
Packard and friends were also entertained at
were

of

Monroe

township, Snyder
county, husked 7,000 bushels of corn during

to

Falmouth by the society.

Second Hand Covered Fung: For
Sale.
FEET long. 3 feet (3 inches wide, with travers
8 runners and pole, all sound and in running con-

dition.

Also, one Set of Second Hand Travers Runners
and two long Second Hand Sleigh Bottoms heavily
ironed, at 532 Congress Street.
IRVING BLAKE
dec!8eod3t

RBMOVaIj.

Has

No.

bandits derived from Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla.
Having been afflicted all my life with scrofula,
my system seemed saturated with it.
It came
out in blotches, ulcers, and mattery sores, all
over my body.” Mr. Carter states that he was

entirely cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
since discontinuing its use, eight months

Grain,

has had

no

return of the scrofulous symptoms.

teaspoonful salt, and three teaspoonfuls Congress Yeast Powder. Steam

A

three hours.

VLA.RIISTE

Cold Feet.

Arrived.
Steamer Panther, Mills, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett,(New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Sch G M Brainard, Kenniston, Philadelphia—coal
to J II Baker.
Cleared.
Steamer Gen Roberts, (Br) Geach, Cienfuegos via
Boston—Ryan & Kelsey
Barque H S Jackson, Bacon, Cardenas—Phinney
& Jackson.
Sch Emma G, (Br) Giggy, St John, NB—Mark P

FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

CRANBERRY ISLES, Dec 14—Sid, schs Island
Queen, Bulger, and Oceanus, Burns, eastward for
herring.
Sch Sarah. Torrey, from Swan’s Island, went
ashore in the tornado of the 13th, but came off
without damage and left on the 16th.
Sid fm New York 23d, barque Ella Matthews, for
Boston, in tow of tug Storm King.
Ar at Calcutta prev to Dec 22, ship Pharos, Collier, New York.
Ar at Havre 21st, ship Cromwell, Barstow, New
Orleans.
Ar at Liverpool 21st, ship John Bryce, Murphy,
St John, NB; Reuce, Adams, San Francisco.
Ar at the Passages 22d, barque Will W Case, Dermott, New York.
iREITIORANDA.

Sch Elizabeth W Smith, from P E island for Portland, which drove ashore at Beaver Harbor 16th,
remained in same position 2oth, in an easy position,
well up the beach. Her cargo of potatoes has been
discharged, w*ys put under her, and she was expected to come off 21st. She will reload and be ready
to proceed in a few days.
Sch Sea Breeze, which went ashore 17th at Bergen
Point, has been hauled off full of water and towed
to New York.
Sch Hat vest
nock river for

Home, of Ellsworth, from RappahanFairhaven, which put into Philadelphia damaged by collision, has been repaired at an
expense of $700. The owners of steamer Ashland
offer to pay
Sch Mary

one

half the expense.

Helen, Clark, at New York fm OrchlUa,
reports heavy westerly gales on the passage, lost and
split sails, carried away head gear, hai decks swept

and

damaged

cargo.

Sch Louisa A Orr. from Boston for Philadelphia,
which grounded off Newcastle, Del., 21st, floated off
22d and arrived up same day.

Shoe
dec20dlm

gam assortment

Maguire. Mobile.

low

nt astonisliingly
the

novl4

NEWPORT—Sld 22a, brig Shonta, Nichols, (from
Bath) for New York.
In port, schs Hope Haynes, and C H Foster, for
New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 19th, sch Sea Pigeon, Brown
New York for Boston.
in port 19th. schs Martha Weeks, Cushman, from
Raritan River for Boston; Susan.Kennedy, Rondout
Portland; Telegraph. GilebriBt, Thomaston for New
York; Erapros*, Manning,Elizabethport for Belfast;
May Day, Collins, Hoboken for Rockland; Princeton, Johnson, Amboy for Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, Geo W Glover, Morton, Elizabethport for Rockland Huntresn, Brown, Lubec.
Cld 22d, ship S F Hersev, Waterhouse, for Mel
bourne; sch Jas Souther, Watts, Savannah via New
London.
Ar 23d, barque Cbas Stewart,Atwood, New York;
sch Kate \1 Hilton, Johnson, Baltimore.
PLYMOUTH -Cld 22d, sch Redondo, Woodard,

Portland.
BEVERLY—Ar 22d, sch Gamecock, Robinson,
Calais.
SALEM—Ar 22d, sch Hume, Calderwood, from
Rockland.
In port 23d Anna Eliza, from Hoboken lor Winterport; M L Newton, Hallowell, from Elizabeth-

other

Stan-

CHRISTMAS

Engraver
—AND—

CAROS.

CHRISTMAS

STATIONER,

oo numerous

For Christmas.
An

Engraved Visiting

Card

desirable gift.

makes

At

limited number of orders only can be taken to
assure having them in season for Christmas,

Exchange St.

47
<lec23

In

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
uec. 18tli, A. D. 1882.
In case of HIRAM HAMILTON, Insolvent Debtor
to give notice that on the sixteenth
of December, A. D. 1882, a warrant in
insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabpdy, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
is

THISday

HIRAM
in
be

HAMILTON of Cape Elizabeth,

County

said

of Cumberland,
adjudged to
insolvent debtor on
petition of said
debtor, which petition was filed on the sixteenth day
of December, A D. 1882, to which date interest on
claims is to be compu ed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and th« transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts'arfd choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be lioldeu at Probate Court Room in Portand, on the first day of January, A. D. 1883,
at «en o’clock in the forenoon
Given under my hand the date first above written.
an

GE<>. W. PARKER,
as Messenger of the Court of Insolfor sai l bounty of Cumberland.
dec!8&25

Deputy Sheriff,
vency

HALLET,
|

With

.5fcautrul Pottery
Centre**

sounded from box 32,
which called the Are department to Perkins’ Candy factory. The Are was on
the 2d Aoor caused by the
boiling over of a kettle of
candy. It was fortunate for
Mr. P. that it happened at
that hour for his men had
just returned to their work
and they returned just in
season to prevent a serious
Are. But we are glad to
learn the old Arm still
DAVIS & CO.’S stands at
Square Piano-Fortes.

PIANO COVERS and PIANO S100I8
AT—

WM. P.
dec20

1-2

HASTINGS’,
Exchange

Limoges,
Lougwy,

of all

Japanese,

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

R STANLEY &

Wholesale and Retail.

Summit Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM HARRISON, MAINE.
d
auglO

dtf

(Established 1848.)

LADIES’ GOLD WATCHES

BEMKILLAICO,

Best Bargains in the city.

OF

Stem

Elgin

FAMILY

CARRIAGES

and
to

the Jeweler, 547 Congress St
McKENNEY,
de6
dtde25

FROM TnS*.ATEST DESIGST1

STANDARD QUALITY,
ELEGANTLY FINISHED,
and warranted in every particular. SPECIALTIES—
liASDAim. LADIDAIILBTii.
COACHES COCPEH, BliOtGUAHN.
No finer carriages are made in this country. From
10 to 20 per cent, saved by ordering direct from the

Factory.

WATERBURY

FKOM

15 to 50 cts.

FINE

High Chairs,

Cradles,
Rubber Capes,
Hoods,
Ho-iery,
Mittens.

Umbrellas,

Parasols,
Trunks,

mar2

Work for
can

own

homes, in

a new

peddling is required. From
be made. One dozen samples
sent tree that will do to commence work on. Send.
10 cts. silver, or four three cent stamps for postage
and advertising, and address
$5 to $10 per day

LACE

C. 0.

no

can

HUJST & CO.,
Mention tliia paper,

W(Acton, Mass.
deeZfcaSfc

PRETTY lace eap is always a welcome gift’at
Christmas or New Years and may be found at
Mrs. I. P. JOHNSON’S.
Anywtyle not in stock made to order at short no-

A

MBS. I. P. JOHNSON,
de«20dlw
J CUpp’. Block

Aprons,
Leggins,

Underwear,

Sacques,
Socks,

Perfumery,

Baskets,

this list does not include

course

everything in
constantlyarriving and

are

as new

our

owen, Imre & co.

9^

<11 w

REMEMBER THESE IMPORTANT FACTS
CONCEBNISO

Company

1. —It is the OLDEST Life Insurance Company in this Country.
2. —It is the LA RC.EMT Life Company in the world by many millions of dollars.
3. —Its rates of pren iums are LOWER than any other Company.
4. —It has no “STOCKHOLDERS** to claim anv part of its profits.
5. —It offers no SCHEMES under the NAME OF INSURANCE, for the speculation by special
classes upon the misfortunes of each other.
6. —Its present available CASH RESOURCES exceed these of any Life Company in the world.

It bus received in Casli from all sources, from February 1843 to

January 1882.

$293,744,913.17
people, in Cash, from February 1843 to Janua$175,362,”53.3*
Assets on the 1st of January 1838 will reach nearly

It has returned to the

ry 1882.

It*. Cash

documents, apply to

MILLETT & LITTLE
316

CONGRESS ST.,
Offer

Dec.

33d,

50 dozen Colgate Superior Soap in dozen and half-dozen Boxes, at
Wholesale prices, Cachmere Boquet, 7th Regiment, Castile, Italian,
Rosemary, Rosadora, Arethusa and Butterfly.
We advise an early call as quantity is limited and sale only for this
Week.

MILLETT

&

LITTLE.

dec22_

an

YET!"

THE GRANDEST DISPLAY
At Stock bridge's Music Store.
New Sheet Music and Music Books for Christmas,
Music Boxes, Music Books, Music Racks and Folios,
Music Gift Books in fine binding, Small Violins,
Banjos and Drums, Zithers, Harmonicas, Orguenettes, Musical Toys,Musical Merchandise and Musical Instruments for Presents, Fancy Tambourines
Fairbanks & Cole’s Banjos, Photographs, &c.'

L^ DAVIS.

Assortment of

GOODS

in former jears.

CHRISTMAS CARDS !
From 1 cent to *2 each. Cards from the Leading
Manufactories in the World, 26 per cent less than
any other house in Portland, Plain Cards, Double
and Fringed Cards, Tufted Cards, Sachets, Bells,
Stars, Baskets and Santa Clauso. Fiew Years and
Birthday Ca ds, Fancy Cards, Scrap Pictures Palettes, Plaques, Scrap, Autograph and Card Albums
Stationary in Fancy Boxes, Plush Card Cases.

all kinds at prices lower than

dtf

GOODS!

Ladies desiring Fancy Work for the
Holidays will find a nice assortment at
MISS FAIR WEA THER’S, on Elm street.

She has all the New Shades of Felt and
Satines with Flushes to match, and material of all kind for worhing. She has
received a very choice line of Fine
lamask Towels, Trays, Doylies, Ac.,
any of which would make a nice Christmas Present.

E. FAIRWEATHER
8

ELM ST.

AND

dtf

—

WEDDING

RINGS !

including

before offered

McKENNEY, THE JEWELER,
dtd«25

all

the

now

publications.

Compare our Priees before purcbasiug.
Reasons why we can sell
cheaper than
any other house;
We buy direct from the mannfaciurers.
W e are better acquainted with the business.
We deal exclusively in this line of

We have concluded lo sell our sleek at a
small advance,
We have all the latest novelties in the
iun> kct.
We enumerate a pan of onr stock consisting of the following:

X-mas

Christmas Cards,

Pocket Books, Letter and Card Cases, Stationery,
&c &c.

Cards, Indies’ Work Mlaads,
Writing- Desks, Wo. k Boxes, Dressing
Cases. tslove and Handkerchief
Boxes, Odor t ases. Collar and
Cuff

Albums
Photographalso& Autograph
full line of

dtjanl

BURBANK, DOUGLASS & CO
a

choice selection of

Card« a-e*,Coiub
and Brush
Coses,
Broom Holder*. Jewel
Cases, Toy music Boxes,
Cribbage Hoar,Is.
Checker
1
Boards, Rock ug Hor.cs, Ch*«il*
Rocking Horses, Doll Cabs, Mlrds
Mlcishs Drums Kooks of every description. t-uuics. Puzzles, Dissecting Pictures,
and Block., i .a
Ten

Copeland’s,
minion's,

Wedgwood’s
and other makes of

Fancy English China
Ice Cream and Coffee Sets from Hav*
Hand, Fine Baccarat Vases, and
an assortment of new Veneto which
tian Faience
they would call at-

tention.

So. 212
avid

MIBBLe

613.

STREET.
asw

p7u.. tlag

Toys,

l.«Dlcras, mechanical Tojs,
Cart-,Whcclborrows Horses

tc

‘

Telephone

Ink

Wallets,Pearl

C.~DAVIS,
Exchange Street.

HALL

Have just received

Cases,

Velvei
Frames,
Fusel*, Albums,
Mterosco ,e*
and Views, Bag*.

Frames and

MARK TWAIN’S SCRAP BOOKS*

dol8

Boxes, l aid

Mlands,

a

very large stock, in 10,12,14 and 18 kt gold.

347 Congrc*. S

ever

CHRISTMAS GOODS.
Arrival or SANTA ('LAI'S for 1882,
wiili an inexhaustible Stock of Fancy (foods and Toys.

goods.

Standard Works

G*ft and Juvenile Books.

Square.

HOLIDAY

de6

Dresses,

Combs,
Powders,

Afgans,

of

HUDSON,

dec22

A

Havelocks,

Blankets,
Brushes,

MIXTURE

13 Market

APS.

Gloves,
Mittens,
Hoods,
Sacques,
Cloaks,

Pntf Boxes,

Worsted Hoods,
Plusli Bonnets,
Mittens,

Of

Pocket Sla'es,
Correspondence Cards,
Books,
Autograph Albums,
Work Boxes,

E egant Sashes,
Toilet Sets,
Rubber Toys,
Rat ties,
Lace t aps,
Lace Handkerchiefs,
SiJk Handkerchiefs.

Holidays,

ENGAOEME.TNTT

Everybody.

have work at your

YOUbusiness where

dlawtjaSM

Backs,

Paper Backs.

Sashes,
Dresses,
Bibbs.

Hosiery,
Underwear,

Quilted Hoods,

all articles usually kept in a First-class
Bookstore. Stock much larger than

Only $3.50.

Haveu. Conn.

Hat

Building Blocks,
Nest Eggs,
Saving Banks,

Jewelry,
Fur Setts,
Tin Kitchens,

Including

pound.

XMAS TREES,
SUGAR TOYS,
FANCY BOXES.

del 2

Shaving Soap,
Toilet Articles,
Hammocks,

Stm es,

—

a

STEM-WINDING WATGHES! Just
St
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, 54] Congress
dt25

Canes,

Clocks,
Pianos,
Dishes,
Toilet Setts,
Bath Tubs.
Carriages,
Castors,
Band Mirrors,
Work Baskets,
Games,
Paint Boees,

Bedsi eds,

Just the thing for

de6

477 Chestnut St., New

Suspenders,
Sleeve Buttons,
Pius,

Scarf

Kitchen Setts,

A New

at 20 ots.

M.

Hats,
Legglns,

dlw

Key Winders.

Waltham and
Works. It will pay you
Examine my Stock*

<"

Linen Handkerchiefs,
“
Silk
Silk Mufflers.
Worsted Mufflers,
Bat daua Handkerchiefs,

Printing Presses,
Books,
Cardigan Jackets,
Gloves,
Mittens,
W risters,

Boll's Rubbers,
Furniture,
Cribs,

A11 kinds of

SON, Importers,

Night Shins,

Pijamis Suit*,
Umbre las,
Rubber Coats,

Tool Chests,
Cork Screws,
Napkin Kings,

HALL

PACKAGES,

larH,
Culls,
Underwear,

Thermometers,

Collar and Cuff Boxes*
Playing Cards
Pocket Scissors,

1—

Co

Letter C<JM9,
Tobacco Boxes,
Card Cases,

Cigar Cases.
Travelling Bags,

in the

HOKEWNO, FUKI! NTREET, PORTUSD, MAIN*
Also, General Managers for New England,

E. JOSE & GO.

oelo
,

dec22

St.
dtf

FOR THE CELEBRATED
Vor Sale

Si

Congress

where can be found Tons
upon tons of CANDY from
10 to 80 cts. per pound.

—FOB SALE BY—

Neckties,
Bowery,

Hacks,

Paper Weights,

LIQUORS PURE CANDY CHRISTMAS
For the

bind.,

ORSOINAL

Sarregucmlne^
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
Fined complete with the

489

IMPORTED

WINES &

Hat

was

Several other good manufacturers make, and
several New Style Organs.

144

o’clock the alarm

Utf

For Sale and to Let.

ELEGANT

TABLELAMPS

and

Upright
Also

Book Hacks,
IMpcTra^s,
Cigar Boxes,
Scrap Baskets,
Office Baskets,
Writing Desks,
Slipper Pockets,
Travelling Flanks,
Pocket Flasks,
Ink Stands,

V* allets,
Pocket Books,

dtf

one

Glass Clocks.

Clark,

dec5

most

opera Glasses,
Fine cans.

Rich Vises,
Umbrella Vases,

Travelling Companions,
Sbaviug Paper Cases,
Broom Cases,
Shaving Mugs,
Pocket Knives,
Nail Sets,

515 CONGRESS ST.
a

Candlesticks,

ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS !

to mention.

Frank B.

CARDS

Vases,

Oder Cases,
Bisque S'atuary,]

Dressing Cases,
Pocket Cases,
Toilet Sets,

For

VISITING

Wall Baskets,
Flower Pots,

FOR GENTLEMEN AND YOUTHS.

—OF—

313 Congress St. ^

Baskets,

OF NEW YORK.

Books,
Photograph Albums,
Pocket Books,
D aries, an
Fancy Goods

GOODS

Wood

The Mutual Life Insurance

SPECIALTIES*

buy your

ami

Hampers,
I u cii Baskets,

Mittens,
Wristers,
Fine Hosiery,
Silk Garters,

Cushions,

tied

Station* ry,

WILLlIFsT LOWELL

Silk

dtf

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

CALL EARLY

Sets,
Cap Baskets,

goods
stock,
being sold out/ Everybody is invited to visit our store
whether wishing to purchase or not. Store will be
MOORE & CO open evenings during this week*

Christinas Cards.

Hinds,

New York.
Sch Agues, of Ellsworth, will winter.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 22d, schs Commander, Carver. New Haven for Boston; Sarah
Woester. Wentworth. Somerset for New York.

tlie

Tate

Gloves,
Cashmere Gloves,

Shaving Tables,
Shaving Mirrors,

the world to buy

dard Works Reduced in Prices.

Autograph

Silk Moves,

Fur

Decorating Bric-a-brac,
Work Baskets,

bestplace”

dtf

MAJfUFACTUIiEKS

& G W

All

Pho*ograph Albums,

Gloves,

FOR CHIT.RRETVr.

decl8

....

Kid

Fruit Dishes,
Towel Backs.

course in a stock as
as ours goods accum-

OWEN,

WILL YOU CALL?

Va.

Hill, and Paragon, Snute, New York.
FALL RIVER-Sld 20th, sch Copy, Betts, for

$18.75

3 Free St-Block, PORTLAND. I (No. 3.)

Orr. Boston; Leonessa, Henderson, Fox Island.
Cld 21st, sch Anna W Barker, Snowman, for Nor-

echs E

at

Ware rooms of

Boston.
Cld 22d, schs Chas E Balch, Manson, Galveston;
sch Georgie Sheppard, Turner, Portland, (and sld.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2 d, sch Louisa A Orr,

Cid 21st, sch Spartan, Hodgdon, Boston.
Ar 22d. schs Louisa A Orr, Wolf, Boston; Eva C
Yates, Yates, Bangor; Norman, Smith, Kempt, NS.
Ar 23d, sch red Smith, Brown. St Domingo.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 21st, ship Berlin,
for San Francisco; sch Ko6a Mueller, for Bath.
At Delaware Breakwater 218t, schs Mary E Morse,
Lamoine, Ella, and Nellie Shaw.
NEW YORK-Ar 22d, Daroue Sarah Hobart,
Crocker, Colombo 120 days; schs Mary Helen, Clark
Orchilla via Nassau, where she put in for provisions;
Sarah Potter, Watts, Satilla River 7 d vs.
Cld 22u, barques Commerce. Uawley, Cadiz; Ches♦ina Kedman, Dixon, Port Natal; sch T R Pillsbury,
Pitcher, Vara Cruz.
Passed the Gate 22d, sch John Somes, from Port
Johsson for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 21st, sch Ruth S Hodgdon,
Stevens, New York; D Sawyer, Rogers, and Alaska,

1-2 calf,

PIANO and ORGAN

—

22d,

prices

vols.,

10

mor.,

Address Cards,
Card Cases,

Fine Stationery,
Card Albumr,

Jackets,
Legging.

Dusters,

“

Fine Soaps,
Manicure Sets,
Glove Boxes,
! laud kerchief Boxes,

Gingham Umbrellas,
Rubber Garments,
Worsted Jerseys,
Sleighing Hoods,

Peppsr Boxes,
Salt Boxes,
Fine Scissors and Shears,
Lap Boards,
Crumb Trays,
Knife Trays,

PRICES

8.75
Thackeray, 10 vols., cloth,
Dickens, 15 vols., 1-2 calf, 25.50
Waverly Novels, 13 vols., 1 2
22.25
calf,
28.75
Irving’s Works, 1-2 calf,

PIANO COVERS,

PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sch A P Emerson, Emerson. St Domingo City.
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 19th, sch Nellie Grant,
Jordan. Fall River.
BEAUFORT, NC—Ar 21st, sch Georgie Clark,
Bartlett, e*
oki
steamer Monica,
iwwfoin
Thacker, (from Portland) lor Galveston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch Wm L Roberts, Brav,

Clark. New York.
PROVIDENCE-Sld

Thackeray,
or

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 18tb, sell E D Sidbury,
Curtis, St Jago.
MOBILE—Ar 22d, barque Henry Knight, Pendleton, Pensacola.
Sld 22d, sch Helen M Rowley, Rowley, Sagua.
The schr Mary A Killen, frern Portland, has not

folk,

wanted.

A

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Of

Atkinson’s

Purs* s,

Plush Hand Bags,
Leather Hand Bags
Silk Umbrellas,
Worsted Umbrellas,

Stamp Boxes,

ulate which become soiled
In order to
or damaged.
close out everything of this
And then Conic and
kind we have placed a counSec US.
ter in our basement just at
the foot of the stairs,where
all such articles will he offered at prices that will inArticles
sure a quick sale.
which usually Nell for One
Dollar or more will be sold
for Twenty five cents, and
Bulwer’s Novels, 20 vols., 1-2
others in same proportion.
mor. antique,
$49.00 It will
pay all to take a look
Bnlwer’s Novels, 20 vol*.,
at
this
counter.
$20.50
cloth,
AT

GREKIVE,
gent.
Congress St Portland, at Dearborn’s

large and

Canada.

Counter.

•

A

Ontario,

Dressing Cases,

French

Smoking Sets,
v'
riting Cases,
Thermom- ters.
Paper Cutters,
Match Safes,

Belleville,

Colgate’s

Hand Mirrors,
Toilet Cases,
Jew 1 Cas s,

Trays,

NOTARY Pl'BUC Ac.,

Collections made on reasonable terms In all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aog7d6m

Wallets,

Mirrors,

Triplex Mirrors,

Bugs,
Mats,

PONTON,
BARRISTER AND ATTORNEJ AT LAW

EDWARD G

Travelling Bags,

Real shell Combs,
Black Back Combs,
silver Bangles,
Plush jewel Cases,
Leather Jewel Cases,
Toilet Bottles,
Lubin’s Perfumery,

Plush Framed

Toilet Sets,
Japanese Screens,
Brackets,
Towel Backs,
Hall Backs,
Umbrella Stands,

Sofa

Whitby Jewrlty,

Sewing Chairs,

Bed Sets.
Lace Curtains,
Antiques fa Tidies,
Table Scarfs,

Tea

Bronzes,
Silver Jewelry,
Plated Jew* lry,

Sewing Tables,

Sideboard Covers,
Table Covers,
Towels,
Pillow Shams,

Cigar Holders,

large

ty.

Emery.

Sch Anna n Prince. Nightingale. Boston—N Blake
Sch Tiara, Chatto, Bluehill—N Blake.
Sch Hosa & Adra, Thompson, Machias—N Blake.
Sch Freeport, Woodard, Jonesport—N Blake.
Sch Pearl, Andrews, Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Gilmore. Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch Orrisea B Kimball, Kimball, North Boothbay—N Blake.

Portland Rolling: Mills office, between foot of
-jtchange and Plum Sts., where they will be pleased
their old customers or any one else wteo
wishes to purchase or sell cooperage stock.
novlO
dtf
to see

LOOK!

Samuel Thurston

SATURDAY, Dec. 23.

removed their office to

Bargain

I

Cold feet an impossibility, and
every form of disease permanently
cured by

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

AI.W,F&weowly

el6

FERRIC OUTLINE.

No 381
Store

Me.

over

JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

on

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. ..;DECEMBER 25.
S in rises. .7.35 I High water, (A m)..11.48
San sots.4.26 I Moon rises.
5.54

™

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
aAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction*
NTo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of

II.

Tuesday forenoon at 11 o’clock, at
her late -esideDee, No. 1 f>42 Spring street.
In Deering, Deo. 23, at tho residence of Mrs.
Seward Buckman. Amy H. Sanderson, of Monmouth, Me., aged 24 years.
In Gorham, Dec. 23, Miriam Deane Higgins, relict
of Col. Enoch F. Higgins and daughter of the late
John Deane, Esq., ot Standish, aged 96 years 11
months 17 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at Standish.J
in Bridgton, Dec. 19, Joarmah Burnham, aged
86 years.
In North Bridgton, Dec. 19, Mrs. Nancy Farnsworth aged 85 years 7 months.
in Bath, Dec ,21, Warren P., son of Charles N.
and Emily R. Rogers, aged 13 years 11 months.
In Georgetown, Dec. 22, Sarah R.. wife of Chas.
M. Jewett, aged 64 years.

BEST THING KNOWN

WASHDfG^BLEAOHING

Electricity

sexes

—

Exchange St, Portland,

have

dine Insoles

Good Canvassers of both

OF

NUTTER, KIMBALL k GO.,

Troubles, Catarrh,
Raeumatism, Gout, Nervous
Complaints, etc. etc.
Stand on ice all day, yet have
WARM FEET, by wearing Ferric
Odytiue IhnoIcm, price 5tic. and
75c. per pair, according to quali-

£

Briggs,

Plush Easels,
Brown Cor. Easels,

Fine Neckwear,
Silk Handkerchiefs,
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Lace Handkerchiefs,
Linen Napkins,
Bureau Covers,

Feather

J11 business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed
jnl 2tf

& Kidnev

o

DEATRS,
city, Dec. 22, Mrs. Sarah E. Tyler, aged

WILLI AIH BURROWES.
no20 eod3m*
Portland, Nov. 18, 1882.

No. 93

Nearly Every Form of Disease,
Including Consumption, Liver

o

In Bath, Dec. 23, Geo. W. Marston and Miss Annie L. Henderson.
In Woolwich, Dei}. 9, Wm. F. Giles of Bootlibay
and Miss Grace A. Taylor of Woolwich.
In Raymond. N v. 20, S. C. Walking of Casco and
Abbie L. Mussey o Raymond.
In Bristol. Dec. 17. Geo. B Hodgdon of Bootbbay
and Miss Lilia B. Fitch of Bristol.

[Funeral

Having retired from the tirm of Burrowes Bros.,
1 am now prepared to take work on my own account. Word can be left lor the present at the old
stand of Burrowes Bros.
g

American & Foreign Patents*

WILL PREVENT AND CURE

O

DlARRIAtiES.

In this

never

tory.

one

34 years.

CARPENTER AND BUILDER

—

in disease, all of
whom date the contraction ot their
different maladies from the catching of a cold from

A ! Ferric

BURROWES

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

writhing

or

Portland,
lfcfc La Salle St

Herbert O.

the feet warm and the
head cool” is an axiom as old as
the
and yet is as true to-day
as at auy period in the world’s his-

Boston Brown Bread.—One cup Hour, one
cuj rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukewarm

or

WILLIAM

varies.
A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economica,
than the ordinary kinds, and canuot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall- st., N. Y.

DISCOVERY.

H I1 Damp
“Keep
H
hills,
(i)

ago,

The first male singer in the opera is always
in favor of fixity of tenor.—Boston Transcript.

two

powder

Martrins.

Pure.

Absolutely

THOUSANDS of PERSONS

Eh

Me.

bought and sola on Chicago Market on
Gor»*e* p^mlence invited.
marSdtt

Futures

FOR LADIES AND MISSES.

CO.,

Provisions,

Seeds,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

This

Me

JHerchauts.

152 Commercial St.,

Ferric Odyline

and

Portland,

C^oimniavion

the

now

W. JORDAN,

S. H. LARMIME &

POWDER

our usual custom we give below a list
which
of articles
may be found in our stock suitable
for Holiday Presents. This list will be found very
convenient for reference when trying to decide what
to buy for different persons.

Accordingto

d3m
A.

LAKMljyiK,

Chicago.

SPOKEN
Dec 4, lat 19 46, Ion 69 30, barque Woodside,
from Buenos Ayres for Boston, 42 daysout.

Are

St. Portland.

EXAMINED.

octal
S. H.

Leighton, Burt, une.
AratAspinwall 11th inst, Nantasket, Richardson. Savannah.
Sid 12th, barque Jennie Cobb, Small, Pensacola.
Ar at Gonaives Nov 22, brig Sullivan, Guptill,
Nevis, to load for Boston.
At Arroyo lltb inst.
*2 Morancv, Wooster, fra
Wilmington, NC\ for Port de Paix to load for New
York.
At Nassau,
NP, 3d inst, brig Nellie Hosted. Robertson, from New *orkfor Pensacola, disg; sch May
Morn, Guptill, from Savannah for New London, Ct.
Ar at Halifax 22d, steamer Parisiau, from Portland for Liverpool, (and proceeded.)
Cld at St John, NB, sch Florence P Hall, Wilson, New York.

Highest

FESSENDEN,

TITLES

De Winter, New York.
In port Nov 8, brig Mary E

Form of

Congress Street.
dim

Exchange

51 1-2

Owen, Moore <fc Co.
«

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENCY

Haskell, Montevideo.
Sid Nov 18. barque Sarmiento, Gould, for Boston;
Blanche How, White, Rosario for Boston.
In port Nov 24th, barques Archer. Mitchell, for
Boston; Lapland, Carlisle; H L Gregg, Dyer; Kennard, Downing; Celina, Tibbetts; Auburndaie.King.
J 11 Bowers, Carlton; and others;
At Montevedio Nov 26. ship Bombay, Peterson,
unc; barques I Sargent, Dyer, for Krazil and United States; Hosea Rich, Norton, for Pernambuco;
Evanell, Colcord; P 0 Merriman, Young, and Meguut cook, Hemingway, unc.
At Paysandu Nov 16, barque Ethel, Thompson,
for Baltimore.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Nov 27, barque John R Stan-

A NEW

627

H. M.

New York.
At Calcutta Nov 14, ship Sau Joaquin, Drink water, unc: barque Isaac L Skoltield. Bishop, for New
York.
Ar at PenartU 9th, ship Great Admiral, Thompson, Dublin.
Ar at Buenos Avres Nov 20th, barque Sh tland,

The

KIMBALL

removed to the Btono cottage

de<>

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Singapore Nov 6, barque Evie J Ray, Ray, for

“Words fail to express my gratitude,’’says
Mr. Selby Carter, of Nashville, Tenn., “for the

E.

IRVING

DR.

PORTSMOUTH—Below 22d, sells Saginaw, from
Wiscasset or Boston; H H Havey, Sullivan for do;
Express, Bluehill for do; Wave, from Calais for do;
Cyprus. Portsmouth for Machias; T A Stuart, do
for eastern port.
BOOTH BA Y-Sid 21st, sch Ethel & Addle, Dyer,
(from P E Island) for New York.

the past season. Red ears must have been
very scarce this year.—Philadelphia News.

_MISCELLANEOUS_

BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS

Gray.

arrived

Auld Lang Syne.
Adaptedf
All honor to the faithful guide
Of generations gone.
Who led them on in wisdom’s ways
rom

And still

fhdy

A young

narcotics.
Guppy, Kins-

nor

PASCAGOULA—Ar 19tli, brig Maria W Norwood

sung by the choir of the

nort for Calais; E G Knight for Rockport; Douglas Haynes, do for Gardiner; Wm Rice, Hoboken
for Rockland; Mary B Smith, from do for Portland;
Cabot, Caials for New York; Annie Lee, Machias
for do; H T Townsend. Hillsboro, NB, for New
Yoik; Emma Crosby, Calais for Batavia; Mott-Haven, do for New York; Gen Banks. Frank'in for do;
AHston, St George for do; tt M Brookings. Bath
fordo; Henry Whitney, New York for Portland;
Victory, Ellsworth for New York.
Also sch Eastern Light, New Y or kfor Mill bridge;
C H Sears, Hillsboro for New York; Keystone, Calais fo~ New York; F
Pike, do for Wick ford; Annie Lee. Machla* for New York; Sammy Ford, from
Lubec for do; Express. Franklin for do; A .1 York,
Round Pond for do; Fred
Laconia, Yankee
Maid, and Lucy Ames, Rockland for do; Ella Presdo:
for
TUomaston
and Minnie C
Perseverance,
sey,
Taylor, Portland for do; Vashti R Cutes, and Delia
Hinds, Boston for Calais; Mary Eliza, do for Portland; L llolway, from Sbulee ior New York.

hope,

DOllfiSTIt' PORTS.

Sera in Coelam redeat
Shall have been fulfilled.

An ode written

are both strong enough
tax.—New Orleans Picayune.

a

The great sale of Swedish Remedies is astonishing, and for enriching the blood, creating
an appetite, or strengthening the whole system
nothing can surpass these remedies.

Providence, long delayed.

for the occasion

satisfaction.

uncalled for—A dead letter.—Lowell

Wholly

heart.

May the good God continue you in health
and happy life. The best illustration I have

general

Citizen.

water,

HON. 1YM. a. BARROWS.

.....

Few men preserve at such advanced age so
much vigor of mind and body as does the distinguished Doctor, and it is a happy thought
of your society to tender him this reception.
ROBERT

himself for

But though I shall not have the pleasure df
taking the hand of our good friend, Professor
Packard, and uniting with the rest in the congratulations he has so well merited, I cannot

Friend of
my College days!
Dear Teacher in old Bowdoin’* college hall,
Bright o’er the past the light of memory plays,
As I those years reca.l.
Sweet

century, and

a

nearly tha* peiiod; having indeed given him

REV. FREDERIC

I regret exceedingly

And

CYRUS HAMLIN.

Professor Packard is probably tho oldest acting and active college professor in the United
States, perhaps in th« world More than fiftytwo years ago I came under his
instructions,
when he had already been eleven years in the
duties of his office and fourteen years a graduate of the college.
Accuracy, taste, courtesy,
kindness and unswerving fidelity to all official
and social duties made him a perfect model of
the Christian gentleman. I thank you forgiving me this opportunity before I retire into the
laudof silence to add my voice to the reverent
and joyful acclaim of tho more fortunate ones,
who can be present in person to place this
crown of honor on the brow
of our beloved
Professor.

for

“Pay that $10 today? Why, my dear sir, do
you expect a man to take Christmas money to
pay debts? No, sir! No, sir? I stili have a
warm heart
in my bosom, sir!”—Louisville
Courier-Journal.

record to Professor Packard as a model of fidelity iu directing and sustaining its objects. His
appreciative encouragement to all who were endeavoring to gather and preserve historic material was marked and generous.

R. OSGOOD.

JAMES

F. DUREN.

Though not one of his pupils within the college walls, I have felt the influence of his loving, faithful exemplary life,encouraging, uplifting, strengthening. May not the s» cret of this
be found iu his having put on and worn from
his youth the armor of heavenly truth and
love. With this he lias been enabled to
fight
the good fight of faith, never
swerving from
the right.
The Mai^e Historical Society bears

fciget

REAR

Wit and Wisdom.

VINTON.

P.

gret very much. I have prepared a photograph
from the original portrait which I had the
honor to paint of the Professor, that I beg your
society will accept with my compliments.
E.

I am grievously disappointed at not being
able to attend the meetings of our society today. I think there will be no one present who
can claim an acquaintance with him so long
as myself. In the winter of 1818,[I think it wae,
I was a pupil of Dr. Packard at the academy
at Wiscasset, and the regard and respect I had
for him then, I have ever since retained increasing with the lapse of years,
HENRY

FREDERIC

Pressing duties here will prevent my accepting the invitation of your society, which I re-

Bov's
and

Animals. Dolls
n il
Dolls
Jewelry, Dolls Waierproofs, Paints, Books
«o Paint,
musical

Tops.Ps

noramas

Tool t'hcHid, fbrial
Tree « mullet, do
Holders. A. B. C. Blocks,
Baltics, Rubber Toys and
Dolls Willow Cradles, Xew (Style
imb*

nrd-iemlN noil

('rnillrH,

Boll Furni-

oure, Tea Mel*, Toilet get*, (grocery
Shop*, Warehoukeii, Boll Houm-h, Parlor
Skate*; Ice Nkitte** Indian Flub*, Fine
Dre**ed Doll*. Toy Bank*, Tin nml
Iron Hiotck, Tin Kitchen*, Tin
Kitchen Met«, Toy Fa-tor*,
Toy Ice Pilcher*, Wi*k
Broom*, in fact, everything usually found
in »
Fir*t-ela*H
Fancy <*ood« and Toy Store.
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[Boston Traveller ]
The great shining wheel, shod with silence
and swiftness, sweeping on like a spirit,—a bicycle,—was that which, of all created things,
Laddy longed for most. Ho saw the club roll
by, he heard their warning bells tinkle like
drops of sweetest sound, he saw their tiny
red lights flashing in the dark,and his soul was
full of desire for this steed which bears one as

a

Bates of Advertising: One ineh of space, the
ength of ooltunn, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily first week; 76 eeats per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continu-

ing every other day after first week, 60 oents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 eents;
one week, $1.00; 60 eents per week after.
8PECLAL Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Inser-

tions or less, $1.50.
the outspread wings of the Afrite Danhash
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press (whioh has a large circulation in every part carried Badoura toCamaralzaman.asortof visiof the State), for $1.00 per square for first inser- ble whirlwind. For
Laddy to see one of these
tion, and 50 cents per square for each subs uent
lofty riders on bis giant wheel, whose spokes,
Insertion.
Address

all communications to
PuKTLANU PUBLISHING GO.

MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER £5.

now viewless with motion, now dazzling as the
sun’s rays, seemed to be parts of the living
thing, here slipping out of sight along the
road, here mounting a hill and outlined on the
!
sky, was to experience the same ecstacy of

pleasure that you

I might have over a picAnd he had made up his
mind to become, by hook or by crook, chiefly
crook, just such a poem himself, if his father,
ture

POETRY.

or

or

apoem,

who could dimply afford it, would listen to
and buy a bicycle.
Grass never grew
under Laddy’s feet, especially in the winter,
and having mastered the unruly oreature, by
dint of hiring and borrowing, he had never
lost a chance of presenting to his father such
considerations as his tireless running of er
rands, holding of the horse, and general good
reason

Christmas Rhymes for

our

Little'

Readers.
•

ATLANTA.

BY

behavior in the family, to the effect that
had fairly earned his gratification.

A Christmas Pio.

(Ballade)
My little maid and my little mah
Now lay your book and your broidery by,
Bear forth betw« en you a mighty pan—
Bo shall

we

make

eur

Christmas

pie.

shall we make it of, Margery,
shall we put in our pie, little Paul?
We will make our pie of the best, say I,
And a Merry Christmas-time to all!
And what

And what

Bring

full

me now a

measure

of

bran,

Careful and steady for fear it should fly,
Take seven cups of it, quick as you can—
So shall we make our Christmas pie—
For the undercrust spread it evenly;
Now band me those parcels, don’t let them fall
Lest Christn as gifts should be harmed thereby,
And a Meriy Chri6tmas-time to all.
With

a

golden ring

and

a

painted fan

can buy,
Mousquetaire gloves, long-wristed, tan,
So shdl we make our Christinas pie;
A dolly that sleeps when she shuts her eye,
A top and a toy and a book and a ball,

And the choices

bonbons money

Under a cover of bran to lit—
And a Merry Christmas-time to all!
ENVOI.

Little man, little maiden, your swift fingers ply,
So shall we make our Christmas pie;
Thechildrenshallshare.it, and dance in the hall;
And a Merry Christmas-time to all!

Nothing1 to do.
(Villanelle.)
What can we do this stormy day4?
Said little Dick and sister Lou,
Please tell us something nice to do.

can we

We’ve read

Please tell

us

no more

to

say,

our story-book all through;
something nice to play.

My dolly’s gov n is new and gay,
But dolly’s lost her best pink shoe—
What can we do this stormy day?
My wind-up horse won’t trot or neigh,
My cart-wheel’s off—I m sleepy too;
Please tell us something nice to play.
And even baby doesn’t play,
She won’t say goo, or peek* a boo—
What can we do this stormy day ?
We haven’t anything to do,
They muraiurtd, as the pigeons coo;
What can we do this stormy day?
Please tell us something nice to play.

Weather-wise.

(Trio’et8.)

Jeremy says
will snow bye and-bye.

will build a snow man,
Little Jeremy raid;
We

as

tall

as we can

We will build a snow man;
And we’ll put a tin pau
For a hat on his head;
We will build

a

snowman,

Little Jeremy said.
Hear Jeremy boast:
I don’t care for the cold,
I’m as warm as a toast;
Hear Jeremy boast,
I am eight years, almost,

quite old.
Hear Jeremy boast,
And that is
I

don’t

care

for

the cold.

Hurrah for the snow!
Little Jeremy cried.
Hear the cold north wind blow—
Hurrah for the snow!
a sleighride we’ll go,
We will si.ow-ball and slide—

For

Hurrah for the snow,
Little Jeremy cried.

Baby Toasts Her Toes.
(Rondeau.)
To toast her toes the little tot
Will first make sure the fire's hot,
Just after tea, before bed-time;
Then upon oapa’s knee she’ll climb—
He is quite ready is he not?
A

and cozy place she’s got,
A very well-selected spot
To hear a story or a rhyme,
warm

To toast her toes.

The rocking-horse has ceased to trot;
The paper-dollies are forgot,
And even the Christmas pantomime;
The clock says e;ght with silvery
Five minutes longer we allot

To toast her toes.

Goodnight.

The

{Rondel.)
jolly sandman

comes

To shut up

sleepy eyes,
“Goodnight to sugarplums
And

dollies,” baby sighs.

Goodnight to books so wise,
Goodnight to noisy drums,
The jelly sandman comes
To shut up sleepy eyes.
cradle-song
as drowsy flies;
And baby has her thumbs
For comfort as she lies;
The jolly sandman comes
To shut up sleepy eyes.
A

As soft

nurse

hums

so gaily
and sweetly when, like a
bottle of medicine he was taken and shaken,
that nobody could be very angry with him. It
was he that emptied Rosy’s doll of its stuffing

laughing

and filled the body with red-cedar sawdust,
a little crack in one arm so that when
Rosy saw the red sawdust trickling out she

leaving

really thought her doll was bleeding to death.
It was he that tied all the bells in the house
with one string, and in the middle of the night
woke all Ihe sleepers with their furious ringing. And in general, one might say it was he
peace, when there

was

no

Laddy felt himself a very important member
of the family, and had no more conception of
his real standing there than many of us have
who, half unconsciously, wonder how the
world would get on without us. It was a jolly
family, on the whole, that which was thus indebted to him,and it was such a numerous one,
that it could hardly have experienced stagnation had there been no Laddy.
There were a
father and mother and
grandmother, of
course; it would have been a queer family that
did not begin with those.

And then there was

great-grandmother,too,—and it was not every
family that had a great-grandmother, if she
a

disabled that she could neither speak
was
nor move, but only sit all day in her chair and
look about her with a pair of little sunken
eyes, that blinked as the stars blink in heaven,
and gave you the idea of her belonging alAnd
ready to some other world than this
then there was Aunt Mat, who did everything
for everybody; and all the servants, particularly Michael; and the three older sisters and
their two brothers; and the half dozen children, more or less, of the younger brood, who
so

bawling, or Tom was
whistling, or Johnny was playing his jewsharp, or they were all shouting,—Laddy’s
shout being a roar.
They bang ed on the piano, tramped up the stairs, slid down the banister, and would perhaps have hung on the
chandeliers, if they could have reached them.
And every little while there was a fearful agitation all over the place, for Laddy was in the
river, or Johnny was being brought out of the
river, or the whole crew of them, with Tom
for captain, were adrift upon the river. The
elder sisters paiuted and embroidered and
practised, and wont driving, and young Sylvester came to see them,—came very often, by
the way, and staid very long, and always took
Sophy down to the gate wi’h him. Sometimes
Rosy and Katherine were found rendered useless by meddling with the clay of which the
three elder sisters had been moulding ars and
vases; or Sacie or Lncy might be seen smeared
from ear to ear with Laura’s water-colors, or
singing,

Little

Just

obliterate a swarm of dimples that made his
smiles as sweet as honey. For all that, no one
loved a bit of roguery so well as Laddy did. ft
was be that tied Lucy's and Sadie’s long braids
together, so that when they rose to go different
ways be might 9njoy the consequences. It was
he that made “apple-pie” of Johnny’s sheets
and seasoned it with red pepper.
It was he
that scared the whole parlor by coming down
with a candle in his hand and beginning to
climb the mantel-sbelf as if preparatory to
crawling on the ceiling like a fly, walking in
his sleep when he was really wide-awake, and

made noise enough for all the children that
followed the Pied Piper of Hamelin.
For
when Sadie was not tittering, Katherine was

Little Jeremy says
It will snow bye and-bye!
If^I know the winds* ways,
Little Jeremy says,
In these dark winter days,
And the signs of the sky.
It

family. Yet he was a taking little scamp,with
the honest, wide blue eyes in bis sunburned
face—a face where no amount of tan could

peace!

do this stormy day?

We’ve talked till we’ve

be admitted, before going
was the bad boy of the

further, that Laddy

that cried peace,

Ah! don’t say, “Children, run away”—
WeTe tirethof sitting still, aren’t you?

What

I suppose it is to

he

chime,

or

Lucy

was

with their gowns sewed up in Eleanor’s flosses
and crewels, or half of Sophia's music would
have been taken to make Johuny’s kite,
which had ended by falling into the water and
going out to the sea. Yes, it was a jolly fami-

ly, Laddy thought; especially when time oatne
toward Christmas and Aunt Mat was helping
the kitchen girl stone raisins, and giving auy
loiterer a big fat bunch, and grandmother was
Bhowing them how to make sausage meat, and
Laura, streaked with chrome yellow from top.
knot to shoestring, was learning the mystery
of squash pies, aud the little people were allowed to slice up the citron, aud everybody
was busy with a secret.
Nothing could be
more to Laddy’s mind than
this state of a'fairs, unless it was the building of the Tower
of Label, lie could think of but one thing

possible in the way of making life still livelier,
and that was possession of the bicycle which
he had told everybody was to be his share of

papa from tho big boys, and the driving blank- Laddy: but Ladd never once glanced down at
et, wrought by the fingers of the older girls; the ruin; he simply openod his fist and dropthere was the sealskin sacque that Eleanor had pad the string, and passed on as i{ they were
been sighing for ever since she could recollect, anybody's beans but bis; ho had nothing to do
and that now everybody had joined in giving with them, and didn’t kuow there was such a
her; and the brooch for grandmother of a braid tiling as a baked bean in the world, in fact.
of gray hair set in seed pearls; and there was JKr pede Ilereulem.
Rosy’s new doll, as big as she was; and a fur
Perhaps the worst thing Laddy ever did was
cap, yes, a fur cap for himself, for if L-a-w-r-eBut I hesitate to tell you. It really
n-c-e didn’t spell Ladd, what did it spell? And
was too shocking. Still, I don’t kuow,—if you
there were 6ome gold bangles for Laura—only
will promise never to speak of it,—ond then I
Will and Harry could afford to make presents
hardly think he realized what he was doing.
liko that,—he should himself, some day. And
If h« and Johnny had not been left alone that
a iace pin in the shape of a fan, made of someday,—but they were alone with great-grandthing like sky-bluo sealing-wax—Laddy was mother, and had been told to take care of
her,
not acquainted with turquoise—for Sophia;
and see that she didn’t fall into the fire, till
and what was this for Sophia, too?
A pair ot
Grandmother hergrandmother came back.
great white diamond earrings, winking and self seemed almost a
young girl in comparison
blazing like the sun in the dow. Laddy start- with poor old
great-grandmother, who never
ed back, and then looked again in virtuous instirred from the moment she was put into her
Was
to
dignation.
Sophia engaged
anybody arm-chair tu the
morning till she was taken
without telling him? Was that tall, dark Sylout of it at night.
Laddy sat looking at her
vesier fellow coming here to take Sopnia
with I kuow not what strauge fancies flitting
away? And Sophia was his favorite sister! through his mind.
Possibly there came over
And here were presents from his people to Sohim such a sensation as one might have when
as
their
little
labels
said—a
phia,
great pearl
looking down the crater of a burned-out volcariug from the Sylvester mother, anu a curious
no, or over a picture where the painting had
piece ot paper, folded like h;s composition on been
wiped out. For all at once he whispered
the Four Seasons, from the fathc; he opened
to Johnny, “Larks, Johnny, larks! let's do it!’’
it—he bad seen bonds before—a United States
How far the little wretches would have gone
bond for a thousand dollars. Well, that was a
in their wicked work nobody kuows; for they
great go! Grandmother’s gold thimble, the were
interrupted by grandmother, who had
smoked pearl pencil-cases, the silver pocketthought matters were too quiet to be wholeknives, the slippers, the smoking-caps and some in there, and who seized them both and
afgbans, and silk socks, and all the rest, fell shook them till
they did not know whether they
into insignificance.
were on on this star or on several others. And
And nobody hadtrldhim! As the thought
then the little torments ran back to their
recurred he began to feel exceedingly wide
mother at last, saying they could not stay with
he
of
was
no
account
at
all
in
famthe
awake;
zreat-graudmother any longer, because grandMull
even
and Tippet, the cats, knew
ily;
mother was so cross!
Laddy was a good deal
more of what was going on. And thinking it
younger then than at this present writing, but
over he shrank back
unconsciously into the yet 1 am afraid he had soins reprehensible beginwarm corner of the fireplace, where he was
nings in him.
quite iu shadow, while the great moonbeam
Yet, after all, I suppose I could find as many
that had waked him fell into the room and lay
good things to tell of him. I remember that
over the two
tables and all the beautiful ob- once he
gave his own shoes to a beggar, and
jects glittering there, struck those stones spark, would have gone barefooted all summer if he
like
of
ling
dew, that pearl had not known of a pair of Tom’s that fitted
imperishable drops
white as concentrated moonsh iue itself, thb
him; he was always polite to the cook, and she
blood-red onyxes, the lurqnoises, blue as Elean- at
any rate, did not believe it had anything to
or’s eyes, struck and glorified all that store do with
sly turnovers now and then; he never
where the love was even more than the treas. robbed birds’
nests,—he had business with his
ure.
By the merest accident, as Laddy looked marbles, indeed, at birds'-nesting time; he
along this display, bis eye fell upon the mirror, never called a boy names behind his back, and
and he saw the whole thing faintly repeated, he
always gave away the core. Iu spite of
with dim colors and dark flashes and the hoar
everything,he was an affectionate little fellew,
frost of the moonshine. And in another mo- aud loved bis
people as much as he tormented
ment he bad seen something else; he bad seen them. If
his mother sternly called him “Lawthe figure, the shadow, the vague outline of a rence!” it
hurt him more than a whipping
man in the doorway!
from
ther did.
Laddy was a born fighter. To spring and
Laddy had been busy several weeks with
grab the poker, and to confront the man,
chips and tools, frequently running in from his
crouching, with the mouth of his bag just
place of seclusion to ask on what day of the
opened to sweep all the precious things into it, month
Christmas came this year.
He had
took him but an instant. “You clear out!” he
been fashioning a foot-rest for great-grandcried, "just the way you camel Or if I can’t
mother, having often exercised himself, since
kill you myself, I’ll make such a noise that
the enormity of his intended behavior on a cerelse
will!
There’s
the
man
iu
the
somebody
tain previous occasion had been felt, in doing
house, and my father, and my big brothers one
little odd turn and another for the poor
and”—the fellow,who did not know Laddy had
old lady’s comfort. Now, by the help of the
carefully closed the door leading from the
'athe, brightheaded tacks and varnish, he had
stairway, lest his own proceedings should be succeeded in
quite an effective bit of work.
heard, had turned and fled without waiting to With his head first on this
side and then on
hear the whole list of his enemies; the sight of
that, he contemplated it iu satisfaction, as ho
Laddy, whose voice could raise the house, was
thought of poor old great-grandmother’s tired
enemy enough. He tried to hit Laddy a elm feet
ra&tiug on its soft cushion, whose down he
first, but Laddy dodged it and followed him> had himself
plucked, last summer on the farm,
brandishing his poker with one hand and tuck' from under the
wings of the old gander, at the
his
little
with
the
and
up
ing
nightgown
other,
imminent risk of his life; and he found somedown
and
after
him
the
winputting
hasping
thing a little touching in the contrast between
dow through which the burglar leaped.
the rest of this enshion and the soul of speed
Nobody ever felt more like a man than Lad. of motion in the
bicycle for which be had such
dy did at that moment. The bedrooms were a
raging desire. Bobbins and sheaths, and ve~
the
inner
hall
door
was
closed
quite remote,
rious other small wooden trifles had his carand people were tired and sleeping soundly, so
pentry devised lor the rest, and he only finishnobody had heard him, or, if any one hail ed the last as the
girls were hanging up the
heard, it was thought he was talking in his
green aud the bells were ringing for Christmas
and
thus
he
alone
and
himself
sleep,
had
by
Eve. Having deposited his little accumulaput a housebreaker to flight! He had put a tion in safe
hiding, he went to bed, answering
housebreaker to flight, and yet his father would
questions as to his gifts in rather snrly fashion,
not let him have an air gun!
He went back to
in order to avoid having more of them to anthe place of the presents, and there they still
swer, and waited breathlessly, till every one
as
shone
calmly us if nobody had just tried to in the house should be
asleep, that he might
Bweepthem into a bag. Somebody would be steal down
secretly aud dispose of them among
trying again; it would never be given up so. the
array of the other gifts.
He would wait a while and see what would
It had seemed to Laddy as if that Christmas
happen.
Eve w ould ne ver come. He had told his mother
Wbat a very imprudent thing it was, after
that he wanted new skates; and to his father
all, to leave such valuables unguarded in this he had been
eloquent on the charms of that or
way, thought Laddy, as he again surveyed
any other bicycle. Grandmother would probthem all. What if somebody had stolen them,
ably give him a little purse of money,—and he
—it would have been a pretty how d’you dol
wanted money sadly; Johnny, he knew pretty
People as thoughtless and careless as this real, certainly, was going to
give him his ball; and
ly deserved to lose. But how that man ran,—
Rosy, and Lucy, and Sadie, and Katharine,
And
doubled
just flukirgl
Laddy
up with had united their funds towards a knife with a
silent laughter at the recollection. And meancorkscrew in it, he suspected,—a most useful
while, across all these reflections and this article to
Laddy! What Tom had in store for
laughing, an awful shadow was stalking, him, what Laura aud Eleanor aud
Sophia, not
for Laddy still looking around, was slowly
to speak of his grown-np and prospering brothcoming to a realizing sense of the fact that ers Will aud Harry, had
prepared for him, he
there was no bicycle anywhere leaning up
did not venture to imagine,— someth!.>g very
against the wall for him!
desirable without a doubt, for when Cr.ristuias
No; no bicycle. After all that he had hinted came Ltddv know that all his sins were couand spoken outright, and eveu begged,—no doneu aud
forgotten.
bicycle. And then he grew hot all over, and
How long it took that red sunset to fade
very angry. He had never known what it was into orange over the snow! How slow the stars
before to be very angry, it seemed. He could were about
coming out, how long the folks
not have told whether it was a minute or an were about
gettiug thiongh tea, aud what a
hour he stood there and ground his teeth, but
tittering fracas Katharine and Lucy and the
when he saw more clearly, his mental articula- rest of them had to make in
patting their
tion was repeating the last words he had dispaper parcels in convenient places for their eltinclly thought, without acknowledging the ders to distribute by direction! What fools
reason of his anger even in his inner congirls were! And when up-stairs at length,
sciousness. Certainly people as,careless as this what a
splashing and chattering, what daucdeserved to lose. What if anybody—and then
ing about from room to room of a little night,
an idea struck Laddy,—what is
anybody gave gowned figures, and what choruses of glad gigthis family a stare, and made them think they
gles about nothing, till the hush of heavilyhad los t their Christmasing! For bis part he
breathing slumber came and found him still
had lost all the Christmasing he cared for.
waiting, waiting for the elder people to seek
With Laddy a thing was no sooner said than their
He watched the stars
sleep iu turn.
done. There was still five or ten minutes of
through the uncurtained window while he
good light from the moon. He remembered tried to keep his eyes open; they seemed to get
that one of the old-fashioned whito dado panels
caught in the huge pine bonghs and to make
in the side of the chimney-place was a closet thin streams of
white fire there; then came an
opening with a sunken ring, where a hearth- aurora borealis, like a web of white gauze
brush ami kindlings were once kept, although
burning and shaking over the whole heavens;
disused now. He went and pulled at the ring. he
thought of the dreams stepping about from
It was so long Bince it had been opened that it
pillow to pillow, and he was prstty sure that
stuck. He took the new silver paper knife he had been
asleep bimiself when lis started
that was to be Papa’s to-morrow, but which, iu with a
ray of the moon in his face, to find the
was
Lady’s mind,
nobody’s just yet, and ran it house so still that it was plain everybody,
along the cracks and pulled again. It opened young and old, wer6 iu what ho ca1 ed the
with such force as to throw him on his back, arms of

the Cbristmasing, aud which he meant to ride
although, owiug to the spring in Us hinge, it
down the front stairs, if not the banisters! “I
immediately shut again. But it had disclosed
like to see things fly round!'’ said Laddy, leav- the most
charmiug hiding-place in the world
ing one to guess whether he meant things in —all one side of it shelves made by the receding
or
the
general,
bicycle. His mother used brick work of tho chimney-pier. Laddy did
only
to say that it was no wonder she vis ill; the
not lose a moment iu hesitation, but setting it
wonder was that anybody was well in that
open agaiD, he was scarcely longer than it
house.
takes to tell of it in transferring to this reAnd what a scene it was!
The Are was out
ceptacle every article from the two tables, and
upon the hearth, the fire that it was Michael’s every stocking from the mantel, wofully dispride to build every morning, and the bulging turbed the while lest the clinking of silver and
stockings hung from the nails driven into a long gold and glass and china should
betray him.
board laid upon the mantel-shelf. Laddy knew
And there was nobody like Laddy for getof old that there were only jokes in the stockting out of a scrape. He never looked guilty.
ings, jibe candy mouse, the toy fiddle,the China When, on
Sunday, ho was bringing the pot of
dog. The real presents were laid out on tables baked beans, suspended on a string, from the
at either side of the chimney place; Aunt Mat
baker’s, and met the people going to church,
had seen to it all. There was the silver cream
he accidentally hit the pot against a lamp post,
jug that mamma had wanted when these new and knocked out its bottom, so that the
icesthetic things made her tired of her old silsteaming beans poured, iu a mortifying mess
ver; there were the engraved onyx buttons for over the sidewalk,—mortifying to
any one but

_MEETINGS

INSURANCE

Anuual Meeting.
proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation, arc
rpHE:
X
notified
that their Annual
hereby

EMOim.VT ISStlRAHCE

Meeting will
be held at the company’s office, on
Tuesday, Jan. 2,
1883. at 2 o'clock p. m., for the choice
or officers,
aud the transaction of any other business

Portland,
de23

N.O.CRAM,

Dec. 23.

Clerk
dtd

Eagle Sugar Refinery.

Stockholders of this corporation
hereby
THEnotified
that the Anuual Meeting for choice of
are

Directors,

-IN THE-

legally

presented.

and for

action upon a» y other business
that may come before thorn, will be held at the Refinery Office, Fore street, on Tuesday, the ‘Jth day of
Jauuary, 1883, at 3 o’clock, p. m.
',0‘S* P

TflOMPSOcierk.

dc23dtd

__

Mutual
LIFE L\SURMCE COMPANY.
Better than a Four per cent.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

PORTLAND,

ME.

a

itreat.

annual meeting of the stockholders of this
rpHB
a.
Bauk will be held at their banking rooms on
TUESDAY, January ninth, 1883, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, for the choice of directors; to see if
the stockholders will amend article seventh of the

articles of association of the Bank, and to transact
any other business that may legallv come before
them. Per order of the Directors.
WILLI \M E. GOULD Cashier.
Port’and, December 8, 1882.
dec8dtd

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.
meeting of the Stockholders of
TUK
Caseo National Bank of Portland, for tho
choice of Director, and
annual

ae

tho transaction ot

Government Bond,
Which at

premium pays about 3Vj per cent. In-

Better than the Savings Bank,
which

gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
nterest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
lo make
money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Policies in other Companies
>s

shown by comparison of results.

such oth-

business as may legally como before them, will be
held at their banking house, on Tuesday the 9th day
of Jauuary, 1883. at 10 o'clock a. m.
WILLIAM A. WIN SHIP, Cashier.
December 8, 1882.
did
er

oceaIRsirasce company.
ANNUAL MEETING,
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComX pany are hereby notified to meet at the office
of said Company on MONDAY the first day of Jahuary lt*83, at 3 o’clock p. m. for the purpose of
choosing 8 ven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of such other business as mav then be
legally acred upon. Also to de ideit they will change
the time of their annual meeting to the first Wednesday after the first Monday of Ja uary, instead of as
now provided.
It. O. CON A NT, Secretary,
dec 11
dtd

fpHE

Results Accomplished.
rHE NORTHWESTERN has
000 matured endowments.
surance these policies have
miums with 4 to 5%per cent,

paid

*3,300,

over

Besides giving inreturned the precompound interest.

rHE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.87 per cent interest.
rifE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent, reserve is $3,022,012,

a

4

per

SINCE1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred, its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

__

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

LITE AGENTS WANTED.

stockholders of the Marchants National
Bank of Portland, are hereby notified that
their aunual meeting tor the choice of Directors for
the ensuing year, and he Irausaetion of such other
busi i.esa as may legally be brought before them will
be held at the bank ou Tuesday January 9.1883 at
10 o’clock A. M.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Dec. 9,
1882._dec9dtd

THE

tUMBEULAND NATIONAL

I'lie above

88

EXCHANGE

V. Holt

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.
SPECIAL
AGENTS

of.tbe

the transition
of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their banking house on TUESDAY, the ninth nay of Jauuary, 1883, at eleven
o’clock, a, m.

Jne23

T. T- MERRY,
State Agent.

B. C. SOMERBY,* Cashier,

WHY

YOU SHOULD

_decSdtd
NATIONAL TRADERS BANK.

UNION MUTUAL

share-holders of
are

an-

meeting

Ranking Room,

TUESDAY, the ninth day of January n xt, at
11 o’clock A. M., to choose five Directors for the
ensuing year, and to act on any other business that
may legally come before them/

on

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
decMdtd

8,1882.

INSURE

-IS THE-

The National Traders Back
THEof Portland,
hereby notified that their
will be held *t their

Dec.

eodtf

seven

Dec. 8,1882.

nual

Hootliby,

de9dtd

Stock-holders of “The
meeting
Bank of Portland,” for the
THECanal National
directors and foi
annual

ST.,

—AND—

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

election of

olicles

Portlar rl,

TILE

Portland, Dec. 8th, 1882.

*■

Portland, Maine.

BANK.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank of Portland will
be held at tlu-ir banking rooms on Tuesd y the
ninth day of Jauuaiy 1883 at ten o’clock A. M. for
the choice of Directors and the transaciion of any
other business that may legally come before them.
'VILLI AM H. SOULE Cashier

Endowment
for sale at

OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been established over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for
liberality by many
years of fair dealing w th its policy holders.
AND
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurance authorities and the most
prominent business and professional men all over the
country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideraAn Institution of Learning for both Hexes* tion and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL
COMPANY, having
Experienced teachers, good accommodations, low no stockholders to take the lion's share of the proprices. Winter Term, begins Tues iav, Jan. 2,1883 fits. Mutual Companies never fail.
ends Friday. March U. Spring Term, begins MonIT HAS OVER 1HIRTKRN THOUSAND POLI
day, March 2H, ends Friday, June 2'J. For circulars CIES In force, and is therefore sure of a fair of avaddress
J.|P. WIN TOM, President.
erage mortality, and canuot be seriously attected by
Ilood3w
Westbr ©ok Seminary, Deeriug, Me.
epidemics.

EDUCATIONAL

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
—

—

FEMALEJsOLLEGE.

IT

Instruction in English an«i Classical Studies.
iven to

priyate pupils by the subscribe!

J. W.

A

HOME

COMPANY.

for every contingency which can occur
during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
Jan24

IS

INCONTESTIBLE POLICIES! All policies issued
after Nov. 1G, 1881* are incontestible after three
years from the date of the policies for any cause except fraud or misstatement of ge.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides

dtl

I

a child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENTION is the most Just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy holders ever devised.
ACCKLEKATED ENDOWMENTS! Whenever
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the trolley becomes payable at once as a matured endow-

ment.

PROMPT PATMINT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by tha loss
committee, without waiting ihe ci stomary ninety
days- and without rebate of interest!

JOHNE.DKWIT,

President.

D \NIEL SHARP, Vice President.
HENRY D. SMI TH, secretary.
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

J. F. FERRIS.

Manager for Mai?e and New Hampshire
JAMES A. ANDERSON, Special
Agt.
r

Ueti

eodtf

HIGGINS’
For applications for
terms to dealers, address

Agents wanted.

Franls.

F.

territory and

German

Moss,

Laundry

General Wholesale Agent,

12 EL.ill STREET,

PORTLAND.
diSaa

ocl7

SOAP

CHAST O’BRION,

is the best. Try it. 20 cakes for
Murphy.
Makiug quite sure of it, Kaddy slipped out of
$1.00 at
bed,and gathered bis fojt-rest.aud bobbins, and
kaitting-jheaths, and brackets, and their le
maindcr, into his arms, and tiptoed down tho
thickly-carpeted staif) to tho sitting-room,
Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market
where everything olse was already in place
lor. [of|Exchauge and Federal Sts.
Prices.
nov27
dSm
and waiting for the morning.
322 Commercial
At last it was done, although no
quite to

wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Street,

his satisfaction.
He was afraid lest a scrap of
lace, a thread of Kensington work, should protrude and tell the secret; the last ray of the
had gone, and in the gloom he had to
feel rather than see. He got farther into the
oloset than he know, in arranging matters,
and then his movements happening to push
moon

away the little prop that had kept the door
open, it swung together, and shut him iu with
all the hidden gear and the dark.
For a moment Laddy felt as if there was no

[CONCLUDED ONjSECOKD PAGE.]

Brown’s

Wliarl

PORTLAND,
Orders

Dr.

roceiv

MAINE.

by Telephone.

1.11.

aplSdif

KJKAISOII
has opened
Portland
found at

an

and

oftic. In
b
oan

The Best

TASTE,

No. 276 Middle St.
over

it|done|at|my store,

Edward's and Walk-

ers’ Hardware store from
O to Dec. 'J3th.
dtf

Framing

inequality,(workmanrhip amt

H. G.
;au

HEWES,’ 593 Congress St
Jtf

—--

THE PRESS.
A Christmas

Housebreaking.

——

to put them in last of all, perhaps
by

a

tolera-

bly thorough acquaintance with Laddy’s peculiarities.

.U

to LET

“There is no burglar in the business,” he
said calmly, "and there is no need of so much
noise. This is some of Master Lawrence’s
work,”

HOUSE To EET.

MAUTS.~S.~C0.

PACIFIC

FOR

j£.^r“ace-

CALIFORNIA,

CHAMBERS

TO LET.

Store 80s. 117&1I!) Middle St.

—

—

MECHANICS’ BUILDING,

MALE

A

MEN

A

_

.,

T°Ul'

..

If JV t

...

_

.....

face* w"

bench and left them there, cooling their heels,
he had called it, and gradually finding out,
through their sobs, and gulps, and lamentations, that that was the end of it. But remembering bis sensations of shame and horror then,
Laddy had never been able to think of the
place since without a shudder. And now if be
were to be taken there in earnest—for here he
was, with all his plunder about him, and of
course his father, never dreaming that his
own boy was the culprit, would be having the
constables in to survey the scene and discover

while

So'phia shook her head at him in the
doorway, with the diamonds sparkling in her
ears.
“But I bought it for you—and you have
been already well punished—and so—as
long
as it’s Christmas”“Is it mine?” interrupted Laddy.

novl5

dtf

REAL

Inland*, Aew Zealand aa.i
Australia.
Stoainers sail from New York on lOtli, 20th an
3oth of each month, carrying passengers lor San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers pall from San Frar.ei&co regularly fo
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealan

it!”
"I guess he’ll live,” said his father.
"And we’ll have a pretty sort of Christmas,

after all,” said Laddy. “For tb.ere really was
house-breaker, and 1 really put.him to flight!
And it was mighty careless ’in you—and now
I’ll tell you all about it!”

a

For Freight, Passage, sailing
information, apply tc or address
tern

lisU and fu
General Ea

the

11. L. IS A ST LETT A lit*..
coi
ESroad St., Moatoo.
or to W. D. LITTLE & uu.,
laOSdtf
81 Exchange St.. Portland.

113 Stats Street,

Nterliog mid i'onlinrutal exchange in
to suit.
Also agent Morris Europea ’and
American Express for packages *\ml froigL. to all
Also agent f ur the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
J. L. FAHiTlEli, igent,
No.
Exchange direct

at

corner ot

C'iouNe, Barn

5 miles

out.

_nov26dtf

ami

a

few

Schiedam Aromatic

wrableWl"

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered Impure by

as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c,

Aromatic

WINTER

Schnapps

RESORTS.

UKANDEXUJKNIOm.

=

FOR JSALE.

4tlas Line of Mail Steamers
For BAHAMAS, TURKS ISLAND, JAMAICA,
HAYTI, PORTO RICO, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA
and COLOMBIA. Sailing every week
wurists are
invited to avail of these trips, which «ney can make
on any route which the
Company’s steamers take, at
the

extreme low price of #5 per day, which includes living on board the steamer the whole
time,
and they may transfer to any other steamer of the
line they may meet on the voyage.
For passage apply to
FORWOOD A CO
Agents,
15 State Street, New York.
dec8
d3m

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Enstport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S., tf c.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO

TRIPs"PER

Trip

per Week, commencing
December 8, 1882.

show

by figures that large profits can be re
Town, County and State Rights on reasonable terms. For particulars apply or address
with 3 ct. stamp, WITH AM & LEAVITT, No. 45
dec 19tf M
Exchange St. Up one fight.

Mon
4.30 touching at intermediate
in Portland *au e evening, aonneot ng witb Pullzcai Night Train for Bouton.

ON AND

AFTHR [WON.
»2S€. 4th t'teain
of
thin
Lint
will

.4MM.

ai

Passengers will not be disturbed until morning,
unless wishing to take Pul man Train.
The Blt'KIMOND wi 1 connect a Kocklnnd
with Boston & Bangor S.S. Co’s Stea^eis tor Bangor and River Landings, every Saturday morning.
COMING WEST—Connects Mondays foi Bostonand receive passengers from Bangor and River
Landings tor Portland.
All communications by mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed to
GEORGE L. DAY,
General Ticket Agent, Portland.
E. CTJ5HJNG, General Manager.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1882.
dtf

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi*Weekly Line to New Cork.

Steamers Eleanor* and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
f. M., and leave Piei 37, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDA Y, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fltroed up witb hue accommoda-

tions for passengers,

making

this

a

regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,

RAILROADS.

State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HERS^Y, President, and Manager

Eastern Railroad.

dtf

WHITE STAR LINE.
U. S. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

Rates reduced for Fall au<l Winter. Th-se steamers take the extreme southerly routes
avoiding
all dangers from icebtrgs. Cabiu $t»0 and $80: Excursion $110 and $141; Steerage at low rates. The
sailings are as loll *ws:
Celtic.Dec. 21 | Baltic..Dec. 30
Brittania.Jan. 6.
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

del9

FALE ARRANGEMENT,

Couiincnciug Sunday, October 15, 1882.

tracks first!

person who ever saw it, and he did not
see it long; for in the midst of his doub', and
fear, and misery, haunted by flashes of stars,
and flashes of Sophia’s diamonds, and flashes

dly

Trains leave Portland
it a. m. Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special
Sleeping (Jar will be
ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to

mm

x

)

/Steamers!
_FAS?E

SI.OO.

favorite Stearmers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave * K A N KI ,IN WHA RF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF.
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. nt. (Sundays exeeptcd).
The

Passengers by this line are reminded that they secomfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex-

tills train for Boston.
At 8.45 a. m. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem. Gloucester, Uo
ort,
Lynn, Cneuea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p
At I p. in. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Sa
Bidaeford. Kennebunk. Weils, No. Berwick, So.

Newburyport.

_

inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

pense and
at night.

via the various
Rail and sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
B. ( OY I.I., Jr., General Aaeut.
*
•pro
dt,

LOST AND FOND

PHILADELPHIA

of the constable’s brass buttons, he fell asleep.
How long be slept Laddy had no more means
of knowing than if he had been a little stowaway in a ship's hold. But all at once he woke,
woke to find himself overwhelmed with a feeling of unutterable horror, he knew not why.
But as soon as he could collect himself and distinguish one sensation from another he was
aware of a strange swift crackling sound, like
the noise made by bnrning pine kindlingwood. With that, too, came a stifling choking
smell, a smell of smoke, and a red glare
through the mantel chinks.
Ah, great

heavens! the house

fire, he thought,
and he could not get out, and nobody knew be
was in, and he would be roasted alive, he
would be burned to death! "Let me out, let
me out!” roared Laddy.
“Fire! fire! fire!”
and the sound sank in his throat, and he faintwas

on

ed dead away.
When Laddy came to himself he was lying
on the bed in his own room, and the commotion was all over. For a commotion there had
been, and a wild one. The screams, the kicks,
the smothered cries of "fire!” and Michael’s
single yell of terror, had brought almost the
whole of the household down in wrappers and
shawls, and anything handy, to behold the

stripped mantel-shelf and the bare tables, and
old Michael, who had kindled the blaze on the
sitting-room hearth, as usual every morning
before putting on his back-log, ignorant that
it ought to be there,
everything
standing and holding up both hands, his eyes
and mouth wfde open, and himself now voiceless with fear and amazement.
The others were not voiceless, however. A
clamor that might have waked the faiutaway
Tose from
nearly a dozen throats; cries that a
burglar had been there, that the house had
been robbed, tliat all their presents were gone<
that the police must be sent for, and suddenly,
added to all the rest, cries from the mother,
who lived in a wild fear that her children
would bo kidnapped, and then a swift calling
of their names, and nobody answering to Ladwas

not

as

dy’s! By that time the father had arrived upon
the scene, and looked about him, and partially
begun to comprehend it. Perhaps his comprehension was assisted by the sight of Laddy’s
reels and bobbins and brackets in a little heap
together where Laddy bad left them, meaning

A

For sale by all Drngg ists

Boston Journal.

NEW YORK.

_

Trains leave Botiion.
At 9.00 a. in. and arrive in Portland at 1.00 p
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. n>. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

Pullman Parlor Cara.
trains
9.00
a. m
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. in. and trains leaving Poi t lan
8.46 a. m., and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sle e
ing Carson trains leaving Boston at7.00 p. m
and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to ail points West as<>
Hoikth may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Heats and
Berths ••!«! at Deoot Ticket Office.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
On

2 Cts. per Copy
FIFTIETH

VOLUME, 1883.

The Boston Journal is reduced in price from $9
$6 per annum. Single Copies tuo cents. No

Sacques,

change

in

size, quality

have made it
New

the

or

general features,

England.

Ba^Buy it of your local news agent, or remit for
any portion of a year—at the rate of §6 per annum—postage included.
dec22
deod6t&w2w

Lined Circulars

Greatly Reduced

are mado under my
can guarantee, them of

best

All kinds of
est notice.

On and after Monday, Nov. I3lh,
IHN'J, PoNNesgrr Train leave Portland
until further notice

8.‘45 A.

workmanship,

—For

Fabyan’s. Li tleton, Lancaster,
on B. C. M. li. It., St.
Jobnsbury,
Burlington, ('gdei-sburg and all points on O. & L,
C. R. R., F ewport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
and all j oints

points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3 OO •*. M.
From Fabyan’s and intermediate
stations.
Trains arrive in Portland :
10.60 A. m.—from Fabyans.
10.00 p. M.—from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Burling
ton, &c.
3.
A'flU.TOIV, Superintendent.
Portland, November 13. 1882,
novlSdtf

personal super-

CHOICKMT
and excellent

The steamers of this Line will
®ruu during the winter season
fortnightly betweeu this poi t and
The vessels are Clyde
built, full powered and have superior accommodation lor cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rate* to those desirous
of bringing out their triends. Dates of sailing from
Port!an-l to Liverpool:
BROOKLYN Capt. Williams...23d Nov.
TORONTO, Cant. Gibson.30th Nov.
DOMINION, Capt. lleid...14th Dec.
SARJSIA, Capt. Liudall. .28th Dec.
KATES OF PASSAGE.

Bound Brook Route.

mi

sjmintitALiverpool.

ces, foot of India street.

Fur Garments made to order at short-

Manufacturing Furrier,

Parlors: 488 WASHINGTON ST
(Nearly Oppoxitr Temple IMisce)

BOston.

WILL CERTAINLY CURE

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and

every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Coninrnption. Sold by all Druggists.

SWEET CORN.
Soule’s Domestic Sweet Corn.
The best in the market, put up

expressly i'or fumily

use.

l no7d3m

Woodi'ords’H

V. II.

eodlra

4ddress

SOCLE,

Westbrook Jai

noltxltmyl

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IH M K0BKf.°i,BLR,SJ8-,.
Stations in Philadelphia
j^hiladelphis

lyy

Block, Chicago, 111

dly

0«-t

MONDAY,
Trains will

run

follows

as

Leave

Pot Hand

for

Vauceboro,

Johu,

Mi.

Halifax
and
tbe
Provinces*
Andrews, Ml. Stephen, Fredericton*
Aroostook
f ountv, all stations on IL &
PiscatiA|uts IS IS.* and for Bangor,

Wt.

Bucksport. Dexter,

Belfast and Mkoup. in., 1.30 p. m., {11.15 p. m
7.«K)
ft.ro
1.25 p. m„ 1.30p.m
Waterville,
til.16 p. m, and Saturdays only at6.16 p. m.
Augusta, Hallow ell, Hardiner, Richmond,and Hruuswiek 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p
m., 6.16 p. m„ tll.16 p m.; Bath. 7.00 a.
l. 30 p. m., 5.16 p m. and on Saturdays
only
at 11.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox dt
Lincoln
R.
B., 7.00 a. m.,
1.30 p.
m. ;
Auburn and Lewiston,
8.15 a, m..
1.25 p.
m.
Lewiston via
m., 6.06
p.
It run-wick 7.00
%.
m.,
fll.16 p. m.:

began,

1.25

ml

Farmington,
Phillips
iflonnuonth,
Wmthrop, Headfleld, West Waterville
Farming-

and North An-on 1.26 p. m., and
ton
fin Brunswick, 7.00 a.m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
Halifax, 8.10 a.
John, 8.15 a. m.. 8.30 p.
From

m., 6.15 p. m.: Mi.
m.; Houltoa, 10.30
m.; Ni. Stephen. 10.45 a. m.; J+ncksport,
6.00 a. m.. 6. p. m,; Yanceboro, 1.35 a.
m.,
1.30
7.16
p. m. Baugor,
a. m,
f7.46
in. Dexter. 7.00 a.m, 6.10 p. m.
Helfast
30 a. ra., 3.i 5 p. m. M|*o» began, 8 20 a.
m.,
3.16 p m., Wuterville. 9.16%.m. 1.55., tlO.OO
and Mondays only at 6.15 a. m Augustn
.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.45 p. m., f 10,65 p. m.j
10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m..
f-ardiner, 6.17 a.
M1.14 p. m. Raih, 6.55 a. ra., 11.00 a. m..
**.00 p. m. and (Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick* 7.26
11.30 a.
m.,
m.,
*4.30 p. m., fl2.35 a. ui., (night.)
Rockland,
8.15 a. m., 1.16 p. m., Lewiston,
7.20 a.m.
11.10a. m.,*4.15p. m. 11.20pm. Phillips.6.66
a.m. Farmington, 8.20 a. m.;
Wiathrop
10.13 a. m. being due In Portland as follows:
Tbe morning trains from Augusta and Bath
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
and connecting roads
at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
m.
The afternoon
trains from
Waterville,
Augusta, BatL, riockland and Lewiston a
p. m. The Nig a* r’uiiiusn Express train at —60
&.

8.

g.m.;

John **nndav morning
*For Portland only.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
John and Halifax on ■ ale aft reduced

rates.

PAVSON TUCFCER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gcn’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882
oot!3dtf

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oil ami aftor Holiday, Oct. 10. 1882,
WALL l.h lVE

PORJIiAKD atO.no a. m., 12.30 and 3.30
p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
Plir.T' AND FOR MCA It BORO
in.
p.
and
BEACH, 1*1 N E
OLD
POINT,
O BIHAR It
it HAITI,
a.
8,45
m„
3.30 and 5.40
m.
FOR
p.
(See note.)
BI DDEFOB D AND KENNEMAI'O.
BUNK at 8.46 a. tn., 1 00, 3.3<* and 5.4" p m.
FOB (VKLM at 8.49 a. m., 3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOB NO Kill II '■ IttVIUR. MAI..
MO*
C.KK IT
FAI.I.M,
FAI.I.M,
DOVER,

EXETEK,

Ac Reading R. R.
AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias
Be

buy ticnetn (at any railroad
boat office in New England) rin

rare to

BROOK

ANDOVER AND LOW.
ELL at 8.45 a. m., 100 and 3.3" p, m. FOR
NEW TIAKKET at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
FOR KOCH ESTER and FA R.TIINR TON,
N II
8.46a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
ALTON BAY at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. m.
FOR
M AN CHESTER AND CONCORD N. II..
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m. (via New Mar'Jet.) at 3.30 p. m. tlORNINL TRAIN
LEAVES KENNEBUNK FOR'PORTLAND at 7.36.
Note—The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro Bench, Pine Point, Old
Diehard Beach or Well, exi ept
lo
Take
l*..**cug.rs For Konou. Parlor Carton all
Seats secured in
through trains.
advance at

Depot Ticket Office.
tyihel.00 p. m.,_train from Portland

nects

with Mound

l.iur

NEW

311

Philadelphia,

j>

or

con-

for New

Portland For Boson and Way stations at
1.00 p. m. Boston F'or Portland at 8.00 p. m.
Trains on tsoston & Maine road connect with all
steam rs running between Portland and
Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also couueet with Grant!
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
A11 trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to oU points West and
South nny be had of •!. L. Williams. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FUUBER, Gen. Supt.
S» H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

octl3

dtf

Grand Trunk
and

ON INS’i,

Railway of Canada.

after MONDAY, October
trains will ran ns follows:

J.M,

PARTY RES:

For A (iburn and l.mixiou, 7.20 a. m„ 1.“*
and 6.15 p. m.
For Ciorham, mixed. 7.40 a. m., and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p. m.
From LewiMion and Auburn, 8.40 a. m.,
12.35, 3.15 aud 5.50 p. ui.
From (•orhnw, mixed. 9 40 a. m., 6.10 p.m.
From Chicago, Moutrea
aud Quebec,
12.36 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on niglit train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-ANDDEPOT A r

steam

ROUTK.

Oue

Ntenmcra

York and all Hall Lines for the West and the 3.30
p. m.. train with all Hail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

FOOT OF

Way, 911.50

Excursion,

4,00

ENGLAND AGENCY,
I* ston,
H. P. BALDWIN
Gen. P e. Agent, 0. U. K. o
.J.

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Fanndn, Detroit, « hiengo, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, St. Louin, Omaha, Snginaw, St. Paul, wait Lobe t’iiy,
Denver, San PraucUco,
and ail

New \ork and

HAVERHILL,

LAWRENCE,

NINTH

JfS|

^

and nflcr

ARRIVALS.

T <M B Ci PI r AL.

Those desiring to make money
small and medium investments
in
grain, provisions and stock
specul tions, can do so by opertLp ating on our plan. From May J st,
1881, to the present date, on investments of $ 10.00 to $ 1000, cash
W HEAT
profits have been realized and
mm
paid to investors amounting to
gh
several times the original investH
ment, still leaving tue original investment, making money or payaHe on demand. Fxplauitory circuSTOO KS
lars and statement of fuml W
sent free* We 'vant responsible
agents, who will report on crops
and Introduce the plan. Liberal
commissions paid. Address,
E E E HI Ml N Q
&
MER
Itl4.ll, i'oiuiuiMMiou IVIerchaiita, major
on

On

10th, Passenger

-BETWEEN-

New

INCREASE

CyflQ ft

HIM CENTRAL RAILKOA!

DJh

BOUND

T.C. WIDMER,

del*

OGDENS BURG, N. V.,

DOMINION LINE.

a

Those goods
and

BURLINGTON, VT„

dCm

Cabin, return.$9<».00 Gold.
For passage, &c., apply to DAVID TORRANCE,
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offi-

Prices,

QUICK SALE.
vision,

—TO—

Cabin.$50.00 Gold.

—AT

In order to insure

For passage apply to I.EVE & AUDEN. General
A.
Agents, and E.
WALDRON,
40 t
xenange Street, or for passhge or freight to
H & A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India street.

<le2

Only lie Iliroih In Seme Day

which

popular Family Newspaper of

Seal Dolmans,

Squirrel

—

Portland Cor Liverpool.
Nova Scotian, Capt. Richardson,
7th Dec,, via Halifax.
21st Deo.
Parisian, Cant. Wylie,
4th Jan.
Sarmatian, Capt. Graham,
For Glasgow Direct.
Nestorian Capt. James,
on or about Dec. 6
•<
Dec 25
Prussian, Capt. McDougall,

Passenger

to

Seal

FROM

<HgdensbiirgR.L

AND MONTREAL

Royal Mail Steamships,
—

GREAT BARGAIN

FINE FURS!

Ten Dollar*. (Sound Trip $18.
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. NAJIVnOJV. Agent,
de31tf
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

ALLAN LINE

Thirty-six Columns.

18 BEAVER STREET,
j,3

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, for warded free of com-

mission.

Passage

and Grocers.

Close connections made at

t
I

arriving at 5.10 p m. connecting with Sound and
Rail Lines for all Southern and Wtjstern points.

Portland

[From

$6.00.

salubrity

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philujr

Baltimore, Wn»h ington, and
ouch and with Boston At Albany R. R.
Sbia.
the West.

Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Fortsmouth,
Newburyport,^aleni, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,

cure a

A

reputation

at?.30
*0.30
m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiahi frr*m Portland ^ooneete af
»’ -*r..
%ye~ June. «vith P* <•«*. <*• x kui
V/
11 f West, and at tJ.
**<•„,«,t «
New Vorb vlttNorwick Mbe, and all rut
i.Kprhiaflrld, also with N. V. dr N. K, f

a. m.

claimed for it.

And, thereupon, Laddy
in fact, die in those

halloo,

A public

and 5.45 p. m.
C'timber I and
Wenibrook
and
Woodford’s,
a.
1.05, 4S.JO and (mixed)
in.,

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays ineluded, between Boston and Bangor.
jRuiis through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Docs
not run to Dexter. Belfast, Bucksport, or St

only

never to

other alcoholic preparation.

Mil!*,

very convenient

Leave Railroad Wharf, and comfortable route for travelers between New
street,
every
Monday, York and Maine. During tbe summer months these
at
6
Thursday,
p. in., for Eastport and St. steamerB will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pasJohn, with connections for Calais. Robbinaton. St. sage to and from New York. Passage, including
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock Grand State Room, $5; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
Pictou, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Char
tottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
stations on the New Brunswick and
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 2k
Canada, Inter
oolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Coun- Bxcnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pas
ties, &Rail Roads, and Stage ;Bontas.
sensors will be taken by this Una
decSdtf
& "Freigm
received up to 4 p. m. and any information

fc^«^asasr-'ai
of
State

root
and

as ne lay mere ne saw me slow star overhead swim out of sight; a little thin cloud blew
over the darkness; one by one, other stars
came and looked down at him with their beautiful eyes; perhaps this last one was n comet
speeding on her flight, with all her shining
films around her,—if it was, Laddy was the

solved

re

(mixed) 3.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Oerhnm, Nnccnrappa,

for

Ketnrning, will leave Maohiasport every

landings, arriving

Lost.
Dircct,$(camshii) Line.
BLUE plush wallet, containing a five dollar bil
anfl some smaller change. The finder will
saltr of over 30 years duration in every confer a
From BOSTON
favor and be rewarded by leaving it at
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
de23d3t46 PEERING ST.
Every Wednesday and Satcctionof our country of Udolpho Wolfe's
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
urday,
oclG
<itf
FOUND.
From PHILADELPHIA
Schnapps, its nnsolicited endorsement by
POCKET Book, containing a sum of money,
and
Every Tuesday
Friday.
which the owner can hare by calling at Wm.
the medieal faculty and a sale unequaled E. Thornes’ Crockery Store, proving
Long Wliarf, Boston, 3
property and
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf
dec22d3t
paying expenses.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
by aDy other alcoholic distillation have
WINTER ARRANGUIENT,
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
insured for it the
of

the thief’s tracks.

m.

pora.

Poniand,

py-Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H

alized.
CAN

the

WEEK.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,

A1VALIJAJBLE PATENT.

.05 po

t^bewer, Spriorrdle, Alfred, Wat.
oboroaud Mrco Rnrer.r.SO a. an., 1.03
p. to.. ttjd (mixed) at 0.30 p. ns. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) u.46 a. m.. 11.15
a. m.t and 3.36 p. m.; arfiring at Portland

e*

day viorning,

Street, Deei*

TorTs ALE

H. R

tion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., a
CABIN, $50 $70 and $S0.
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with tbror
Intermediate $40, Steerage lowest rate
The Steamer CITY OP BICH
trams of Grand Trunk R. R.
f MOND, Capt. Dennison, will
Appiy to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St T
tickets to all points South and West
Through
leave
Railroad
Wan
Portland
il.
1,
P.McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or LEVL «v
*^mmSSatESSSSmcat 11.15, or on arrival of Pul De.-ot onicos and at Kolims A Adams* No. 221
At, ft* 1£N. lG.State street, Boston.
no23dtanyl
change Street.
man train from Boston, every ff ~iday evening
•
Does not stop at
oodford's.
loi Kockland, ('inline, Deer
Inle. SedgJ. W. PETERS. Supt.
wick, So. Went and Bar Harbor-, (Ml De- |
jei7
iierl) Mil I bridge, Jonexport and iMachiu*-

estate

minutes ride from Market Sqare. Wi 1 be ren *d,
or sold very low and upon easy terms of
payment
in annual, semi-annual, or quarterly installments.
For particulars inquire of Rollins & Adao s, oi F.
0. Bailey & Co., 22 and 18 Exchange street, Portend.
oct27dtf

is superior to every

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

j One

UPON i;ASY TERM]

SCHNAPPS.

F3R IT. DESERT k MACHIAS.

VWV.

engers direct from Oalway.
Tne steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
and are litteduo with all improvements conducive 1
to the comfort of passengers.

containing 7
rooms, ample pantry, closets, &c., good cellar, Sebago water, &c. Lots f om 6,000 to 8,000 square
feet, situated on lino of horse cars, within eight

WOLFE’S

vegetable decomposition

Land,

dtf

At

four new Houses on Fessenden
Land Company’s property,

a

of

acres

J. B. TH0BAT02V
Oak Hill, Ncarboro.

taoh 16

PREPAID
PA^NAG k
( EKTIFICAT F8 for friends and relatives from the Old
Coif u try to any railroad Station or steamboat lauding in the United States. The only line taking pass-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER

sums

BOSTON AND PORTLAND,
LIVERPOOL, (JEEENS ft'OWN,
GLASGOW, LOIMDONDERKV
and 4i \

El OFFICr.

_

Agents,

House for Sale.
house recently occupied by John Main, sitTHEuated
the
Melbourne and Merrill
streets. The

THEing

As

Portland and Worcester Line.

__

Australia.

ami

<4

ESTATE.

house Is nearly new and in excellent
“Yours,” said his father.
order, heated by hot water and contains all the mod“As long as its Christmas, repeated
Tom, ern improvements. Inquire ot BEN J. THOMPSON
85 Exchange St. or N. S. GARDINER 93
grandly, from his lofty perch.
Exchange
Street.
decltfdeodtf
“Then, &Tom,” cried Laddy, standing np
in bed, “1 11 stump you to ride down stairs on
For Sale.

as

General Ocean Steamer

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Arrangement of Trains.
Steerage, outward and prepaid, \> ith choice of the
On and alter Monday, Oct. itt,
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross- ti.. ■_
'“-I * NWJ, Passenger Trains will leave
ing on the lane routes free from Ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, Na- Hy." -.jl! Portland at 7.110 a. na.,
and
“l.«5 p. m., arriving at Worcester
tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Ketnrnlng leave
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England, Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway, m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p.
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at m.
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, f 60 to $100. For (Hinton,
Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
Nashua, Cowell, Wiudham, and Ey.
steamers.
ping at 7.SO k. hi. and 1.05 p. m.
Steerage $26 to $62. according to
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
f

Naadwirh

damping

afl In

RA1LROAD8.

PASSAGE I

JAFaK,

tolet!

the morning, -he w*on the edge of tears and cries.
But before the tears could gather
aad {a]]
a new thought flashed over
Laddy
What had be done? He had .L
,,
those
taken all
objects of value and made
...
with them.
m,
away
That was what he had d'
one, and what any__,,
y
What difference,
m
.
•* ‘here seem to be bol
a"
a r
T
,ther housebreaker? What
h0
.d him to be a thief? The
awful thought up
jkde his pulse stop and his feet
,,
turn icy cold. 7
£
-he very hair on his head began
slowl to rise
as he pictured the scene to him,,
-iis father should take him by the
.,
anc* wheel him about to look in his
uen the con8table should spring the
hand'
cuffs round his wrists and march him
^
in to the police court with a crowd of boot*
jg boys following—and there the terrible old
judge would be sitting in his chair! Laddy
knew just how that court room looked; for
once, when the boys had been nutting in old
Jacques’ pasture, old Jacques bad surprised
them and driven them all into town in front of
him like a fleck of sheep, and walked them
up into the court room, seated them on a

STEAMERS.
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Linedu; Street, Woodfords, a house
containing nine iinisbed rooms, heated
In spite of the wonder aud alarm of the moRent, $20 per month. Enof
L. J. PERKINS,
heart in his body.
He groped about, hardly ment then, Tom and Johnny could not hinder quire
489 Congress street.
daring to move lest he Ehould break some- a thrill of pride and envy that shot through nol7 Ulf
to
be
the
cai
se
of
all this rout!
thing, and fumbled all over the place. There them,—Laddy
HOTEL TO LEASE
“Now Miohael,” said his master, “what is
was no handle on the
inside of that door, as
’rhe International
otel. l*oi ilnud, IWe.
the case is with most closets, ana there it was the matter with yon?”
“Begorra, sor,” Baid the man, trying to hold ritms House is situated in close proximity tc .ho
plain he meet s‘ay till he was let out—unless
of
the European, New York mid uoshis shaking chin on his face, "sure it's the oald ivvT „J8U“‘"89
be hallooed.
araer8and
opposite iho Grand Trunk Depot.
Should he halloo? What a time it would boy, an no other, do be in the jhimney closet Easy connection with oilier parts of the city by
18 tn Prst-class order
throughout and
make if he did I Father and mother and the big yander!”
wfneiLCiarB'
A?V responsible
will
be leased
parties lurmsliedor un“Humph!” said his master. "The old boy? turnisbed at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
boys and the little girls would all come rushau22dtf_AUG. P. FULLER, Portland. Me.
ing down,—it would take more than a halloo- I shouldn’t wonder if it was the young one.”
And then a broad grin spread over Michael’s
ing to get the big girls out of bed,—and maybe
great-grandmotber would have a fit;—and countenance. “The ipalpeeu himself!” he
then, besides, everybody would be sick aud cried. And he seized the sunken ring and
No. 2351/2 Middle St., 2d storv ovcross tomorrow.
er stores
No, he would wait a little wrenched open the door, and there lay the litoccupied by Merrill & KeLta, and A.
Matter.
These chambers have boen occutle wretch in his dead swoon
?rr/’
while and see what would happen.
Perhaps
among all these Lj;
pied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
years: arc in the centre of
Johnny or Tom would be the first to come in gay and precious objects.
business, spacious, well
located and have all modern
In spite of the consternation and
the morning, and could let him out, and
improvements.
Jnindignaor ELIAS
THOMAS,
,VV.W-TU0MAH’
Commercial
they would enjoy the joke together and creep tion and marvelling, one and all they could ?weC>1
St.
aug5dtt
not but commiserate the little
back to bed.
fellow there
bo thinking, Laddy laid his hands on the Indeed, Katharine aud Rosy,
unable to underdriving blanket for his father, and wrapped it stand it now, were loud in thair exclamations
round himself, for it was none too warm in concerning thetousabreakers. who
could be so
that closet which, besides its other uses, had cruel as to take their
Laddy and shut him in
been part of the old cellar ventilating-tlue. A there, while his father lifted him in
his arms
'V, the Post Office where ail the large
BKCO
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located in dry
fresh sense of injury in relation to the
bicycle and carried him away.
goods, Fancy and other Glasses of goods. Fitted up
And so, as I was
overcame him, as he folded the blanket,—his
saying, when he came to with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
father’s pleasure was provided for. And then himself Laddy was
lying on the bed in his own and airy
basement all in perfect re| fir. Heated by
he chuckled to think how mad the folks would room, and his mother was on one
side of him a furnace.
Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON )64
Brackett
St. where the keys may be found
be in the morningl
But it would do them with cologne, her long black hair
streaming
ocGi____dtf
good. Tuey wouldn’t leave diamonds and around her, and his Aunt Mat on the other
pearlB, and bonds and sealskins and purses of side with camphor, her.nightcay all askew on
IIALL TO LET.
money round in that manner again, with bur- her head, and grandmother wins
running with
The
Large and Commodious Hall
glars prowling about the house! He rolled up hot flannels; and Johnny hrAog over yhe lootIN
his eyes
in a little sanctimonious virtue, hoard, as if he wanted to
bleak his neok; and
of
the
lesson
he
was
and
tbsnking
Sadie and Katharine and Rosy were
giving his eld- Lucy
ers, tand saw something overhead shining huddled in the wiudev seat.
Streets, suitable for Lee
Opening his Comer Congress and Casco
and Dancing.
For terni3
brighter than Sophia's diamonds,—a star, like eyes slowly, and glanci ng from one to another, tures, Entertainments
inquire of the Agent, It. B. SWIFT, 613 Congress
an imraenee jewel on the
deep dark blue vel- it gradually stole ovev him, as life stole back street.
del2d3w
vet of the bit of sky above him, and then he to him, that
the ho'ase had not been on fire at
realized that the place, running up in a hollew ail, aud he ha j
made a great fool of himself.
WANTS.
shaft beside the chimney to its top, was
open He was sicly, divzy, faint; no drum sticks, or
to all the winter night, let the
opening be ever mince pits, or raisin, cr cranberry sauce, or
Agents Wanted.
so narrow; and he grew,
or Female, in every city and town in the
perhaps, sixty degrees plum pudding for him to-day! He know
just
Unitei States. $10.0uto $15,011 per day eascolder in a second.
Goodness, how cold he what they wo ild do,—they would
G. E. RIDEOUT&CO.,
keey him on ily made.
Was! His teeth began to chatter, he felt his
dec22eodlm
10 Barclay St New York City.
gruel4 pernaps they would give him castor oil,
throat tickling, his head stuffing, his back ach- and. when he
got well they would scold him.
Wanted.
ing, and he was confident he would have a “Rsetty sort of Christmas for a fellow!”
FURNISHED f ant room for a gentleman and
lung fever before daybreak. He put his bare vailed Laddy.
wife, in the vicinity of the Park, either in pri
feet against the chimney bricks; to be sura
Oh, he’s alive! he’s alive!” crted his moth- vate family or otherwise. Address “w,” care of
dec2kd3t*
Wheeler, Swift & Uo._
there was some warmth in those,—but what sr,
hei- hands in thankfulness.
was that in a place open to all out-doors?
“He’s breathing!” cried Aunt Mat.
Jpo*
Wanted.
some of the top bricks had
and women to st art a new business at their
“I’m talking!” crted
fallen, weathering
Laddy.
own homes; no
the storms of half a century, and made the
peddling; 60c. an hour made;
And then, for a r
the Toom seemed to send 10c for 16 samples and instructions. Address
jinute,
hole larger than that crack
MASON & CO., Montpelier, Vt.
through which the turn upside down whether because Johnny de6eod!2t
draught originally whistled. And what if it turned a semeraa' alt, or because Tom came ridPartner Warned.
should begin to rain or snow!
Laddy, in his ing in on a great. silent bicycle that looked
PARTNER with $700 or $$00 capital to invest
mind’s eye, was already buried in a snow- •o
in a good paying business. Address
Laddy’s eyes as he lay there ou the bed,
PARTNER,
drift, and he began to think that he hid bet- ike one of tto wheels in Ezekiel
that grandPress Office.
decI3dtf_
ter make a noise about it.
He was, perhaps, mother read about to them on
Sundays, someCANVASSERS WANTED.
to be suffocated there in a drift that
J’aies.
no St.
Energetic Canvasers to sell the Eagle
Bernard dogs would ever find,
LJ.OOD
“I don’t think you deserve it,” said his fath- VA
nobody would
Wrloger on installments. Men who can give
ever know anything about it, and his
good reference or security can have outside territoa little severely,
er,
Tom
in
mot’jer
following
again, ry to handle.
AUdr
No. 35 Temp e St.
would miss him in
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JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. S'lT, 1*HEN SON, G. P. A.
S1TCEK. Superintendent.
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Washington Street,

mhZtidt

Children’s Solid Gold Kings
I ate.t

Styles in

McKEKNEY, the JEWELEIt,
dtde2G

Buefcfleld
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darnel, Onyx, Turquoise and Amethyst.
ONLY $1.50
547 C'oiigieMN Hi.

Unmford Falls &
Leave

Canton

Portland

for

4.10 and 6.30 a. m.
£a-y'^ryaLaglaton.
Leave Portland for
t--.at

Canton,

a, m. ami 1.3u p. m.
l^ave Lew l* ton at 7.10 a. ni. and

1.67 p.

and

7.80

tr.

Stage oouneotioiu. witli Byron, Mexico, Dlir
Peru, Livermore, West Sumi.ai and Turner

OTIS HAVP0KU. Snpt,

Portland, Oot. 16, 188Ss
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